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Murray Girl Scout Day
Camp Opens On Monday
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Superintendent
Board Approves Teachers
For 1971-72 School Year

heck Stickers

Murray Chief of Police James Id Brown said roadblocks will
be set up at various points in the city starting Tuesday, June 15,
inspection stickers, and other
checking for CRY auto stick
les in the city of Murray.
violations o/persona driving
city auto stickers was June 1.
The dea1sfor ihe
The cost et
$rnRiS the penalty, but if a person is
cited hue the court, fined MAD plus court costa of $10.00 will
then be added to the Met.
pemons to purchase their city auto
Chief Brawn urges
stickers and have their cars inspected to avoid paying a fine
when cited into court. All persons, living outside the city, but
employed in the City of Merray, are required to buy a city
sticker.
4:;0,4xsw;s:;:,,,,kxwowommsila

superintendent.
He pledged his support for the
continued progress in the schools
of the county.
Miller has over twenty six
years experience in the field of
education beginning his career in
1945 at Gold Pond Elementary
School.
He has taught at Kirksey, Almo
and Calloway County High. He
has held the position of teacher,
principal, assistant superintendent and superintendent of
schools.
William B. Miller
Mr. Miller is affiliated with a
educational
of
number
organizations and has served as
an officer of several of them.
He is a member of the Flint
Baptist Church where he is
songleader, deacon, and men's
Sunday School class teacher. He
Five persons were injured in of the nose and released. She was is a member of the WOW and
traffic accidents in Murray and driving a 1969 Mustang toward Temple Hill Lodge, No. 276 F &
Calloway County on Tuesday. Murray when her car left the AM.
He is married to the former
They were all treated at the road and hit a bridge culvert
emergency room of the Murray. damaging the right front wheel of Mary Sue Miller and they have
Calloway County Hospital and the car, according to the Sheriff. three children Billy, Ken and
released, according to hospital The car was towed away by Jim.
The board accepted Mr.
officials.
Gardner Wrecker Service..
Sheriff Clyde Steele and
Three persons were injured in a Miller's resignation effective as
Deputy Sheriff Maurice Wilson two car collision yesterday about of August 1.
investigated the one car accident four p.m. at the intersection of In other action the board
last night about 7:30 on Highway South 12th Street and Glendale named the teaching staff and
121 about % mile south of Farris Road, investigated by the school staffs for the county
schools as follows:
Grocery in which Betty Norman Murray Police Department
Almo Elementary
of Wing° was injured.
Injured were Mrs. Beulah
She was treated for a contusion Hughes of Murray Route Seven, Teachers—Beurdean Wrather,
Pinkley,
a passenger, treated for frac- Nancy Roberts, Frances
Feltner,
Nance,
Linda
Maurelle
tured ribs; Robert Trenholm,
Brown,
Elaine
Sanders,
Enid
Thanks, Mrs. Johnson. Many
Chestnut Street, a driver, no
Cassity,
things can be expressed in poetry
apparent injuries noted; and Celia Grogan, Jacquelyn
Bailey,
than cannot be said in song or
WASHINGTON (UPI) —The Viet Cong delegation to the xuao Thus; iiiiked a . final
Jerry Atkins, age four, Fox Patricia Lassiter, Marion
Douglass
Dulcie
Erwin,
Sharilyn
prose.
and
talks
was
peace
IWO
White Home says Communist
Vidyt ye.,
Meadows Trailer Court, a
Viet Cong would reliese thlwai of -the totality of all U.S.
negotiators in Paris were
passenger, laceration of the and Aline Steele.
Dowdy.
Just to make sure that our 1965
sticking "very hard" to the American Prisoners it hoick fortes in Vietnam," but also to
head, according to the hospital Secretary —Daytha
•
Custodians—Leland Elkins,
Chevy would not be scratched
official position that they would even before completion of ana pledge of a halt in American
officials.
Elkins.
this morning as we ate breakfast, J. Field Montgomery, Ad- only agree to discuss—not to American withdrawal
Cars involved in the collision Shellie
i•
weapons and other support to
Cooks—Sue Brittain,;Mildred
we parked between somebody's ministrator of Murray-Calloway pledge—release of American The Washington Post, in a the present Saigon government.
were
a
1964
Plymouth
four
door
Houston Roane has
Brandon, Katherine Cleaver,
white
Cadillac
and
Ed County Hospital, recently an- POWs in response to a firm dispatch frorn Paris today, He was quoted as saying Mrs. Jessie
been peesented with a special driven by Gamble Prince Hughes
Chrisman's Grand Prix.
nounced the signing of a Pre- date for U.S. withdrawal from quoted the chief of the North Hanoi would be prepared to plaque in recognition of her fifty of Murray Route Seven, and a Ernestine Hargis.
Bus Drivers—Enin Bizzell,
Vietnamese delegation as say- settle the POW issue while the
Admission Testing (PAT) Vietnam.
years of membership with the 1968 Dodge two door hardtop Leon Burkeen, Jewel Dunn,
"1 think that I shall never see a agreement with Kentucky Blue President Nixon's press se- ing that once a "reasonable
Trenholm..
driven
by
Thieu regime was still in Woodmen of the World.
Charlie Adams,
poem as lovely as a tree". Joyce, Cross.
cretary, Ronald L. Ziegler, date" was set by Nixon for power. He said the POW issue The plaque was presented by Police said Hughes,going north Willard Duncan,
Wiliam Lee and F. B.
Hill,
Arvin
you said it well.
Pre-Admission Testing is a made the comment in reply to American withdrawal, the POW was not directly tied to the
Mrs. Loretta Jobs, field on South 12th Street, was making McClard.
voluntary program between reporters' questions about sepa- issue "will be settled."
longtime Communist demand representative for the Murray a left turn onto Glendale Road,
Calloway County High
%lancet F. do Nascimento Brito, Kentucky Blue Cross and its rate reports Tuesday that the The Post carried excerpts of
for installing a coalition govern- and Mayfield Area and officer of and collided with the Trenholm
Crittenden,
president of the Inter American member hospitals. PAT provides Vietnamese Communists might the Paris Interview with North
Principal—Howard
Unit Grove 126, to Mrs. Roane at car going south on South 12th Asst. Prin. James Feltner.
Press Association spoke wise coverage for outpatient tests be willing to promise to free Vietnam's Xuan Thuy, in which ment.
Street.
one
question,
In
response
to
the Murray-Calloway County
words for Freedom of the Press (laboratory, x-ray, EKG, etc.) prisoners of war quickly after a Chalmers M. Roberts sought to
Teachers—Eugene Chaney,
Xuan
Thuy said "If a where she was a patient. Also Damage to the Plymouth was
Day, as follows:
Cannon Parks, Milton Walston,
done at the hospital prior to a U.S. pullout announcement.
clarify the Hanoi position on a reasonable date is set (for U.S.
present for the presentation were
(Continued on Page Twelve)
scheduled admission as a bed Clark M. Clifford, defense settlement and release of Withdrawal),
(Continued on Page Twelve)
the question of her daughter-in-law, Mrs. Hugh
"The press of the Americas, patient, when such tests are the secretary in the latter part of POWs.
prisoners may be settled."
Houston, and her private nurse.
both in the North and in the type which would have been the Johnson administration, In response to
one question Roberts asked:
The inscription on the plaque
South, is being increasingly covered by the patient's Blue said in a speech he had "reason
"Why do you say 'may' and reads as follows: "Woodmen of
subjected to a subversion of its Cross coverage on an inpatient to believe" that a short, simple
not `will'?"
the World, in recognition of loyal
fundamental freedom to inform. basis, Montgomery said. All Blue agreement could be reached for
Xuan Thuy: "Yes, you can service, proudly presents this 50
Though it is the dramatic, overt Cross members are immediately a Vietnamese settlement—inPut it down 'will be settled.' year membership gold pin and
action of a government in the eligible for this coverage.
cluding the prisoner issue. This
From now on it is `will'."
plaque to Sovereign Jessie
curtailment of press freedom Montgomery said, "PAT is would entail a U.S. pullout by
Mr.
know
Roberts:
"You
Roane, member of Unit
Houston
that makes the most impact, too designed to shorten the patient the end of the year and release
Nixon has said you have offered Grove 126 State of Kentucky".
often the evidence that those who stay by having results of the of POWs within 30 days, he
7
only to discuss prisoner re- The inscription was signed by FRANKFORT
would destroy the kind of press patient's tests available upon said.
(UPI)— Judge Mac Swinford to exclude
lease."
Nick T Newberry, national Attorney General John B. the state as a defendant in a suit
we know—which despite it's admission. The program should Clifford based his statement
is president of the WOW.
Xuan
Thuy: "Nixon
shortcomings is still the best result in prompt therapeutic care on various persons whom he
Breckinridge said Tuesday he is riled by the City of Covington
unwilling to withdraw. There- Mrs Roane joined the Woodsafeguard of a nation's con- upon admission and help declined to identify. He did not
not obligated to defend the new' challenging the constitutionality
fore
pretext
he
been
tries to use one
men in May 1902 and has
science--have resorted to more alleviate the bed shortage as well say whether he had contact CADIZ (UPI)—Gov . Louie B.
Kentucky Legislative Reap- of the • redistricting measure
Nunn was scheduled to speak and another. Nixon's allegation associated with organization in portionment Law and may not do passed by the General Assembly
subtle and sophisticated means, as permit better scheduleing with Communist negotiators.
not various ways since that time. The so in a Federal District
about distussing and
goes unnoticed.
Court this year.
within the x-ray and laboratory Rep. Robert L. Leggett, D- tonight to the Kentucky
Federation of Republican Women settling is because he is local Woodmen service club is hearing at Covington.
The Attorney General said his
"It is for this reason that the departments of the hospital."
Calif., told a news conference at
Lake Bey State Park near unwilling to settle. He wants to named the The Jessie Houston Breckinridge said he may ask office has informed the Govervigilance of the Inter American The hospital administrator said he tuidei ied in Paris with the
here _ to *iplete the two-day split hairs."
Service Club in her honor.
nor's office and the Legislative
Press Association has become of (Continued ea Page Twelve)
second-ranking member of the
convention of 188 delegates Ziegler said the POW issue She was crowned as "Woman
even greater importance in that
Resrarch Commission about the
was
Thursday's
Grove
126
in
raised at last
of Woodcraft" by
representing 68 clubs.
suit in case either wants a lawyer
fight, of international proporThomas D. Emberton, the GOP weekly meeting of negotiators June 1969 and a feature story with
present at a pre-trial hearing
tions, for the intelligence of men.
Communist her picture appeared in the
that
the
nominee for Governor, told the and
before Swinford Monday.
"That vigilance will be most
that
time.
at
Ledger St Times
convention Tuesday night that he (Continued on Page Twelve
truly maintained, not only when
Mrs.0.C. Wells of Murray is in The Governor has expressed
would announce his campaign.
warning signals are given—be it
Washington,
D. C., where she doubts about the constitutionality
platform next week and that it
of a politician's campaign to
attended
the
"Honor Awards of the bill and allowed it to
fordiscredit the press or of a Six Murray residents were Distinguished Military Graduate would be "one of the most
Convocation"
on
Sunday, June 6., become law without his
signature.
government'd decree to un- among the thirty-nine ROTC at MSU. He graduated with an ward looking platforms you've
at
Constitution
Hall.
dermine the economic in- students commissioned in the agriculture degree and was a ever seen in the history of KenHer sister, Mrs. Elizabeth 0. The suit, which specifically
dependence of Newspapers—but Army at graduation ceremonies member of the Pershing Rifles. tucky."
Pierce
of Albuquerque, New attacks the formation of the new
also when public opinion is at Murray State University last Jeffress, son of Mrs. Maud Ernberton said the Democratic
Mexico,
received
the 23rd Senatorial District in
the
primary
on
did
focus
not
aroused to the dangers inherent Saturday.
Jeffress, was also named a
Kentucky, also
Distinguished
Service
award
for Northern
legislation
Issues
permilitary
pay
"on
but was based
In such actions. In this, every Murrayans commissioned Distinguished Military Graduate
WASHINGTON (UPI) —The passed
challenges the entire reapoutstanding
service
in
the
even
pricetag
publisher, every editor and every were Jan Buxton, James Gantt, at MSU. He graduated with a sonal accusations, charges and Senate approved a military pay with an identical
portionment act. It contends that
President Nixon—at "Bureau of Indian Affairs".
journalist has a responsibility. Carl Hoke, George James, speech degree and was a member inuuendo."
raise Tuesday that would up though
Mrs.Pierce retired last year as the act is inconsistent with the
issues,
publicly—said
he
wanted
"They
the
least
didn't
touch
on
"In this Year of Freedom of Michael Jeffress and Joseph 0. of the Pershing Rifles.
the basic pay for aggsw recruit
Supreme Court's "one man, onsw,
they didn't address themselves to to
$1 billion first intallment "Supervisory Educational
Information and on this Day of Wilson.
Wilson, son of Mrs. S. 0.
$301.50 per month and, with only a
vote" mandate because of ttif
Specialist"
after
forty
years
of
Freedom of the Press. I call onsill Gantt, son of Mr. and Mrs. Wilson, graduated with an in- the needs of Kentucky," Em- other allowances, swell his on a two-year program to end service in the Bureau.
high population differences in
gubernatorial
calls.
berton
draft
said.
The
men of journalism in the Wilson Gantt, was named a dustrial arts degree.
annual income to $0,328.43.
many districts.
nominee said his November
The House version differs in Dr.0.C. Wells, Jr.,and Family
Americas to re-dedicate them- Distinguished Military Graduate Receiving the gold bars
of a campaign would be "one of the The $2.6 billion pay increase the way the money would be and Fred M. Wells and family
Named as defendants in the
seives with Insight and in- at MSU. He graduated with a Second Lieutenant,
climaxed highest level and will deal with is designed to anted enough divided, however, with lower also attended the convocation in suit were the Commonwealth of
tellectual integrity to the cause of chemistry degree and was a four years of ROTC training
volunteers into the service to
Kentucky and Kenton County
grade servicemen getting only Washington, D. C.
that liberty upon which all other member of the Scabbard and Including a six week summer the isenes."
eliminate the draft.
Tuesday The House already has about 60 per cent of the total Mrs. 0. C. Wells made the trip Clerk Albert T. Wood, who was
Other
speakers
Ow
liberties rest."
Blade Society.
camp at India ntown Gap Military session of
by plane from Nashville, Tenn., singled out because his office
inerease.
the convention in'
Buxton, son of Mrs. James 0. Reservation.
chided W. James Host, nominee
Tuesday's 51 to 27 Senate and will return by way of Cin- places names of Kenton County
KTITEN
NEED
A
Overby, majored in physics and
for Lieutenant Governor, Edwin Two kittens, about six weeks vote was in the form of an cinnati, Ohio, where she is legislative candidates on the
was a member of the Society of
PTA BOARD MEET
Schorering, norninee for Attorney old, are free to persons for pets. amendment to legislation that spending a few days with the ballot.
Physics Students.
The First District of Kentucky General; Ben Allen Burns, For information call 753-2213.
Should Judge Swinford hold the
would extend the draft for two Fred Wells family, and by
Hoke,son of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Congress PTA summer board
uncandidate for Commissioner of
years beyond its scheduled Louisville where she will visit reapportionment law
Partly cloudy and continued
Hoke, majored in industrial meeting will be held in the
FREE KITTENS
Agriculture; and; Mrs. Jewell
June 30 expiration date. It was with her grandson, Mike Wright, constitutional, he could order all
mild but less humid through education.
basement at Frishe's Big Boy at Hamilton, nominee for State
Kittens, about six weeks old, a victory for volunteer Army who is attending the School of candidates for the Legislature to
Thursda Lows tonight 57 to 63.
James. son of Mrs William M Paducah on Thursday, June 10, at
are
free to persons as pets. For advocates, who only last week Church Music at Southern run at large in the Nov. 2 General
InPublic.
Thursday
80
to
Highs toda and
Superintendent of
Baptist Seminary.
further information call 753-5887. 4Continued on Page Twelve)
was
a one p.m
named
Election.
8$
struction.

The Murray Girl Scout Day and a cup with a handle with her
Camp will open on Monday, name on the cup. Drinks will be
June14 , and continue through provided. Ghia are asked to wear
Friday, June 18, at the new day shorts or slacks, preferably
Another inconsistency in the camp site located in the woods slacks (jeans), socks, and shoes.
English language. Looky. Reach- behind the Jaycee Fairgrounds No sandals and shorts with short
Reached. Preach-Preached. on the Mayfield Road, according sleeves are allowed at the camp
Teach-Taught. What happened to to Mrs. Bailey Gore of the as the area is still very "woodTeethed?
Murray Neighborhood Girl sey" and clothes are for the
protection of the girls,
Scouts.
"Now fades the last long streak of
Mrs. Gore said several scout On Thursday the Juniors and
mow
families twee been working to Cadettes cook supper, have a
Now burgeons every maze of clean the wee,but more workers campfire, and spend the night at
quick
are needed. Persons who can give the camp site which is the
About the flowering squares, the some time to the project are highlight for the week for these
thick
asked to call Mrs. Gore at 753- two groups. Parents and friends
By ashen roots the violets 8509.
of the Scouts are invited to attend
blow'•
One hundred and six girls in- the campfire to be haid about 8:30 More than one hundred fifth vised by Kelly Hubbard and Doug
Alfred Lord Tennyson cluding Brownies, Juniors, and p.m.
and sixth grade boys of the Travis. Maupin will be one of the
Cadettes have registered for the Mrs. Gore said Day Camp is to Murray and Calloway Cow* teachers at the camp.
camp to be held from 8:30 p a.m. give every girl a little bit of living Schools have registered for
Mrs. Annie Johnson sends in a to three p.m., Monday through in the out of doors, and the conservation camp at Camp Jae Classes will be held in hunter
couple of poems. We'll pass the Thursdy,and from 8:30 to 12 noon program and crafts will follow Currie in the Big Bear Area d ,safety, archery,swimming, first
other one on to our Poet Editor, on Friday.
the theme of nature and ecology Marshall County, according to aid, nature study, outboard
but we'll steal this short one Parents are to provide tran- including resources dound in the Jerry Maupin,local conservailea motor, rowing, bait casting, etc.
Included in the schedule will be
about the bird and the cat.
sportation for their children both area.
officer with the Department of about seven
or eight physical
composed
of
all
is
The
staff
to and from the camp. A gravel
Fish and Wildlife.
"A Mocking Bird sat in a tree and road leads beck to the camp near volunteers. Any person having a The boys are asked to be at the activities.
sang his lonely song to me.
the entrance to the camp and skill or special knowledge in camp by Monday,Jwie 14, at 1:91 Maupin urges all parents to
Old Tom Cat sat on the ground, he parents will be able to drive back crafts, trees, birds, bugs, In p.m. when the activities will start have their boys at the camp by
got up, stretched and looked to the camp site, Mrs.Gore said. diens, rocks,songs, etc., is urged for the week ending on Saturday Monday noon. He said this group
around.
Parents are asked to please be to share it with the Scouts be morning. The camp sponsored by from Calloway was the largest
Then up that tree, he went in a prompt in delivering the girls at calling Mrs. Gore and volun- the Kentucky Department of Fieti number from any county in the
hurry, to get that bird that sang 8:30 a.m. and in picking them up teering her services.
,and Wildlife and will be now- camps history.
to me merrily.
at three p.m.
things
wise
in
But the bird, being
Each girl attending is asked to
like that, said I'm not afraid of bring a sack lunch, a sit-upon,
any old cat.
So off he flew to another tree, and
kept on singing his song to me".

William B. Miller, Superintendent of County Schools, has
resigned his position.
In offering his resignation,
Miller told the Calloway County
School Board that he was doing so
"for personal reasons". Miller
will assume the position of
principal of Almo Elementary
School for the 1971-72 school year.
Miller expressed his thanks to
the School Board, his staff and
the teachers and patrons of the
county system for their support
while he was in the position of

More Than One Hundred Boys
From Calloway To Attend Camp

Hospital
Has PAT
Agreement

Red Negotiators Only Willing
To 'Discuss' Release Of POWs
the

Five Injured In Traffic
Accidents Here Tuesday

Mrs. Roane
ted --With Plaque

Breckinridge Says He
May Not Defend State's
Reapportionment Law

Nunn To
Speak To
GOP Women

on
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Sister Of Mrs.
Wells Given Award

Six Murrayans Receive
Commissions Saturday
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Clergymen
Are Getting European driving
Discouraged great but confusing
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The Ontstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the Integrity of its Newspaper

By LOUIS CASSELS
UPI Senior Editor
With some notable exceptions, America's clergymen are
a pretty discouraged lot.
They haven't lost faith in
God. And they remain convinced that Americans desperately need the spiritual values
and the perspective on life that
can be gained from true
religion.
But a great many of then
are frustrated because they
feel unable to communicate
their faith and concern to the
laymen who make up their
congregations.

lid
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Legal Vandalism

(

Over 20 principal bridges in New York City were
left either raised or open by striking employees and
parts of the mechanisms of the bridges necessary to
close them were removed to prevent the closing of
the bridges by other personnel.
We believe that legal action should be taken
against these people because their action is tantamount to vandalism.
Their absolute disregard for the safety, convenience, and welfare of the general public was
indicated by their actions.
We support their right to strike, but we disagree
completely with the action they took to paralyze
traffic in this large city.
For some unknown reason, many times people
who strike, feel they have the right and privilege of
acting outsidt,the law with perfect immunity.
We support a hard line by law enforcement officials against those who destroy property during
strikes, and against those who disable equipment,
machinery, or services. Walking out is permissable,
but disabling another person's property is not.

A surprisingly large number
—43 per cent of the Jewish
rabbis, 32 per cent of the
Protestant ministers, and 23
per cent of the Cathotic priests
—are so disheartened about
their work they have seriously
considered leaving religious
life.

Salt
4••

g
4
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MY SERVE

These insights
into
the
attitudes and feelings of today's
clergy come from a recent
nationwide survey
by the
Gallup organization. The findings have been made available
to religious leaders and commentators in a report entiti-xi'
Religion in America, 1971."

- The Aksaaac
By United Presallaternatioual
The demoralization of the
Today is Wedosiday, June 9, clergy is reflected not only
the 160th day of 1971.
in the high percentages who
The moon is between its full have considered giving up the
By AL ROSS1TER Jr.
would complement each other phase and last quarter.
ministry, but also in their
UPI Space Writer
5
stars
are responses to a question about
and we have pretty much The morning
=DOM a TOMB FHA
CAPE KENNEDY (UPI —If
agreed that we would share in Mercury, Venus, Mars and whether religion is an increasRussia's two large Mars probes
the scientific results of our Saturn.
ing or decreasing influence in
land on the Red Planet and find
planetary programs," Low said The evening star is Jupiter. American life.
Max Horace Churchill, son of Mr. and Mrs. Max Churchill of life there, they will have made
after the May 30 Mariner 9 Those born on this date are
Murray, received his B. S. degree in production management at what some scientists think will
Six out of 10 expressed the
under the sign of Gemini.
launching.
Washington University, S. Louis, Mo.
rank as the scientific discovery
American song writer Cole view that religion is a waning
Viking will Orbit
The Murray American Legion team defeated Dresden, Tenn., of the century.
influence on human conduct.
The Viking spacecraft will Porter was born June 9, 1893.
11 to 4 at Holland Field here. Red Hower was the winning pitcher.
The Soviets have not said
When asked to give reasons
On
this
day
in
history:
consist of an orbiter and a
Mr. and Mrs. M. T. Tarry of Murray announce the engagement what the two 10,253-pound
for
their discouragement, they
sterilized landing capsule. The In 1899 James J. Jeffries won
of their daughter. Margaret, to James L. Zieba, son of Mr. and spaCecraft will search for, but
the heavyweight boxing crown cited declining church attenwhole
assembly
will
first
orbit
repeated hints in the Soviet
Mrs. Frank Lehi of Farmington, Mo.
dance; widespread evidence of
Mars and spend up to 50 days by knocking out Bob FitzsimFresh ground hamburger is advertised at 29 cents per pound in press suggest their mission is
public indifference to moral and
mons
in
New
York
City.
looking for landing sites in
the advertisement for Johnson's Grocery this week.
to land softly on the Martian
In 1943 Congress passed an spiritual values; growing
areas
most
likely
to
harbor
life.
surface with life detection
materialism; and lack of public
After the
initial orbital act providing for "pay-as-youinstruments.
concern about righting the
go"
income
tax
deductions.
It
The United States at one time reconnaissance is completed,
the landing capsule would use a authorized employers to with- wrongs of contemporary sociealso mplanned an unmanned
hold payments from salary ty.
landing on Mars this year, but parachute and then a rocket checks.
LiDGAZ a Tom FMB
engine to descend into she thin
More than a third of the
a series of cuts in ,the space
In 1959 the first ballistic Protestants and Catholics and
Martian atmosphere andi
agency's budgets downgraded
Jnissile submarine, the nuclear- more than hall the Jews who
gently.
Hal Shipley, son of Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Shipley of Murray and the project and delayed a The Lander will be powered powered "George Washington"
have seriously considered quitmember of the Murray Training School Chapter of the FFA, won landing until 1976.
by a nuclear generator tt was launched at Groton, Conn. ting their careers said they feel
The
Russian
spacecraft,
Mars
the state public speaking contest at Hardinsburg. He is now
operate for at least 90 days on In 1969 the Senate confirmed frustrated by their apparent
eligible to enter the North-Central region contest in Iowa later this 2 and Mars 3, were launched Mars. It will carry four life the nomination of Warren E.
inability to communicate with
last month and are expected to
SUTT1MeT.
detection experiments, a seis- Burger as chief justice of the their people, or by a lack of
reach
Mars
sometime
next
Will Mac Jones, son of Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Jones of Murray,
mometer to listen for Mars United States.
interest and devotion among
has been extended an invitation to play in the 3rd annual Bowling November — about the time quakes, an instrument to
members of their congregaGreen Junior Chamber of Commerce East vs. West All Star when America's 2,200-pound analyze the atmosphere,
four A thought for today: Henrik tions.
Mariner 9 is scheduled to orbit
football game.
weather sensors, a water Ibsen said, "A community is
planet.
the
Mrs. Myrtle J. Wall was installed as president of the Murray
The crisis in clergy morale
detector and a device to collect like a ship; everyone ought to
Search Requires Landing
Woman's Club.
be prepared to take the helm." dearly does not stem from a
and study soil samples.
Mariner 9 will not be able to
"Mrs. Jack Farmer caught a four and one half pound bass the
collapse of personal faith.
The lender will radio its
other day", from the cohmin, "Seen & Heard Around Murray". search for life, although its findings to
Belief in God was confidently
the orbiter which in
twin cameras and other sensors
affirmed by nearly 100 per cent
turn will relay the data back to Cholera Relief
might turn up evidence indicatLONDON (UPI')—The British of the priests, 99 per cent of the
earth. The orbiter also will be
ing that some form of life could
slow- ministers and 98 per cent of the
observing the landing site and government bypassed
or might exist on the planet. A
other parts of the planet will, moving international organiza- rabbis.
direct search for life forms
tions today and mobilized its Putting it all together, it
television cameras.
requires a landing
own emergency airlifts for would appear that laymen who
This now will be carried out
cholera-stricken East Pakistani ask what's driving so many
by America's Project Viking. It
refugees in India
clergymen to despair can be
And they watched him, whether be would beat him on the calls for the launch of two
The only major multi-national given a brief and categorical
sada& 4112y; that they might accuse him.—Mark 3:2.
7,600-pound spacecraft in Augroup effort was by the World answer:
Whether it is Sunday, Wednesday or Saturday, let those be gust and September, 1975. They
Health Organization ( WHO I in You are.
helped that cannot help themselves.
are to reach Mars the following
Geneva, which said Monday it
summer.
would send 30 to 40 tons of
wwww
ler my
Because the two Russian
eupplies to India each week for
craft are heavier than the
10 weeks.
Vikings, many U.S. space Kentucky
RV Kate &
has
received
specialists are convinced they $89,477.54 in federal funds as a BOMBER HUNTED
by Carl Riblet Jr.
will attempt a Mars landing bonus for effectively regulating BELFAST, Northern Ireland
and search for life. Such weight outdoor advertising along the (UPI).--Security forces today
The invention most troubling to us is the hhey say, is not needed for an
Interstate hunted for a man an army
automobile. Because of it the average man has lost orbiting mission alone like Commonwealth's
patrol surprised as he was
Highway system.
the use of his legs, has acquired an unsightly belly Mariner's.
Robert E. Johnson of the laying an explosives ambush,
If the two Russian spacecraft Federal Highway
and has become an habitual borrower. And worse is
Administration an army spokesmen said.
yet to come—the No Down Payment idea is catching do land on Mars, deputy space presented state Highway Com- The patrol, called to the
agency Administrator George missioner B. E. King
with al city's west side by a report of a
on.
M. Low said he did not think check in that
the
device,
amount for one of knifing found
America's Viking plans would the eight sections of
1-75 in containing about 10 pounds of
Birthday of
be changed. He said such a feat Kentucky. The figure is
"We are a nation at the
one-half explosives, an army spokesman
BERTHA VON SUTTNER
would
add
more
excitement
to
mercy of the auto designer."
of one percent of the total con- said the patrol—the apparent
1843 • 1914
the project.
—Abe Waterhill in "Away We Go"
struction cost of that section of intended victims—had arrived
Austrian Novelist • Founder
"I think the two programs the federally funded highway. at the scene in the opposite
of the Austrian Pacifist Society
Nobel Prise for Peace, 1905
Under a federal law passed in direction to the way they were
1951, outdoor advertising is expected.
AM Ai ak
AI
/111
prohibited within 660 feet of the
NEEDED TO PRODUCE 1 ET TON Of RAW
*gram.**
*********************
edge of the right of way along the
hVAi41401iJIS
interstate highways.
20
4
It is a policy of the U. S.
government to award bonuses to
Marra Newest
states which effectively regulate
the law. However, the payments
411,1,h1
41A,t.it rtt.Nrr,•,(...A
are made infrequently because of
a shortage of federal funds.
N
FSS,
has
Kentucky
.4',Zrar•
received •
a
P;
$353,134.42 in bonuses since the "`
isrs...sr
kis
•
act went into effect, and has
submitted requests for more than •
9903,000 in bonuses for sections of
1-64, 1-85, 1-71, and 1-75. The state •
expects to receive bonuses for
these sections as funds become
M10
available.
1,
9+5
by MOWRY WBBK1440 sitatistics from
BATHROOM PHONES
• ci Ow* Japan hew & St•pellaiL,Wkak,_
Telephones in bathrooms are
a feature of the Park Lane, •
• NIPPON'S CLIPPIN' -,long at a great rate in steel productivity and now is Shea
aissftist /11141160COMA VA Vita
New York's latest hotel. The
this chart Lotn Industry Week superimposed on a stool mill scene shows.
the
•
cheapest room is $.12 a night
The Japancie are doun 1,, 570 ni.nliours per net tun. to 7.31 manhours in the U.S.
Sot & Sun from 2:00 :45, 9:30 SatA Sunfrom 2:15*
and double rooms range from •7:30. 9:30
You can see where boti, \‘, 1).1, k in 1960, Both nations reduced each year since,
•
$48 to PO a night
hut
,c red twat at a faster rate.
•

Ten Years Ago Today

Russian Spacecraft Expected
To Reach Mars This November

10 Years Ago Today

By JEFF CUSHING
Copley News Service

STUTTGART, West Germany — Spinning down the
autobahn toward the Swiss
border as Peggy Lee belts out
-Strangers In The Night" on
the radio, it is not too difficult
to imagine that you're not in
Europe at all, but rather
driving through the hills of
Virginia or maybe even
Oregon.
The sights and sounds are all
familiar. The roadway sweeps
gently through the valley and tar.
up toward a tree-lined ridge.
With a sheepish grin on your
Cars and trucks zip past, their face. you ram your car into
exhaust notes piercing the air. reverse, back out onto the road
A spring drizzle pelts the and drive off the way you
windshield with a fine mist as came.
the wipers sweep back and
Unable to get your bearings
forth in rhythmic cadence.
from the map, you head off
But this is Europe all right, toward Baden-Baden in the
and it becomes all too apparent Black Forest, reasoning that
the first tirne you get lost.
you didn't really want to see
The American Automobile Switzerland after all. The fact
Association, American Ex- that the Baden-Baden road sign
press and Hertz Rent-A-Car was the first one you saw had,
confidence to the contrary, it is nothing to do with it.
not very hard to get fouled up,
Peggy Lee is back on the
especially if you don't speak radio, this time with "Sunshine
the language. And those in- and Lollipops."
ternational road signs, devised
The rain is coming down
to be as unconfusing as harder than ever.
possible, may be just that to
Europeans who are used to PLAGUE DEAN
seeing them every day, but for
KENOSHA, Wis. (UPI)—
an American used to Stop, Dean Br. Earl Spangler of
Yield and Curve Ahead Carthage College says he may
slogans, trying to adjust your be "a plague" to some persons
reflex patterns to circles and on campus but he didn't realize
crosses is no simple task.
"it had reached such proporSpeeding down the road at 80 tions."
miles an how — slow by
Re said his daughter regisEuropean standards — it is tered as an outpatient at a
difficult to absorb the meaning
hospital recently and gave her
of a sign until it's too late. And
father's occupation as "acadeby the time you have figured it
out, you realize that you missed mic dean at Carthage College."
Several days later Spangler
your turnoff.
So, you grab your map and received the hospital bill. The
try to figure where the next parent-spouse line read: "Fattturnoff is and if you can er is the epidemic dean for
backtrack your steps to where Carthage College."
you should have beeR in the
first place.
All this while you're dodging
traffic and trying to translate
the German directions hip
F.ngtish, no simple task when
Spain's annual production of
the extent of Your fluency is toys is valued at 400 billion
such phrases as "excuse me," pesetas, of which over 593
-thank you" and "where is the million worth are exported.
men's room"
This makes Spain the eighth
The next off ramp looks country in the world (fifth in
promising, you reason, as you Europe in toy production*,
slide into the right hand lane after Germany, the United'
behind a Mercedes-Benz coupe. Kingdom, the United States,
Tony Bennett is singing "I Left France. Hong Kong, England,
My Heart In San Francisco." Italy and Japan.

Spain ranks eighth
in toy production
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Bible Thoughtfor Today

State Gets
Bonus For
Ad Control

You turn, cross over the
highway and there you are,
smack dab in the middle of a
dirt road, face to face with a
_rugged-looking farmer and his
draft horse. The horse is
chewing on some grass. The
farmer is chewing you out.
Maybe not knowing much
German is a blessing, you
muse. The farmer is thrashing
about, pointing to a road sign
on which is painted a circle
with an X running through it.
'Nein, nein.'• the farmer
says firmly, wagging his finger
at you, stepping closer to your
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Oliver Unsure About
His Return To Raiders

over the
•e you are,
middle of a
face with a
Tier and his
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grass. The
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; through it,
the farmer
ig his finger
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By MILTON RICHMAN
UPI Sports Writer
NEW YORK (UPI) -Chip
Oliver was all set. He was
coming back to the Oakland
Raiders but now he's not sure
he wants to. He's getting turned
off and the guy turning him off
is Al Davis, who runs the
raiders.
If the way back is going to be
a very negative trip or what he
calls a real bummer, then Chip
Oliver has two words for the
whole deal.
Forget it.
Chip Oliver, if you remember
such major crises one year to
the next, is the resolute young
man who turned his back
completely on money and fame

;rin on your
ur car into
nto the road
e way you

Mrs. Riddle Wins
Meet At Princeton

ur bearings
ni head off
Jen in the
,soning that
want to see
all. The fact
en road sign
roil saw had
it.
iack on the
Ii "Sunshine

"PRINCEA)N,

Ky. - Madisonville's Mrs. Mary Jo Riddle
birdied the second hole of a
sudden death playoff with Miss
Mimi Roll of Madisonville to
take the championship of the
7th annual Hugh B. Cherry Ladies Golf Tournament here
Tuesday.
Princeton Golf and Country
Club was the site of the oneday, rain - hampered tourney
which drew a record field of
over 120 hntrants for the nine
flights of competition.
The rain forced a two-hour
teeing-off delay, bringing on the
necessary for a snotgun tee-off
at 11 a.m. Play was scheduled
to get under way at 9 a.m. with
pairings at the first and tenth:
tees.
Mrs. Riddle and Miss Roll
ended 18-hole play at 83, six over
ladies par (77), forcing the playoff. Ruth Snyder to ok third
place in the championship flight
with an 84.
Assorted silver pieces went
* the t o p three finishers in
each flight, meaning 27 ladies
were awarded prizes.
The top three in each flight:
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CHAMPIONSHIP FLIGHT Mary Jo
Riddle, 63; Mimi ROIL SL Ruth SW,
der. 94.
FIRST FLIGHT - Violet CILIIIMilit.
Paducah, 1111; Wanda bluntly's, Paducah. 90; Jane Ann NHL Mayfield.
M.
MICOND PLIGHT - cal Ctd ligilia.
Madisonville. Is. Dot Simmons. Paducah. 93; Virginia Harp, Mayfield. M.
THIRD FLIGHT - Margaret Hutchenson, Princeton. 97. Imogene Sive17,
Paducah. 96; Ruth Scurlock. Calvert
rity. St.
FOURTH FLIGHT
Catherine
Brooks. Calvert (ii,,IllikSally MitchCentral Clip, Pt Betty Wallace.
Princeton, 100.
FIFTH FLIGHT--Margaret Suntan.
Hoplunsvilla 100; Barbara Mitchell.
Princeton, HMI Verbal Marvel. Prince
ton, 102.
SIXTH FLIGHT - Babble Davis.
Calvert Qtr. 103; Joie* Stratton. Mae
field. 1041 Ruby Sheep. Princeton. 106.
the..
SEVENTH
FLIGHT - Sarah Adams
.
ton. 109; Pat Wilhelm. PrimeIll. Sarah CambelL Fulton. 112.
, EIGHTH FLIGHT - Mildred Ballow. Metropolis, 111., 1C4; Marie GIszr
;Hopivilks.
I.iura
115; Betty H1ntew,
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Pirates Fall To Princeton MotsGiants Down Braves In Colt League .

Mets May Have Another
Gil Hodges In Uniform

a year ago by leaving the
Raiders for whom he was a
linebacker. He quit professional
football because he found it
"dehumanizing."
He said he was much happier
living in a commune somewhere without such unessentials
as money and material things.
Some of his Oakland teammates had a premonition Chip
Oliver might pull something
like this. They called him
"loose wire."
Before Oliver
took
off,
however, Al Davis talked, to
him like a dutch uncle trying to
persuade him to change his
mind and stay. Oliver said his
mind was made up, and he
went from time to time people
would ask Davis about Oliver
and the Raiders' boss would
say what a shame it was that
Oliver had done what he did
because he had a fine football
career in front of him.
Time moves. It's now a year
later.
Chip Oliver begins feeling the
football itch again. His hippie
companions in the one world
commune he lives in can't help
him with his itch -because they
just don't get too worked up
about things like pass patterns
and end arounds.
three Canadian
Somehow
clubs find out that Chip Oliver
might like to play football again
and they talk to him about it.
Oliver feels his first allegiance is to his old club, the
Raiders, so be goes and talks
with Davis about rejoining
them in training. He is led to
believe they say okay but then
something happens.
The Oakland Tribune comes
out with a story saying Oliver
now is regretful about leaving
the Raiders in the first place

/The Bank of Murray Pirates first inning by walking two men ten men. Dan Thompson relieved
fell to the Princeton Mets 5-2 and giving up three hits. He him in the bottom of the seventh
Friday night in Colt League finally got out of the inning by and gave up two hits, one walk,
striking out the eighth Princeton one run, and struck out one man.
action here in Murray.
Wilson gave up four hits, three
Griff pitched the first three batter. From that point on the
innings for the Mets. He struck ball game was played on even walks, three runs, and struck out
out six, gave up no hits, no runs terms with the much larger and nine men.
The Braves seemed to have
and walked one. He was relieved seemingly older Princeton team
in the fourth inning by Wood. scoring two runs and Murray things well under control in the
top of the sixth when David
Wood gave up three hits, two runs scoring two.
walked one and struck out four. The Dairy Queen Giants Parker slammed a base hit into,
Griff reentered in the seventh downed the Murray Federal short right center. Coach Huey
Braves in the second game of the then substituted Tim Show as a
and retired the sittln order.
pinch runner for Parker. Charlie
Ray Lane went the distance in night by a score of 5-3.
a losing effort. He gave up five Winning pitcher was Johnny Rains reached first on a fielders
runs on seven hits,four walks and Wilson, losing hurler was Tim choice. Show rounded second and
Recker.
reached third on an overthrow.
struck out ten men.
Lane got off to a shaky start Recker gave up two hits, six Shown and Rains both scored on a
when he allowed three runs in the walks, four runs, and struck out passed ball and a bad throw to
home.
The Giants added insurance
when they scored an additional
run in the top of the seventh inning. This puts the Giants in first
place with a season record of two,
wins and no losses.

and "wants back in the fold."
Chip Oliver sees the story
and burns up. He figures Al
Davis has been talking to the
Oakland Tribune and giving
them only hi version. He gets NEW YORK (UPI) -The handed pitcher.
so burned up that he calls his New York Mets could possibly The Baltimore Orioles selectfriend, Jack Scott, who heads find themselves with two Gil ed Mark Pettit, son of Paul
the Institute for the Study of Hodges in uniform in the near Pettit, one of the original
"bonus babies" at Pittsburgh.
Sport and Society in Oakland, future.
and tells him he's not so sure That possibility arose Tues- Pettit, whose father was a
he cares about coming back to day when the Mets selected Gil pitcher, is a shortstop.
the Raiders anymore. He feels Hodges, Jr., son of the team's Also chosen was Leon Leee,
Al Davis is trying to use him. manager, during the annual r., brother of the St. Louis
"Just yesterday, Chip and I baseball summer draft of free tardinals' Let on Lee, by the
•Cardinals.
went to a shoe distributor to agents.
get him some football cleats," The younger Hodges, a rightsays Jack Scott. "Then the handed hitting first baseman
story came out in the Oakland like his father, was chosen on
Tribune and Chip felt he knew the 24th round of the 26-round
where it came from. He was session. He was the 621st player
upset. He called me and said if selected in the regular phalli),
that was th way the Raiders with the secondary phage
wre going to act, then all he scheduled for today.
By JOE CARNICELLI
hitters out. Just as my Chicago nipped Pittsburgh 1-0
wanted to know was what he The first was Danny GoodUPI Sports Writer
195-pound
win,
a
6-foot-1,
secure
his
nickname 'Sudden" suggests, in 12 innings, Los Angeles
had to do to
catcher from Peoria Central Baseball players are a most I've suddenly found the strike topped Philadelphia 4-2, New
release."
York defeated San Diego 6-4,
Chip Oliver is big on Yoga. High School in Peoria, Ill., who superstitious lot and Sam zone."
His weight is down to 175 was taken by the Chicago White McDowell has come up with a Elsewhere in the American Houston shut out Cincinnati 2-0, By United Press International
new twist. It's called lunch with League, Baltimore ripped Min- Montreal
Leading Batters
pounds because he eats no Sox. Goodwin, whom the White
ripped San Francisco
National League
nesota 8-2, Kansas City downed 10-3 and Atlanta outlasted St.
meat at all, only organic foods Sox labeled more than a week Gomer Hodge.
McDowell pitched a six-hitter Washington 4-2, Detroit defeat Louis 8-7 in 10 innings.
G. AB R. H. Pct.
and practices Yoga all the ago as their No. 1 choice, is
58 247 44 89 .360
Garr, Atl
negotiating for a reported six- and struck out 10 Tuesday night Milwaukee 8-3, Boston beat
time.
Roy Foster hit a three-run Brock, St.L
to lift the Cleveland Indians to Oakland 5-1 and New York
56 722 50 83 .358
"It seems funny," says Jack figure contract with Chicago.
homer in the sixth inning to Torre, St.L
a 5-3 victory over the Chicago blanked California 3-0.
57 218 37 78 .358
Scott, "that some time back Al Goodwin was the only catcher
back McDowell's performance
Davis told people he didn't care taken on the first round as the White Sox. It was McDowell's In National League play, Foster homered off Wilbur Beckrt, Chi 55 220 35 78 .355
fifth
straight
victory
after
Davis, LA. 55 219 34 77 .352
clubs
on
pitchers
concentrated
that Chip was down to 175
Wood after singles by Chris Cash, Pitt'
48 190 38 66 .347
pounds, he considered him such and shortstops. Eleven pitchers getting off to a 1-5 start and he
Chambliss and Ken Harrelson Alou, Hou
44 156 12 54 .346
a super player that he wanted and eight shortstops were credits the success to lunch
Don Buford and Mark Belanger Mays, SF
51 173 35 57 .329
him back with the Raiders, among the first 24 players with Hodge, the Indians' rookie
drove in two runs each and Staub, Mont 50 177 32 58 .328
outfielder.
anyway. He said they could picked.
Baltimore pounded out 13 hits to Clmnte, Pitt 51 199 29 64 .322
even find another position for Tuesday's regular phase in- "Every time I've had lunch
rout the Twins. Buford hit a twowith
Corner,
I've
gone
out
and
American League
volved
players
not
previously
him.
run homer to highlight a five-run
won a ball game the same
G. AB R. H. Pct.
"When he thought Chip didn't drafted. In today's session;
second inning and Pat Dobson Oliva, Minn 47 185 35 71 .384
day," said McDowell.
players
previously
drafted
but
want to come back he was
scattered nine hill to even his Murcer, NY 54 190 31 69.363
The tall left-hander confessed
anxious to have him. But now unsigned will go into the
record at 6-6.
he's
had
shoulder
pales
but
46 150 28 48 .320
I aline, Det
selection
pool
again
for
redraftmaybe he's trying to show the
says it doesn't matter as long
Ray Culp pitched a three- BRbn Blt
197 28 62 .315
51
ing.
club isn't that eager. I think Al
as he keeps winning. "My
hitter and struck out 11 and Rojas, KC
50 191 28 60 .314
Davis is making a mistake. Other baseball families also
By
United
Press International Duane Josephson backed him Toyer, Minn 53 220 34 68 .309
shoulder hurts when I throw the
Chip is very impulsive. If he were tapped in Tuesday's
ball," said McDowell. "But I'll George Archer, Chi Chi with a two-run homer as the Smith, Boa
54 214 39 66 .308
gets it into his mind, he's just selection. The Chicago Cubs
keep letting it bother me as Rodriguez, Bob Goalby and Red Sox downed Oakland. Otis, KC
47 189 31 58 .307
took
Jeff
Wehmeier,
son
of
as likely to sign with one of the
long as I keep winning ball Bobby Nichols are on their way Josephson homered off John ftdt, Chi
40 147 14 45 .306
Canadian clubs. I know he former major league pitcher
to the U.S. Open.
Odom in the fourth after Billy Yastrz Boa
games.
54 183 40 55 .301
expects some sort of bonus no Herman Wehmeier, on the first
"Ray Fosse and I got The four earned positions for Conigliaro singled and gave
Home Runt
matter whom he signs with." round. Wehmeier is a right
together and we set the hitters next week's tournament at the Boston a 3-0 lead.
National League: Stargell,
A bonus? but didn't Oliver D.X.C:e=-0•=w=i•=.=.012,420Z9g
Merion
Golf
Club near Philadel- Danny Cater stroked four Pitt 19; Aaron, AU 18; Cepeda,
up perfectly. I'm throwing the
CINCINNATI (UPI) -Cros- once say he doesn't care about
ball to the spots where I want phia in sectional qualifying straight hits, including his first All. Williams, Chi and Gench,
ley Field, home of the money.
homer of the season and Mel CM 14.
to and I've been getting the tests Tuesday.
Cincinnati Reds from 1912 until "True," Jack Scott says.
Archer, the former Masters Stottlemyre pitched a six-hitter American
League: Oliva,
June 24, 1970, will be demo- "Money isn't the critical thing
champion from Gilroy, Calif., as the Yankees beat California. Minn 12; Cash and Horton, Det.
lished by the end of the 1971 with him. All he needs is
shot a 73-70 143 to qualify at Cater had a double and two Otis, KC and Jackson, Oak 11.
season and the property sold maybe $5,000 or 16,000 to live By United Press International
Pinehurst in Raleigh, N.C. He singles and scored two runs to
Runs Batted In
National
League
for industrial use.
finished two strokes behind Bob help Stottlemyre raise his National League: Stargell,
on a year, but he sees other
East
City Manager Richard Kra- unproven youngsters getting
Dickson of Muskogee, Okla., as record to 7-3.
Pitt 52, Aaron, AU 46, Torre,
W. L. Pct.
bach said Tuesday federal bonuses and he feels he has
11 golfers earned slots.
Ed Kirkikitrick had a two-run St.L 42; Cepeda, Atl and Santo,
35
22
St.
Louis
.614
officials have assured that proven himself. He expects to
Rodriguez shot 72-71 -143 at double and Kansas City took Chi 40.
31 20 .606 1
funds will be available to tear get paid more than the sum he New York
West Orange, N.J., and Goalby, advantage of three Washington American League: Killebrew,
34 22 .607
down the old ball park. Since needs to live on because he Pittsburgh
another former Masters cham- errors to beat the Senators. Minn 48; Petrocelli, Bos 41;
27 29 .482 7% The Junior Golf season gets
the Reds moved into the new feels strongly about certain Chicago
pion, fired 73-72-145 to head Kirkpatrick's double with the White, NY and Bando, Oak 36;
22
27
Montreal
.449
9
riverfront stadium, Crosley causes and. he would like to
underway Thursday morning at five qualifiers at St. Louis.
bases loaded capped a three- Powell, Bait, Otis, KC and
Philadelphia
20 33 .377 13 9:00 o'clock at the Calloway
field had been used for a rock give to these causes."
Nichols, with a 70-73-143, run third inning and helped Murder, NY 32.
West
festival
jazz festival and My hunch is Chip Oliver will
Country Club. The first order of was one of seven qualifiers at rookie Paul Splittor gain his
Pitching
W. L. Pct. GB business will be the election of
motorcycle race.
wind up back with Oakland and
Pittsburgh.
first major league victory.
National League: Dierker,"
Krabach recommended the that it will cost the Raiders a San Francisco 38 20 .655
officers.
Big names who filed to make
Mickey Stanley tripled with Hou 10-1; Carlton, St.L 10-2;
Los Angeles
30 26 .536 7
seats, field lights and other little money.
After all other golfers are off the cut included Ken Venturi, a the bases loaded and then Jenkins, Chi 9-5; Stoneman,
Houston
.500
9
28
28
removable items be sold at Al Davis is a good talker;
the tee,special instruction will be former Open champion; Lew scored on a suicide squeeze Mont and Ellis, Pitt 8-3;
26 32 .448 12 offered to nine and ten year olds.
Atlanta
auction.
that good though, he's not.
Worsham; Walker Cup mem- bunt as the Tigers walloped Marciahl, SF 8-4
22 34 .393 15 Mrs. Charles Shuffett said that
Cincinnati
bers Vinnie Giles, Bill Campbell Milwaukee. Stanley, who had American League: Blue, Oak
San Diego
18 38 .321 19 this special instruction will be
and Tom Kite) and Lee Elder. four hits, followed a double by 12-2; Siebert, Boa 9-2; Hunter
Tuesday's Results
offered on each Thursday during Steve Melnyk, the winner of Willie Horton, Norm Cash's Oak 9-3; Lolich, Det 9-5;
Chicago 1 Pitts 0, 12 innings
the Junior Golf season.
last week's British Amateur, single and a walk with his base- Cuellar, Bait 8-1; Palmer, Bait
Montreal 10 San Fran 3, night
ssed up qualifying, claiming clearing blow. He scored on Ed 8-3; McNally, Halt and Perry,
NY 6 San Diego 4, night
was too exhausted.
Brinkman's bunt.
Minn 8-4.
Los Angeles 4 Phila 2, night
Houston 2 Cincinnati 0, night
AU 8 St.L 7, 10 innings, night
Today's Probable Pitchers
Results from West Kentucky Drag
Pittsburgh (Blass 5-3) at war:
MOSSY WINHIRS
Chicago (Holtzman 3-6).
Cmpefltion Illichastor
CA-Goody, Rodocker and Gree
Los Angeles (Osteen 6-3) at 11.42,
So the only exercise the cart
Two golfers can share a cart
Harrisburg, III
BB/OD-John Thompson, 10.66, Pa
rider gets is when he steps out and pay from $3 to $4 each or _Philadelphia (Reynolds 0-0), ducah.
to hit the ball. He might as well rent a pull-cart for 50 to 75 cents night.
Modified Ilimlneter
SS/AA-Musgrave. Sullivan and
go to a driving range, hit a a round. Or still better, buy
San Francisco (Perry 6-3) at Hutchens.
the development of such young hitter against Cincinnati in his
By NEIL HERSHBERG
10.66, Fairfield. 111
bucket of balls and go home. their own pull-cart for $15 to Montreal (Renko 6-4), night. '13/11P-Jorri Don Tucker. Almo,
ball players as Bill Russell, last start, worked the full 12
UPI Sports Wake
11.25.
One golfer who shall remain $20.
St. Louis (Zachary 2-3) at
Pre Steck Elionlooter
Steve Garvey, Bill Buckner and innings against the Pirates,
Larry bay. 10.96. Mayfield.
The Dodgers are counting on Bobby Valentine.
nameless is so lazy he hires a
allowing nine hits. But he
Professional golfers seldom Atlanta (Niekro 3-6), night.
Dallas Jones. 11.05, Beechmont.
their youngsters to carry them
caddy to pilot his golf cart.
Sleek eliminator
struck out 11 and walked none
use electric or gas-powered
Cincinnati (Grimsley 3-1) at
In
other
National
League
N.'S-Daddy Ingersoll, 13.31. Zeig- to the National League West
A chief pleasure of the golf carts, and never in tourna- Houston (Billingham 3-5), night. ler.
in.
games, Chicago blanked Pit- and gave up only two hits in
game used to be the time you ments. It is traditional that
B/S-Mott and Leneave. 11.77. Grand championship but on Tuesday
only two innings.
Thursday's Games
Rivera
had to talk with your partner or they walk and use a caddy in San
had to rely on tsburgh 1-0 in 12 innings, New
C/SA-Larry Martin. 13.06.•W•a t night they
Pinch-hitter Darrell Evans
Diego at New York
York
downed
San
Diego
6-4,
opponent as you strolled to- competitive play.
Frankfort. M.
veteran Jim Lefebvre to see
Los Angeles at Phila, night
drove i the winning run with a
Sae 011oalstator
Atlanta
edged
St.
Louis
8-7
in
10
gether down the fairways. Golf
D/221-11like PhillIps. UAL Herrin, them through.
An arch foe of the golf cart Pittsburgh at St. Louis, night
innings and Houstorr-Shut out sacrifice fly in the bottom of
111
was called a sociable game,
the 10th to give the Braves the
Atlanta
at
Houston,
and
the
night
evils
thereof
is
Gene
Low 1.7. of
Lefebvre, in his sixth major Cincinnati, 2-0.
and that was the main reason.
BR/GD-John Thompson, 10.211, Paextra-inning win.
league season, slammed a twoducah.
Now the players often are too Sarazen, the venerable old pro
TROPHY WINICIRS
American League
run homer in the sixth inning to In the American League, Rookie Earl Williams, who
busy hanging in the cart or who was picking up prizes deck
Steck Trophy 1111mMeter
Exit
0/SA-Gayle Edwards. 15-11. Benton
give fl Los Angeles Dodgers a Boston defeated Oakland, 5-1, homered earlier in the game,
steering it away from trees, in the 1920s and still plays reguClass Winners
larly.
Mind
you,
he
still
walks
L.
Pct.
GB
W.
victory over the Philadel- Detroit whipped Milwaukee 8-3, led off the 10th with a double.
4-2
ponds, traps or bunkers to say
Cat--Hichard Pieftmer, 14.17. Brook.
Balthnore ripped Minnesota, 8- Sonny Jackson, pinch-running,
the
full
18
holes
though
Gene
is
Meet
I&
32
.627
Baltimore
19
phia Phillies.
much of anything to the pasD/S-Jilnens, Ross, 15.80. Paducah.
2, Kansas City defeated Wash- was sacrificed to third by Zollo
32 72 .503-1% 2
/8-Gary Gordon. 13.77, Calvert
Alger beside them.. And they 'pushing the 70-year yardstick. Boston
the
gap
The win narrowed
ington, 4-2, Cleveland whipped VersaDes and, after Mike Lam
29 25 .537 4% CHIP.
probably are breathless.
The caddy,explains Sarazen, Detrell
F/S-SUchard Johnson. 14.09, Smbetween the Dodgers and the Chicago, 5-3, Boston tripped
24 28 .462 8% elled"
was intentionally walked, Evans,
Moreover, the careless or usually is a greet boon to the Cleveland
C'S-Tommy Snow. 14.37. Paducah. slumping San Francisco Giants, Oakland 5-1 and New
York hit a high fly to left-center deep
speedy auto driver is likely to pro golfer. He studies his boss' New York
24 30 -444
I/S-Robert Ramer. 15.97, Uniondecision
to
a
10-3
who dropped
/411c
blanked California, 3-0.
act the sam'e as pilot of a golf game, measures the distances Washington
19 34 .350 14
enough to enable Jackson to
I'S-Kenneth Hughes. 13.37. Lone
Montreal to seven games.
Oak.
cart. Every day there are between fairway spots and the
West
Rusty Staub drove m three race home from third.
11/2--Charll• Hushing. 1567, Murray.
National
Lefebvre, the
countless mishaps on the links, pin and advises the pro what
W.
Pct. GB
SI/S--John Solite., 1371. Paducah.
of the Ed Kranepool's bases loaded
14/11-johnny O'Daniel. It 77, Ben. League's rookie of the year in runs with his fifth homer
as golfers tool their carts too club he should use. The pro Oakland
37
.661 ... too.
year in the sixth inning and Bill single drove in two runs before
13/6--Rusty Robinson, 18 W7, Mounds. 1965, hit his fifth homer of the
swiftly or carelessly and wind either can take the advice or Kansas City
27
.540 7
Stoneman coasted to his eighth Steve Arlin had retired a batter
M.
up against a tree, another cart ignore it. More often than-not Minnesota
season following a walk to •victory of the season as the in thenfirst inning as the Mets
27
.491 9%
P/S--Terr, Driskill. 17 23. Tilin•
Petit)
11107.
WS--Georne Brinkley.
or down a barranca. Lawsuits he takes it
Richi Allen in the fifth inning
California
26
.464 11
scored the win over the Padres.
eMk
Expos beat the Giants.
arising out of such mishaps are
-Terry Lindsey. 16.02, Paducah
and decided a pitching duel
20
.408 13% ?/S
Arlin walked two of the first
In the cases of Jack Nicklaus Chicago
BrookTilt-Harold Edwards. 15.46.
becoming commonplace.
homer
was
Part
of
a
Staub's
between Bill Singer, 4-9, and
port- ill.
400 14
20
three batters he faced sandand Lee Trevino, for example, Milwaukee
12/11A-Eugeo• Powell. 13.61. MeEvery year when school is
111-hit barrage off four San wiched around Ken Boswell's
lefty rChris Short, 4-8.
their cadctes usually pace off
tropolis.
Tuesday's Results
out. thousands of youngsters
T'EA - Bruce Dickerson. 1417,
Francisco pitchers. It came single and Kranepool drove
the distances between tees and Cleveland 5 Chicago 3, night
was
the
Dodgers'
victory
The
Smithland.
across the nation rush to the
G/SA-Tommy Wallace. 14-91. Ben. ninth in the past 11 games as with the Expos already enjoy- Arlin's first delivery through
greens the day before a tournaton,
golf courses to caddy. And
Baltimore 8 Minn 2,night
ment starts. Thus they can cal14/SA-Larry Norman. 14.90. Calvert
the Giants dropped their last ing a comfortable 7-3 margin. the middle for a single. The
every year the number who can
Kansas City 4 Wash 2, night
City.
Bobby Wine was safe on an Mets scored a third run in the
J/BA-JUoray Dedmon, 13.1111. Gil- six of seven starts. As late as
find club-toting jobs grows less culate distaaces more ac- Detroit 8 Milwaukee 3, night
error and Rich Robertson inning as Art Shamsky groundkeetavi0.
curatelj and give the pros betMemorial
Day
the
Dodgers
Kiln-Gerald llopit Ulf. 15.111, Paand less. The cart is partly to
Boston 5 Oakland 1, night
ter advice on club selktion.
ducah.
were a full 11 games in back of walked Mack Jones before ed into a double play with Dave
blame,along with the pull-cart.
New York 3 California 0, night
N
,
SA-Eddy Nickell. 16_32. Edda,
vine,
Marshall coming home.
the league-leaders but shaved Staub homered.
-It's true that a golf cart
But another reason for the drop
0/11A--Gsylie Edward.. 14.41. BenThursday's Games
ton,
the margin to seven games Joe Pepitone homered against Don Wilson, who pitches his
in caddy demand is that the fee can't talk back to you like cad&lure
with Tuesday's win.
no longer is two bits or 50 cents. dies do somettmes, but it can't New York-'at California, night
a 20-mvile an hour wind with best against Cincinnati, blanked
C'SB-Mirk Healer, 1370. 511elbor.
Kan - City, night in.D/6111--Malas Phillips. 1319, 1101Tellh
Some caddies charge up-to 16 give you any Advice, either ob- Washingtaft
The Dodgers arre steadily two out in the 12th inning to the Reds on five hits as Doug
a round. If they:carry double, serves Gene littler, a veteran Milwaukee at Detroit, night
0'111--Glenn Deuces*. 1514, Pahlclosing the gap betweet1 them' give the Cubs and lefthander Rader lashed a run-scoring
c..h
that is two bags, the price still ,pro and winner of many major Chicago at Cleveland, night
selves and the front-running Ken Holtzmanthe. victory. triple to spark the Astros to
15e-Cart
toornaments over' the years. Minnesota at Baltimore. nfitt
Beernsier Auto tales it 71. 11 irk
Is $5 for each bag
Giants -but a lot depends on Holtzman, who pitched a no- victory.
11114.

McDowell Getting Superstitious
Over Five Straight Victories

Major League
Leaders

Four More
Qualify
For Open

r

Crosley Field To
Be Demolished

Standings

Junior Golf To
6.13egin Thursday
At Calloway

SPORTS UNLIMITED

Golf carts becoming
monsters of fairways

-

The two-seater golf cart was
invented so that the oldsters or
golfers with heart or other deIRlitating ailments could continue to play the royal and an4ent game.
It was a.grand idea at the
toe, some 20 years ago. But
rim the golf car is becoming
tee monster of the fairways,
tee cause of personal injuries
id the damage suits that
Semetimes follow.
4Moreover, the cart is doing
mplay with a tradition of the golf
ceurse - the caddy,
'Probably half the golfers in
the nation -and there now are
same 15 million ,of them, not
counting the professionals
are former caddies. Either
they hauled the golf sticks of
their fathers, uncles or older
cousins for two bits or 50 cents
a round if they were lucky, or
they went into business for
themselves on weekends and
after school and toted clubs for
anybody that wanted a caddy
In many gates, especially in
the East and South, grown men
ignade careers of caddying
',Monne, but only a comparatively few, still do. The cart has
takiln over. aloiir-With the
hand-pulled "caddy."
A generation ago the average
Coif layout abounded with men
and women laboring up and
down hills and gulleys, getting
a healthy dose of exercise along
with their shot-making. Today
instead you usually see carts
cart•ening tio%‘n the rough or
irissirossing the fairways

8t38SitIVDr

By FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service

Lefebvre Comes Through For
Dodgers Against Philadelphia
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Delta Department
Reports Cancer
Drive Is Success

McDaniel Home Is
Scene Of Ann
Hasseltine Meet

The ladies day luncheon will be
served at the Oaks Country Club
at 12:15 p.m. Make reservations
by Monday with Mrs. Eli
Alexander 753-3270 or Mrs. Fred
Schultz 753-2225. Other hostesses
are Mesdames Robert G. Jeffrey,
Harry Furches, T. C. Collie,
Mitchell Story, Charles Homra,
Udell Erwin. Allen McCoy,
Richard Tuck, Joe Outland, Cody
Caldwell, Harold Robertson, and
Richard Latimer.

MRS. HELOISE ROBERTS, right, is piehred as she is
receiving the president's pia after being hishilled In that office at
the meeting of the Quota Club at the Southside Restaurant Mrs.
Geneva 13rowsfield,left, is the retiring president of the club.

Mrs. Lubie McDaniel invited
the members and guests of the
Ann Hasseltine Sunday Sdieell
Class of the Memorial Baptist
Church to meet at her home co
Monday, May 31, at seven-thirty
o'clock in the evning.
l'he vice-president, Mrs. Lottie
Gibson, presided in the absence
of the president, Mrs. Lester
Garland. Mrs. Nettie McKeel
read the minutes and gave the
treaurer's report.
Mrs. Pauline Wainscott gave
The Pottertown Homemakers the devotion
speaking on the
Club will meet at the Holiday Inn "Seven
Dispensations" and also
at ten a.m.
led in prayer. Mrs. Thyra
Crawford led the closing prayer.
The
..Grove Delightful
Harris
refreshments were
Homemakers Club will meet at
served by the hostess.
the Holiday Inn at ten a.m.
members
present were
Mesdames Laura Jennings,
The
New
Concord Thyra Crawford,
Mae Foster,
Homemakers Club will meet at Elizabeth James,
Opal Reeves,
the Paris Landing State Park at Lucy Featherstone,
Lottie
10:30 a.m.
Gibson, Nettie McKee!, and
Pauline Wainscott. Visitors were
The South Pleasant Grove Mrs. Lillie Farris,
Mrs. Aberta
Homemakers Club will meet at Xorb, and Mrs.
McDaniel.
the home of Mrs. Dennis Boyd at
one p.m.

Mrs. Heloise Roberts was innailed as
president of the
Murray Quota Club at the last
luncheon meeting held at the
Southside Restaurant. Mrs. Alice
Ftedmon of the Paris, Tenn.,
Club, the district governor, installed Mrs. Roberts along with
the other new officers.
Mrs. Ohs McNelis was hostess
The retiring president, Mrs. or the meeting of the Jessie The Arts and Crafts Club will
Geneva 13rownfleld, presided at Ludwick Circle of the First meet at the home of Mrs. Carl
Presbyterian thumb held on Harrison, 215 South 13th Street,
the opening of the meeting.
Omer new officers are sirs, Tuesday, June 1, at one-thirty at 2:30 p.m.
Marjorie Crawford, first vice; )'Clock in the afternoon.
Evening circles of the WSCS of
Mrs. Inez Jones, second vice; The opening prayer was
led by the First United Methodist
Mrs. Ruth Blackwood, treasurer;
Mrs. Charlie Crawford.
Church will meet as follows:
Miss
Martha
Guier,
corresponding secretary; Mrs. Mrs. Stanford Hendrickson Hannah with Mrs. Jack Shell, 120
Gaynelle Williams, recording gave the devotion on "Hope' South 9th Street, at 7:30 p.m.;
secretary; Mrs. Jean Wilson, from the fifth chapter of Paul's Ruth Wilson with Mrs. Maurice
sergeant at arms; Mrs. Geneva letter to the Romans. A. most Ryan, 1213 Dogwood, at 7:30
Brownfield, Mrs. Mildred Stalls, interesting open discussion p.m.; Wesleyan at the Southside
Restaurant at 6:30 p.m.
and Mrs. Earlene Doran, Board followed her discussion.
of Directors.
Guests from Paris, Tenn., Club A study of the fifth chapter of
Thursday, June 10
were Alice Redmon, Montez the study book,"This We Know",
Jackson, Ruby Krider, Robbie was presented by Mrs. Vernon
Miss Lillian Watters will
Greer, Louise Moore, and Campbell. Mrs. Henry McKenzie
present her pupils in a piano
Isabella McEvoy. Mrs. Effie led the closing prayer.
Vaughn was a guest of Mrs. Dessert and coffee were served recital at the Murray High School
-Gladys Scott.
by Mrs. McNelis to the eight auditorium at 7:30 p.m.
Two new members initiated by members present.
Nrs. Jackson were Mrs. Helen lbe next meeting will be held The Sunnyside Homemakers
Club will meet at the City Park at
iogancampand Mrs.Sally Crass. on September 7.
10:30 a.m. with Mrs. Larry
Watkins
Plese 753-ISIS se 153-4947
Mrs. J. R. Buelossa . . .
The Cumberland Presbyterian
4494
Women of the North Pleasant
Grove Church will meet at the
home of Mrs. Nix Crawford at
.114"1"4/e°
seven p.m. with
Mrs Paul
Cunningham as the leader

Mrs. Ohs McNelis
Hostess For Meet
Of Church Circle

Murray- Calloway County Senior Citizens
Hold Luncheon At Methodist Church

Miss Catq Gammon
To Attend Seminar

Net, G.lhordlhemon

Neta Smotherman
Elected Officer
Mrs. Neta G. Smotherman,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. I.
Patton of Hazel Route Two, has
recently been elected historian of
Alpha Delta Kappa, a national
honorary sorority for women
educators, recently formed with
the initation ceremony at the
Holiday Inn in Marion, Ill.
The newly elected historian is a
1959 graduate of Hazel High
School and is a 1963 graduate of
Murray State University. She is
presently teaching fourth grade
at the Carterville Grade School,
Carterville, Ill.
Mrs. Smotherman is the former Neta Gale Patton and is
married
James
to
M.
Smotherman, formerly of Lynn
Grove. They have one daughter,
Jennifer, who will be in kindergarten this fall.

A ntioadi,\,

Miss Cathy Gammon

Mrs. Ed Filheck is visiting her
sisters, Mrs. R. M. Bergman and
Mr. Bergman and Miss Virginia
Hay, all of Irvine. Mrs. Filbeck
accompanied Mr. and Mrs. B. D.
Hall to Irvine and they remained
for a week's visit but have now
returned home. Enroute home
the Halls visited relatives in
Eastern Kentucky.

Miss Cathy Gammon,daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Gammon of Scott Diuguid, engineering
Route One,Buchanan, Tenn., will student at Auburn University,
attend a Citizenship Seminar at Auburn, Ala., is spending the
Harding College, Sercy, Ark., between quarters vacation with
June 13-19, sponsored by Civitan his parents. Mr. and Mrs. James
International's Ozark District. Diuguid, Sharpe Street.
The Buchanan girl, incoming
president, and two other officers Mr. and Mrs. Paul Dill and
of the Paris Junior Civitan Club children, Jeannie and John, of
will attend. Miss Gammon will Luling, La., are visiting their
be a junior at Henry County High parents, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Dill,
School this fall. Her father is Sr., or Murray and Mr. and Mrs.
employed at Murray State C. E. Gargus of Mayfield.
University.

„.

•

•

4.1.alma-

The Delta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club closed the
dub year with a potluck dinner
meeting at the club house on
Tuesday, June 1, at six-thirty
o'clock in the evening.
"Kentucky Specialties" were
prepared by members for the
dinner which was served from
the tables decorated with
arrangments of roses and dther
spring flowers from the gardens
of Mrs. George E. Overbey,
Mrs. J. I. Hosick, and Mrs. Jack
Kennedy.
Mrs. Ewen Allbritten, chairman of the department, presided
at the meeting. It was reported
that the Cancer Drive, a project
directed by the Delta Department, was a success this year.
The committee expressed its
appreciation to all who assisted
in making the drive a success.
Hostesses for the meeting were
Mesdames Jack Kennedy,
Wilbert Outland, Charles Mercer,
Graves Hendon, George E.
Overbey, Prentice Lassiter, and
Edgar Holm.
were
Members
present
Mesdames R. H. Thurman, R. W.
Churchill, F. E. Crawford, Ewen
Allbritten, C. B. Ford, William
Britton, Alice Koenecke, Clinton
M. Rowlett, Charles Mercer,
Vernon Roberts, George Hart, J.
E. Tarry, Henry Warren, A. C.
Sanders, Louise Baker, C. D.
Crisp, Raymond Dixon, J. I.
Hosick, Garnett Jones, H. I.
Sledd, Myrtle J. Wall, Mavis
McCamish, Jack Kennedy,
Wilbert Outland, George E.
Overbey, Misses Frances Sexton,
Ruble E. Smith, Ruby L. Simpson, Clara M. Eagle, and Haze
Tarry. Mrs. A. D. Buttterworth of
Camden, Tenn., a former
member, was a guest of Mrs. F.
E. Crawford.

NOTICE
Our
readers
are
reminded that the Ledger
& Thnes will not publish
weddings or bridal showers
that occurred thirty days
previous to the date of
publication.
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Brownfield-Bryan Engagement

Miss Linda Lou Brownfield
Mr. and Mrs. Ray B. Brownfield of Johnny Robertson Road,
Murray,announce the engagement of their daughter, Linda Lou,
to William Hogan Bryan, son of Mrs. Felix E. Bryan and the late
Mr. Bryan of Fort Lauderdale, Florida, formerly of Guthrie,
Kentucky.
Miss Brownfield was graduated from Murray State Universi4
in 1970 with a Bachelor of Science Degree and will receive a.,
Master's Degree in August of this year. She was Miss Murray
State University and the second runner-up to Miss Kentucky in.
1970. Miss Brownfield is a member of Alpha Omicron Pi social"'
sorority, and Phi Alpha Theta, history honorary fraternity.
She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Earl S. Brownfield of. •
Buffalo, Kentucky, and the late Mr. and Mrs. Alvis G. Outland of
Murray.
Mr. Bryan was graduated from Murray State University in-, .,
1965. He is a member of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity and participated as a member of the Inter-Fraternity Council while at.
Murray. He served a tour in Vietnam as a Lieutenant and was .4
awarded the Air Medal and the Army Commendation Medal. Mr..
Bryan is presently employed by Celanese Coatings Company of
Louisville, Kentucky as a market analyst.
tk•
The wedding will take place on August 7.

hiell

pink spree, Queen Anne's
"Steak Night" Held roses
and greenery.
After the dinner was served,
By Ladies Of °A&-."card bingo was enjoyed by all
those present, and prizes were
awarded to Bernice Wallen,
Country Club
Mabel Rogers, Rachel Hendon,

what must be done to prevent the Forty-five ladies of the Oaks Jeannie Morgan, Jeannie
The Baptist Women of the Elm
total crisis.
Country Club enjoyed their Crittenden, and Linda Adams.
Grove Baptist Church will hold
Those attending the camp-out monthly "steak night" on
The door prize was won bp
its general meeting at the home
from Murray were Gary Potts, Monday night at 6:30.
Bet
-line Brewer.
Robert Hurt, Tom Smith, Master chefs Charles Cald- At the conclusion of the games,.
The Murray-Calloway County Lillian Hicks, Floy Caldwell, and of Mrs. Robert Weston at 1:30
p.m.
Kathryn
Tanya
Hardie,
Bucy, well, Thomas Jones, and Max the ladies gathered around the
Senior Citizens Club held its Miss Erin Montgomery.
Kathy Crowell, Debbie Crick, and Walker grilled the steaks under piano and held an "ole time
regular
luncheon The next regular meeting will
potluck
County
-Calloway
The Murray
Kathy Thompson, all of Calloway the trees, and then the ladies singing", with Mabel
meeting at the social hall of the
held on Friday, July 2, at the
Rogers and
County High School. Ac- enjoyed dinner in the club's Emma Lou Story at
First United Methodist Church on social hall of the First United Jaycettes will meet at 7:30 p.m
the piano.
Inn.
Triangle
the
at
companying them were Mr. and newly decorated dining room.
Friday, June 4, at noon.
Methodist Church. A potluck
Hostesses for this affair were
Mrs. Sisk, sponsor, J. B. Andre, The tables, arranged in U- Essie Caldwell,_
Paul Kingins, club chaplain, luncheon will be served and Dr.
chairman,
Murray State University student, shape, were centered with Murrelle
gave the invocation. A birthday H. C. Chiles will be the guest The
South
Murray
Walker, Virginia Jones,
attended.
also
cake was served in honor of speaker.
Homemakers Club will meet at
summer flower arrangements of and Laura Parker.
members celebrating birthdays
the home of Mrs. Raymond
this month.
Carter at 10:30 a.m. A potluck
audience, inspired them to do
In charge of the arrangements
luncheon will be served.
By Kathy Thompson
more for the benefit of our earth.
were Mrs. Virgie Clark, Mrs.
Also included in the program
Edna McReynolds, Mrs. Vernon
Camp 592 of the WOW will CLEAN TEENS a group of
an early-morning nature
was
Roberts, Mr. and Mrs. Bryan
meet at the WOW Hall at seven concerned young people of
walk with groups being led by
Tolley, and Mr. and Mrs. 0. C.
p.m
Calloway County spent the past Prichard; Sam Wilson, TenMcLernore.
weekend at an environmental nessee Department of Conpresident, 0.
The
C. Honoring Miss Edna Yeager,
camp-out
at Montgomery Bell servation; Gedeon Petit and John
Downtown Shopping Center
Saturday,
Jose
12
McLemore, announced that the bride-elect of Reggie Coles, a
State Park near Dickson, Ten- Condor, biologists with TenMurray, Kentucky
bridal
on
was
shower
given
Murray Club will hold a joint
0.11 of this youth nessee Game and Fish ComThe Charity Ball for the benefit nessee
picnic with members of the Friday, June 4, in the Fellowship
all of the Hazel United of the Mental Health - Mental group is to help in every way mission; Morgan Sisk, Murray
Paris-Henry County Senio
Retardation Clinic will be held at possible to clean up the en- State University; Jack Paschall
Citizens Club at Paris Landing Methodist Church.
the Calloway County Country vironment and to make the public park naturalist for middle
were
occasion
for
Hostesses
the
State Park on Wednesday, June
Club from nine p.m. to one a.m. aware of the problems which Tennessee state parks.
16. Local members will meet at Mesdames Ralph Robertson, For
tickets call Mrs.0. B. Boone, exist and to show them bow they On this walk all participating
the social hall of the church at Genie Adams, James H. Foster, Jr. 753-2949
or Mrs. Clegg Austin as individuals, as well as groups, were shown the workings of
Coles,
Gerald
and
E.
Nesbitt,
J.
10:30 a.m. Plenty of trancan help with these problems.
753-5455.
D.
Ray.
Gene
nature at close range. The
sportation will be available and
During this camp-out those
leaders ably explained how
Sunday, June 13
members are asked to please be The bride-elect was attired in a
attending learned many_ new
Stunning shapes for summer in 2 piece blouson tops
pink crepe-knit A-line dress and
nature takes care of itself until
on time.
ways of informing the public of
or bikini styles. Sun-loving fabrics in splashy prints
of
a
pink
corsage
presented
was
man steps in and breaks the
The Senior Art Exhibition of the problems that
Mrs. Norman Klapp acted as
end solids. Sizes 8 to 14, 30 to 36 . . . Get a
exist and also
rosebuds.
cycle.
Diane Tucker Griffith
of letting them know what
secretary in the absence of Mrs.
free $1.99 hooch Towel when mow buy!
they
can
Those attending the camp-out
Gussie Adams who was attending Pink and White. the bride- Palmersville, Tenn., will be do to help solve the
problems
of
also had a time of realization and
a special Selective Service elect's chosen colors, were used shown at the Exhibition Hall of pollution.
to
throughout the decorations. The the Fine Arts Building, Murray
rededication to the cause fatmeeting.
Speakers
and
their
subjects
at
which they work and a time of
The Friday program was serving table was covered with State University through June 18. the camp-out were as
follows: observation of the beauty that
directed by Mrs. Robbie Harrison pink overlaid with a lace cloth Hours are two to seven p.m. on Bill Boswell, Director of
parks
and held a centerpiece of pink Sunday and eight a.m to ten p.m.
surrounds us every day and yet
and Mrs. Vernon Roberts.
for the State of Tennessee—The
we take for granted. This period
Mr. McLemore, reelected as roses in a crystal bowl, flanked Monday through Friday. No State Park System;
Dr. Ted was called the Eco-inspiration
president at the May meeting, by white tapers in crystal charge.
James, University of Tennessee
and was held each night on the
was presented a gift from the holders. The gift table was
at Martin—The Concept' of the
cloth
covered
and
pink
with
a
lakeside.
dub. Mrs. Klapp made the
The Senior Show of LeAnn Ecosystem; Mack
Prichard, The group was also exposed to
presentation and thanked him in centered with an arrangement of Evans of Madisonville will be chief park naturalist
with the
a lemon of applied ecology, in a
shown at the Kappa Pi room, Tennessee Department
behalf of the club for his interest pink and white rosebuds.
of Con- demonstration of techniques and
Gerald
presided
Mrs.
Cole
at
and concern of the members.
Fine Arts Building, MSU, servation—Some
Thoughts about
tools used by the ecologist. This
through June 18. No charge.
Two visitors, Mrs. Ovie the guest register.
Wildlife—Turning on with
was conducted by Petit, Condor,
Galloway and Mrs. Myrtle King, Approximately sixty perSOTIS
Wildlife;
Dr.
Marion
Wells,
Sisk, and Dan Sherry, pollution
were introduced and welcomed. attended or sent gifts
The BFA Show of Leslie Mississippi State
,University-- biologist, Tennessee Game and
Members attending were Otis
Wright, Louisville, will be shown The Effects of
Insecticides on Fish Commission
Harrison, Paul Kingins, Mr. and Four or five households in at. the Mary Ed Mecoy Hall Non-Target
Organisms; Ed
Mrs. Clarence Horton, Mr. and Britain have a vacuum cleaner, Gallery, Fine Arts Building, Williams, State
weekend was a time of
Representative, This
one
in two a refrigerator and MSU, through June 25. No The effects of the
Mrs. Vernon Roberts, Mr. and
time of awareness, of
work,
a
CLEAN TEEN
Mrs. 011ie Hughes, Mr. and Mrs. electric blanket, and two out of charge.
movement on State Government; education and a time to slow
Norman Klapp, Mr. and Mrs. three a washing machine.
Dr. Haskell Phillips of Austin down and look at the beauty of
Motley, June 14
011ie Hale, Mr. and Mrs. Bryan
Petty State University-- Water nature. All those attending any or
Tolley, Mr. and Mrs. 0. C. Freedom is the key word again
Pollution, An Issue for Local all of this camp-out were moved
The Euzelian Sunday School
McLemore, Mesdames Bertha when it comes to colors and you
Concern and E. V. King, Mid. in some small way by the things
Jones, Mary Louise Baker, can go either way. There are Class of the First Baptist Church Cumberland Council of
them. This was truly a time
Govern- about
realization of the inGladys Hale, Martha Golden. electric reds, oranges, yellows, will have a potluck supper at the ment—Regional Planning,
or
An
Merne Mattingly, Ruth Weak& greens, and blues in eye- fellowship hall of the church at Alternative to a better en- significance of man and at the
Edna' McReynolds, Robbie blinkingly bright tones for those 6:30 p.m.
same time the power that man
vironment.
Harrison. Birdie Parker, Mina who want them.
All of these speakers gave to exhibits. The people were shown
The Mattie Bell Hays Circle
Waters. Lela Shackelford. Connie
NEW, NOW COAT FASHIONS
the young people a challenge to what has been done in the past,
.Jones. Mame Parker, Olive
FOR FALL NOW'ON DISPLAY. LIMITED TIME
Don't you wonder what the the WSCS of the First United take this world today and make what is being done and what
ONLY!
Methodist Church will have a better. These men took
Hagan. Eva Hilt. Hildred Sharpe. nillOd Pei %III Latch unto nest
should be done. They were adJUST $1 WILL HOLD ANY FALL FASHION SELECTION
more Jones. Virgie Clark. now that the tie-d
faeinoe- potluck supper at the church at inspired all those in ri, slsed that the youth of this
IN OUR LAYAWAY'
6
.
;30 p m
nuntry can take hold and do .
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CLEAN TEENS Group Of Calloway County
High School Attend Weekend Camp-Out
At Montgomery Bell State Park, Dickson

Miss Edna Yeager
Honored At Shower
At Hazel Church
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Prices Good Thru June 15th

ore Hours:

Swift or Armour
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Fully Cooked

PORK
/
1
4
BACON
WIENERS
LOIN
69;
594
49;
"1'4'4
12 oz.

HAM

lb.

Whole

lb. 494

TENDEREST BEEF IN TOWN
Pure

Swift
Premium Proten

ertson Road,
r, Linda Lou,
land the late
/ of Guthrie,

te Universi4
rill receive a
Miss Murray
Kentucky in.,
ran Pi sodaz,
raternity.
Brownaid cI
G. Outland of

University in
tity and parmcil while at,
taint and was,

n Medal. Mr.
Company of

n Anne's lac4111,1
y.
✓ was served,
enjoyed by all

a

ROUND
STEAK
99;

GROUND'
BEEF
49'

RIB STEAK
9sre
lb.

lb.

* PRODUCE *

;1 Frosty Acres
12 oz.

ORANGE JUICE

-

39'

Banquet
14 Oz.

CREAM PIES

29*

Frosty Acres
10 oz.

:CUT CORN
NABISCO

SALTINES
33;

of the games,
Nd around the
an "ole time
)el Rogers and
at the piano.
Lis affair were
chairman,
iirginia Jones,

00

16 oz

Giant

3/$1

45$

Gt. Sze

SOAP
PADS
19'

All Flavors

2.4

20 ct

10

-•••

Bush

SHORTENING
63;
3 lb

SHIONS
ONLY!
ECTION

•
•

ALUMINUM
FOIL
•
49; •
•
18- x 25'

5 lbs.

FREE!
with purchase of rGE Light Bulbs
at regular price

Hy Power

SAVE

46ansip

•.•

35
'

ON0
1 OZ. SIZE
%

LIMIT
1 PER FAMILY

ENITO

ODFFE€,..._

with coupon
'1" without
coupon

CHILI
No Beans
303 can

(ha
NEWAFE

Lucky Leaf
Apple

Kraft

35;
RED & WHITE PURE

SUGAR
•:
••

3 lb can

•
•

ONLY 29C

•
•

INSTANT

28 oz.

COCA COLA
No Deposit
No Return Bottles

4/$1"
JOHNSONS COUPON

SAVE VT

SAVE,
On 3 oz. size

BAR-B-1
SAUCE
3/$1°°

•

Charmin

200

12 oz.

•
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•
WITH 'V PURCHASE EXCLUDING
TOBACCO AND DAIRY PRODUCTS

RELISH
15`
29'

303 can

434 oz

No. 2 Can

Chow Chow

CORN

PIE FILLING

2/39;

300 can

Yellow Whole Kernel

BABY
FOOD
Strained
9`

I

BAKED BEANS

1.99
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tillI

Formans Hot
or Regular
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fI

46 oz

ANINIC-211NraNIIIMmamii•=m1MM.

WHITE

Richtex

GRAPEFRUIT
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240, 39€

Euerq Red & While product
is gdaranteed to please
you or your money
will be refunded • RED&

49'
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OIL
-
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lb
.

041..

Kraft
'Cooking
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'

Paddy
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DRINKS
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-COLD
POWER
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FIG
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17*

POLE BEANS
New
CABBAGE
Tenn
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TOMATOES Home Grown
COUNTRY EGGS

Flavor Kist
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Premium

rt, Jeannie
Linda Adams.
was won 11

anon tops
inky prints
. Get a
you bye
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lb.
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Shank Portion
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•
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...,
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.\...•
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1
Ii
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Television Schedule
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WSIX-TV
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DOUBLE EXPOSURE---Those two legs of yours are there for
to see if you're warmed up
to HotPants. Shown here are various ways of dressing up the legs, ranging from opaque pantyhose
(left) to old-fashioned knee socks (right).

Crisp coordinates
enhance hot pants

Lynda George
To Appear On
Show In Fall

HOLLYWOOD (UPI)—It is a
The hot pants purse is a
maxim, women's lib
television
shoulder bag, mail-pouch size
By SUSAN S'WARTZ
not
withstanding,
that if you're
or smaller. They're in denim,
Copley News Service
jute, macrame or soft buttery a feminine lead in a series and
not beautiful then you'd better
"What's so new about hot suede.
°pants? They're just short
The hot pants head is lots of be a very funny lady.
Movies have abandoned the
'shorts. I wore them all summer curl with a pulled on headhugger or little newsboy cap. beautiful, shapely female for
when I was a kid."
Yes, you probably did. With
When you get all that the most part in the mistaken
saddle shoes and lumpy socks. together you're ready for a belief an actress cannot be
talented and extraordinarily
About the only thing your long, hot pants summer.
Girl Scout shorts had in
Once you get past your Urea. pretty at one and the same
xiommon with today's sizzlers is way mirror, that is.
time.
that they begin and end at
A beautiful, non-funny, addirelatively the same places.
tion to television this fall will
Everything in between,
be Lynda . Day _George, seen
above and below has been
briefly this year in "The Silent
changed. The big difference in
Force," as a regular member
today's shorties and yesterday's is fashion.
of the "Mission: Impossible"
Hot pants are designed to go
cast.
from the country to the city. To
She is the third beauty to
the theater, to dinner, party.
By Jean Hurt
grace the show.
bopping, even to the office.
Her predecessors were Bar'They're meant to be the basis
Recent news about the fight bara Bain and Leslie Warren.
for a whole new look.
Lynda is an exponent of the
. This means you don't just against mental illness has been
'pull on a pair of shorts and sign encouraging indeed. More beautiful, well-rounded school
are of actresses. Moreover she is
up with the beautiful people. mentally ill patients
Not pants can't go it alone. recovering. More research into aware that if she'd been born
They require special coor- the cause, prevention and cure of homely the chances of her
dination, head to toe planning. mental illness is getting un- joining the CBS series would be
Hot pants are a leg show but derway. More communities are nil.
even the Juliet Prowse kind providing facilities for early
Plays A Cosmetologist
need some coverage. The detection, early treatment and "I'd like to think I was hired
minimum is a sheer nude rehabilitation.
for my acting ability," Lynda
pantyhose — the kind made for
We can safely say that the tide said in her chic dressing room
sandals that have no color
is beginning to turn in the fight at Paramount Studios.
changes or welts exposed from
against mental illness. But, as we "But there are very few ways
toe to waist.
rejoice, let us remember that to use a girl in an action or
Less than perfect legs show
off best in boots, laced up there is no massive breakthrough dventure series. So I feel
espadrilles, gladiator sandals yet. The gains are real, but they flattered that the producers
or knee socks. Long lean boots are small. Mental illness still want to use my physical
do a great job of giving that remains one of the nations major appearance to its best advantage.
leggy look that hot pants re- health problems.
There are still 490,000 patients
quire. Summer boots best the
heat in denim, canvas and slick in our mental hospitals, with "What good does being pretty
soft leathers. There are open- thousands more coming all the or having a good figure do a
air boots that expose the lee in time. There are still 20,000,000 girl if it's not put to good use?
front, but these look best nn Americans suffering from some "I know I'm not the most
thin legs.
form of emotional disturbance beautiful girl in the world. Far
Laced up legs, in espadrilles that could
benefit from from it. But too many girls,
especially
actresses, aren't
or sandals, do the job but they psychiatric care. There are still
an
making
asset of their
recovered
thousands
of
of
tens
take some practice to keep the
laces up. One hint: lace them mental patients in danger of natural appearance."
while you're standing so the leg breaking down again because "Mission: Impossible" will
they cannot get a welcome, a not restrict Lynda's role to
muscles are taut.
scenic background.
Knee socks are a good home and a job.
daytime look with shorties. Try
Fortunately for the p.ople of She will play a cosmetologist,
them in dark colors — they're Murray, the Murray Wental specialising in disguises and
more slimming than white or Health Association is carrying on make-up for the undercover
brights — and team them with a continued assault against espionage group comprised of
a ghillie tie shoe.
mental illness and working to Peter Graves, Greg Morris and
You know those little mini- relieve the plight of the mentally Peter Lupus.
dresses that you carried
She's A Health Buff
through the mini season by
can join this fight by Off-screen Lynda is the wife
You
putting over pants? Give them
buying a ticket to the 1971 Charity of actor Chris George who
a new life over hot pants.
Ball to be held June 12 at the starred in "Rat Patrol" and the
Many of the shorties Calloway County Country Club. short-lived "The Immortal."
masquerading under the hot Please contact Mrs.
Clegg She is a native of Texas (San
pants name are really little
Austin, 753-5455 or Mrs. 0. B. Marcos) and a health buff.
dresses over little shorts — a
Boone, Jr., 753-2949. For seating During lunch she delved into
Much safer Way to wear a mini
reservations
and a breakfast her purse to produce a plastic
than befor*.• Or try a long
buffet
at
the
Holiday
Inn, notify bag filled with a dozen different
dress, unbuttoned or unzipped
Mrs. A. W. Simmons, Jr., 753- colored capsules, tablets and
to show matching shorts.
32E2. Continuous music for the
There are many ways to Ball will be provided by the "Vitamins and food supplemake a shortcut. A couple of Traditions
and
Byron ments," she explained.
seams, an elastic waistband Gallimore's Combo
Lynda gulps down 40 separate
half-yard
about
of
a
fabric
sand
pWs., with each meal. She
will do it. Or cut off some old
credits the organic vitamins for
tired pants for that new young
PIG LANE
her unfailing riood health and
jook.
LONDON
Police at St. energy.
A long jacket, vest or tunic Ives. Hunts, have lost Ciefr
"I've even converted Chris to
hot pants length or beyond I fight to get Pig lime, one of the
taking
as many vitamins as I
of
a
pair
out
of
Makes an outfit
town's oldest thoroughfares,
shorties. Add all your pantsuit renamed They said it would be do," Lynda concluded. "Peter
accessories too — dog collars an embarrassing address for Lupus is a great beliver in
and beads and belts, alone or in their proposed new $100,000 vitamins, too, and look what
they've done for him "
multiples.
police station

News In Fight Of
Mental Illness Is
Now Encouraging

Mormon Church builds
Utah's first skyscraper
By BILL HILL
Copley News Service
SALT LAKE CITY — The
skyline of Utah's capital city is
changing dramatically. The
first high-rise building is going
up in the Great Salt Lake Valley that Brigham Young, pioneer colonizer and Mormon
leader, looked down upon 125
years ago and said: "This is the
place."
In this age of skyscraping
structures, a 28-story building
would normally rate only scant
attention. But even at that
height it will be the tallest
building in the state of Utah
and will serve as an administration building for the threemillion-member Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-Day
Saints, better known as the
Mormon church.
The building is rising across
the street from Temple Square
in downtown Salt Lake City and
its 420-foot height is double that
of the tallest tower of the imposing Mormon Temple, one of
the world's most famous religious landmarks.
It took Brigham Young's followers 40 years to build the
Temple and just about that
many months will be required
to build the administration
tower.
Mark B. Graff, chairman of
the church building committee,
said the lofty $31.5 million
structure is scheduled for completion in July, 1972.
While its 28-story height may
not rank it among the tall buildings, Don LeFevre, of the
church's information staff,
notes that it should be among
the most "elevatored" buildings of its size. No less than 21
elevators will provide visitors
speedy access to all levels

One would imagine that a
building of contemporary design, adjacent to the old world,
castle-like architecture of the
Mormon Temple, would clash
like a dandelion in a flower
bed; but it doesn't.
The last building completed
here by the church was the
Visitors Center, also of contemporary design, which last year
counted more than two million
tourists to Temple Square, the
ten acres intbe heart of the city
walled in by Mormon pioneers
more than a century ago.
Murals, paintings, statues,
dioramas, movies and other
visual displays in the center tell
the history of the Mormon
church, its practices, beliefs
and worldwide activities.
r. Many came to stroll through
the tastefully landscaped
grounds, or to visit the 104year-old Tabernacle, a domed
auditorium renowned as a concert hall with unique acoustical
qualities.
The Tabernacle houses the
375-voice Mormon Tabernacle
Choir which originates weekly
radio and TV programs from
here. It also houses the 10,814pipe organ, often termed "the
most superb" instrument ever
made and among the largest in
the world.
Other features of the square
that are luring growing numbers of tourists include the Assembly Hall, a smaller auditorium; a museum featuring
varied displays and a log cabin
that was among the first dwellings in the Salt Lake Valley
after its settlement by Brigham
Young and his followers.
Several monuments on the
square honor events and the
prophet and church founder Josepth Smith and his brother,
_Hyrum, who were martyred in

1844 in defense of their beliefs.
One of the most famous memorials is the sea gull monument, erected "in memory of
the mercy of God to the Mormon pioneers" in saving crops
in their early days in the valley
when a plague of crickets
threatened to bring hunger to
the colony. A huge fleet of sea
gulls suddenly appeared —
more than 700 miles inland — to
eat the crickets.
The Nauvoo Bell, originally
made for the Mormon Temple
in Nauvoo, 111., in the early
1840s,serves as a vivid reminder of the years of persecution of
Mormons in the east and the
mob slayings of Joseph and Hyrum Smith in an Illinois jail.
But the biggest attraction of
all for tourists is the architectural magnificence of the Temple. Despite the fact that admission is limited to practicing
members of the Mormon
church, many nonmembers
come to stroll the winding
walks, lined with gardens and
towering shade trees to brush
with a structure as difficult
to build as any pharaoh's pyramid.
The Temple's foundation
walls are 16 feet wide and 16
feet deep. The huge blocks of
granite were mined with primitive tools from a quarry 20
miles away. Ox teams required
four days to make the round
trip, hauling a single stone. A
temporary railroad later replaced the ox team.
Contrast that primitive construction with today's roar of
giant cranes,the whine of saws
and sparks from cutting
torches in building this new
Mormon structure and you
have 125 years of man's
progress in the once barren
Great Salt Lake Valley.
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Former Grit
Star Visits urn
In Murray
U. Col. Ray Lafser and his
family are now visiting friends
and relatives in Murray and plan
to be in the city until June 30. U.
Col Lafser is a graduate of
Murray State University.
Lafser was captain of the
varsity football and baseball
teams while at the university and
was quarterback of the championship 1951 football team. He
ewe
was selected to Who's Who in
Navy Ensign Carl 3. Roberts, American Universities and
son of Mr. and Mrs. Hollis College and graduated cum
Roberts of Murray, was com- laude.
missioned to his preadtt rate
Since graduation, Lafser has
upon graduation front lie 1116
been serving with the United
week course at the Naval Officer
State Marines. Hrecently
Candidate School, Newport, R.I.
graduated from the LIiiited States
He Is a 1965 graduate of Murray
Naval Postgraduate School at
High School, and a 1979 graduate
Monterey, Calif., where he
of Murray State University.
received a master of science
degree and was recommended
for the Ph. D. degree.
While at Monterey, Lt. CoL
Lafser was presented the Bronze
Star with combat V for valor in
Archaeologists confirmed Vietnam, the
Navy Comthat New York's city hall was
mendation Medal with combat V
built on the site of an 18th
Century, lunatic asylum and for valor in Vietnam, and the,
Joint Service Commendation
house for vagrants.
The archaeologists wrote to Medal for duty with the Defense.
Mayor John Lindsay after Communication Agency.
Some of his other military
digging the grounds of city
hall and discovering founda- awards have been: Combat
tion stones, pottery' shards, Action Ribbon, Presidential Unit
nails and other fragments of Citation, Navy and Marine Unit
18th Century life.
Citation, National Defense
Service Medal, Vietnam Service
Medal, Vietnam Cross
Gallantry, and the Vietnam
Campaign Ribbon.
Lafser is looking forward to
Pablo Picasso, who will be 90 hearing from his
friends in
next October,said there was no Murray
and may be reached at
truth in recent Spanish reports
753-39M.
that he was planning to live in
Spain
"Such a trip is out of the
WORTH REPEATING
question. Whether it be for bullI place economy among the
fights or art exhibitions, I will
never 11o to Spain again, at first and most important virleast as long as the country of tues, and public debt as the
my birth is under the thumb of greatest of dangers to be
the Franco regime."
feared
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N.Y. city hall built
over lunatic asylum

Pablo Picasso denies
plans to live in Spain
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COMPLETE
JANITORIAL SERVICE
While we are shampooing your
carpet (12' x 15' or larger)
you'll be enjoying a FREE dinner
for two at one of Murray's
finest restaurants.
Irt
1 . 117,
This offer good for the
month of June.
"INFANTRY" IN ROYAL NAVV-11wa-WMan lioorth, 47t, takes k
jaunt across
the Thames using speci.il polystyrene "boots" cooked up
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Woman To
Direct
Volunteers

IX-1'V
sisma 8
m of Jeannie
Father
222
Family

By Dee Giannini
State News Bureau

es a Thief
II a Thikt
WtFr; SOO.'I'S

FRANKFORT, Ky.—State
Mental Health Commissioner
Dale H. Farabee recently announced the appointment of Mrs.
Marilyn H. Blount as Community
Resources Director.
In her new position, Mrs.
Blount will head the department's program of Volunteer
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MRS. MARILYN H. BLOUNT
Mental Health's new Community
Resources Director
rvices, supervising the
unteer services' directors of
ntal Health hospitals and
providing consulation and
guidance to the volunteer
directors of the state's 22 Community Comprehensive Care
Centers.
She will be responsible for
interpreting the volunteer services program to communities
and for developing community
resources.
One of the goals of the
program, according to Mrs.
Lillian Press, executive assistant
to Dr. Farabee, is the utilization
Oil resources and volunteers as an
integral part of treatment and
rihabilitation.
"'"The hope is that clinical and
inministrative staffs will utilize
volunteers as they would a
prescription for therapy," she
added.
For example, at one of the
Mental health faclEtfee'a boy
could not bi reached through
regulr menas of therapy. A
mal volunteer, an electrician by
trade, reached the boy. It seems
the boy was fascinated by the
held of electricity and a door of
communication was opened. With
the communication barrier lifted,
the clinicians were able to help
the child achieve better mental
health.
' Mrs. Blount is the former
director of the Kentucky Foster
in
Grandparent Program
operation at Frankfort State
Hospital and School and Outwood
State Hospital and School in
Dawson Springs.
The former Marilyn Gault, she
it; married to Bryan W. Blount, an
Ashland Oil executive. She also is
the mother of five children ages
13 to 19, including a set of twins.
A native Kentuckian and
graduate of the University of
Kentucky, she resides in
Lexington. Her experience includes a number of supervisory
positions, including a Viviane
Woodard Cosmetics directorship.
She has also taught in the
elementary and secondary school
system.

v1

Wall Street
Chatter
Wall Street stubbornly refuits to "accept the failure of the
and the fate to
1971
Phich this fredooms 1972," the
Janeway Publishing & Research
Corp. says. The company
are
betting
the
economy "should make it,
because Nixon must make it"
but adds the next rally is
taking on the proportions of a
last chance selling opportuni-

recovery,

investors

CE

g your
;er)
E dinner

says

The long-term picture for the
economy, corporate earnings
and monetary fundamentals
"all point to further gains In
stock prices," Value Line
believes. The newsletter urges
"100 per cent" investment in
docks "well ranked for probable relative market performance over the next 12
months." Among the top-rated
industry groups. Value Line
includes toys, school supplies,
conglomerates, real estate,
publishing, advertising, personal
liervices and life insurance.

Fity Acres

FRUIT PIES
Pet-Rite

46 oz can

Maxwell House
U.S. No 1 Alabama New Red

POTATOES
Yexas Ruby Red

COFFEE
1 Ili). bag
with coupon below

651

GRAPEFRUIT
Sweet-urn Strawberry & Peach

PRESERVES
Large 32 oz jar

Field's Fully tookid Smoked

PICNICS

lb

Parkers

49`
Without Couponsr

FLAVORITE BRAND

SLICED BACON
Chuck Wagon Steak
Veal Patties 2 10
WIENER
Pork. Patties pi3zatties$100
12 oz Pkg
45' Ocean Catfish Steak
*CHICKEN PAVS*
47t
b
Thighs
Legs

Good Thru 6-16-71

_Parkers

COUPON

SAVE

'rell AU-Meat

MAXWELL HOUSE'
or
AT

ELECTRA PERK" Coffee
— Parkers

I lb bagonly 6 5t with coupon

•"tea
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Quotes Cumberland Estill High
From Th.
News

Chosen For Dedicated
Litter Test

(Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.)
By United Press International
WASHINGTON-Rep. Olin E.
Teague of Texas, the No. 2 The Army Corps of Engineers
Democrat on the House Space recently
announced
Lake
Committee, commenting on the Cumberland will be the test site
space
current
station
Soviet
this year for a national effort to
(Maloney's) that sponsored
2: By Helen Price Stacy
feat:
reduce littering at lake and dam
Rhonda McKenzie Day, to more
"In some fields it shows how sites.
goal.
the
meet
then
gnasmuch as it would be helpful
far
are
we
behind
the Last December, Kentucky
At a recent meeting of the
to. hundreds-even thousands of
Russians."
senior Sen. John Sherman Cooper
a
made
officers
people to have a column devoted committee,
successfully amended the 1970
for
that
showing
report
financial
to assisting everyone who had a
operations with related WASHINGTON-Sen. Robert Flood Control Act to authorize the
need, it is unlikely that it would the seven
W. Packwood, R-Ore., charac- engineers to issue citations to
expenses incurred by the
reach everyone.
terizing the refusal of major titterers at areas they adthe
from
outlay
total
parents,
Kentucky
When through the
Promotional banks to invest any more mster.
Department of Public In- fund had been $6000.
campaign money in Lockheed's Tristar The Cooper amendment calls
the
in
early
expense
Emulation such a call for help was
for penalties up to 9500 in fines
to $291. The balance of jumbo jet:
made for Rhonda McKenzie of amounted
"A projection of the greatest and six months imprisonment.
toward
applied
be
will
$4,048.74
West Liberty, Ky., who soon will
cost of future operations-the disaster siiiee Chicken Little Engineers will be empowered to
NI two years old, it seemed that the
issue citations to offenders.
in November was on the scene."
alrost everyone did learn about next one scheduled
has
Offenders have the option of
committee
The
1971.
the child's need. Rhonda had
that $4000 of the TEL AVIV--Shimon Perea, paying the ticket or contekting
been born without facial features recommended
of transport the charge before a U. S.
amount be placed in a savings Israeli minister
aq most people know them.
and communications, on the magistrate.
Bank,
Commercial
in
account
The Rhonda McKenzie Fund
Soviet-Egyptian
friendship
Before enforcing such a
Committee-made up of in- West liberty.
pact:
the
policing program, the engineers
account
an
such
Through
County
'morgan
terested
fund will draw "People in the United States decided to work out adcitizens-was somewhat sur- remainder of the
available as are taking the possible conse- ministrative and technical
be
yet
and
interest
prised when the contributions
ences of this agreement too problems at the test site.
Rhonda.
by
needed
began coming in from all parts of
lightly."
Since Cooper is the author of
During past surgery Rhonda
Kentucky and even from other
the
amendment and also the
nora
in
reset
eyes
her
had
has
states. But stories that are
ranking Republican
on the
built and a
retailed from the state's in- mal position, eyelids
Senate committee that oversees
nose is not
The
constructed.
nose
Frankfort
at
agency
formation
the engineers, his request that
complete, but Dr. Edgerton
*farreaching.
Lake Cumberland be chosen as
a few months
Expenses were great for the decided to wait
give his
the test site was honored.
ninny operations necessary to between operations to
The Kentucky senator, riled
rebuild Rhonda's facial features young patient needed rest.
a
sat some day she canbe a more There also remains surgery on
Springs, Deer Springs, Great
(*mai child with confidence to club foot and extra toes. For
it
Bear. The back to nature
TRhonda
helped
who
everyone
those
For
world.
the
siep out into
theme, apparentlym Others
alio responded to the plea for is apparent how important was
boast of water from spas in
figancial help, it is time to say their aid not only to their younv
By DEAN C. MILLER
and Switzerland.
France
friend but to all "Rhondas" in the
/hank You."
Editor
UPI Business
Water is so much on the
For Rhonda and her parents, world. It is one way of saying to NEW YORK ( UPI)-There
. and Mrs. Ronald McKenzie, everyone with problems to not was a day when only hypochon- public mind that Tareyton is
lliere still are in the years ahead give up, but to seek answers and driacs and the snobbish regu- using it as a gimmick to push
limy trips to Charlottesville, aid.
larly drank bottled water. No cigarettes. The company sells a
It is difficult to write a proper longer.
charcoal water filter for home
Vi., for more operations. But for
Apse who took time to help it is appreciation to members of Booming sales in bottled use at a cut rate price if the
ggatifying to say that a recent Hardin High's Teens Who Care water and filtration systems buyer includes two wrappers of
nation of $500 from the "Teens club. Here is a group of teenagers and gadgets prove that the its brand.
club at East who set a worthwhile example of American housewife is increa- "The response has been
Slbo CARE
ibirdin High School near care and concern for the world, singly disturbed about the terrific," a company spokesElizabethtown, made the $10,000 and by responding to the need of a quality of the water running man said.
child in the Eastern Kentucky from her kitchen faucet.
goal a reality, plus $339.74.
To date Rhonda has undergone hills, showed that each Ken- If government reports are
seven operations, all performed tuckian counts.
accurate, she has good reason.
be renowned plastic surgeon Dr. To the many editors and staff The Division of Water Hygiene
proofincluding
members,
141ton Edgerton and his team.
of the new Environmental
Age first surgery was performed readers, makeup men, shop Protection Agency reported last
Johns Hopkins Hospital, workers and printers, to in- August that 969 municipal
and
Iraltimore. but more recent dividuals, organizations
water supplies in the U.S. had
Harper,
Ken
to
Iterations were in University clubs
substandard ratings.
tal, Charlottesville, Va. Secretary of State, who was head Such reports, coupled with
,i
Ut
Dr. Edgerton gave his of the Department of Public the increasing din from ecology
sift-vices to Rhonda, there were Information when the story of groups, have been money in the
other hospital and medical ex- Rhonda was released through bank for 300 or so bottlers
panses not covered by Rhonda's this column....to schoolchildren around the country who sell
and teenagers, everyone-a
family insurance.
water at 39 to 42 cents per half
:litionda's mother, 27, is the "Thank you."
gallon. Their sales have bubthat
think
to
nice
be
would
It
farmer Miss Bonnie Lewis of
60 per cent in
reason did not bled up a cool
*organ County. The father is those who for some
three years, hitting the $80
find
might
Rhonda,
help
to
het
istant manager of a West
million mark in 1970.
terty grocery. The parents had someone with a similar need and "Right now it's a $100 million
tvged to think of every con- find a way to help.
business," said Raymond ZetA 'Thank you" isn't really
ceivable way to help their
tell, an executive at Eagle
five
within
maybe
but
necessary,
ypunger daughter, and had
Springs Water Co., a division of
agmost despaired when the or ten years another column can Foremost-McKesson and supigother read a newspaper ac- be written to inform everyone plier of about 20 per cent of the
ctount of teenage Debbie Fox of that Rhonda-who has never been bottled water sold in the U.S.
Vennessee who was reaxyto anything but beautiful to those "We expect a 50 per cent
ukroll in school after years of who know her-can sit in a increase in sales over the next
rgery and medical help to clasaroorn-a pretty and normal three years."
correct facial abnormalities. student. That would be thanks Such a growth rate has
They then sought similar help for enough for anyone.
encouraged other companies to
tipeir daughter.
take the splash. Coca-Cola,
:The Morgan County committee
Nestle, Pet Milk, Canada Dry
las subsequently formed and STATUE FOR HORSE
and Schweppes, among others,
tgok steps to help the hard- CARACAS (UPI(-The board have gone into the bottled
ubrking and industrious family of trustees of the Venezuelan water business.
digit includes Rhonda's older Instituteof Race Tracks said Thumbing through the "waFriday that it will order the ter" section of the New York
iii,ster Robin.
.
,When
.
plight building of a statue for Telephone Company's yellow
TRhonda's
described in this column, local Canonero II even if the pages gives an indication of the
aid area residents already had Venezuelan horse does not win scope of the water purity
cOntributed $3100 toward the the Belmont Stakes today.
business. Five pages of fine
10,000 goal. They continued to The statue is to be located in type are sprinkled with addresluxurCaracas'
of
gardens
respond, along with hundreds of the
ses of ctmpanies wanting to
Schoolchildren, clubs, in- ious "La Rincoonada" race sell water. Some have animal
dividuals, and even a chain store track
and bird names like Eagle

Bottled
Water
Sales Up

6000 Employables In State
Estimated To Be On Welfare

Merritt S. Deitz, state knowledge of welfare benefits"
com- and to work of outside
Security
Economic
Nos there's no need for
Despite local controversy missioner, has estimated that organizations such as welfare long hair to switch to that
Co.
Estill
around
revolving
6000 Kentuckians, mostly women, rights groups, Appalacachian bun at -the - back look. A new
School Supt. Buford Horton, are receiving state welfare Volunteers and Volunteers in clip-on hair creation gives the
County's new $1.7 million payments although they are able Service to America (VISTA).
beautiful bun look in an 'nhigh school was dedicated last to work.
"One of the stated purposes of atant. the manufacturer says.
week with Gov. Louie B. Nunn Deitz said there are 35,000 the national Welfare Rights Made of synthetic hair, the
base
officiating.
families on the program but "15 Organization, "said Deitz, "is to bun-maker has a bombe
Some 3500 Estill Countians to 20 per cent are immediately overload and harass the existing that is sewn onto a mock torturned out en masse to greet employable without any added welfare system and make it so toise barette. The barette athair,
Governor Nunn who arrived by training."
expensive it will collapse, to be taches the bun to the
helicopter for the town's early The lack of job openings, replaced by a minimum-income becoming invisible once the
hairpiece is place.
morning parade which began the transportation and day-care system."
day's dedication festivities.
facilities for children were
Horton, imprisoned for four reasons given for the persons who
confor
hours the previous day
cannot work.
tempt of court in connection with The families-with-dependentwas
controversy,
local
the
children caseload continues to
cheered vigorously by children grow monthly by 800 persons-40
and adults alike both at the per cent of these in Jefferson
dedication
and
parade
County.
ceremonies.
Deitz also said the Medicaid
The local controversy, besides program of free medical benefpts
promoting disharmony, cost the for the
needy is growing rapidly.
town a unique honor-the He
that Medicaid,
estimated
presence of Mrs. Spiro T. Agnew,
which is costing $64 million in
who had accepted the governor's federal and state funds
this year,
invitation to dedicate the new
will rise to $129 million by 1975
high school.
under present federal guidance.
Governor Nunn, dedicating the
"Any of the several national
102
of
Co.
Estill
honor
in
school,
health
insurance plans now
residents killed in action in the
before Congress would be
last four wars, said, "Estill
preferable to Medicaid," Deitz
County High School can be a
commented.
cohesive force rather than a
He attributed most of the indivisive battleground."
ereasing caseloads to "broader
It can help unite the pea.ple
here in the common cause of
AAU NAMES TRACKMEN
happiness and progress, he adINDIANAPOLIS, Ind. (UPI)
ded. "If the flickering spark of -The
Amateur Athletic Uhion
here
see
we
unity and concern
Thursday
announced the retoday is kindled and not doused
maining team leaders for the
out in the days ahead, it can be
United States Men's Squad in
what it should and must be-a the
USA-USSR world All-Star
significant part of Kentucky and
Track and Field Meet July 2-3
America."
at Berkeley, Calif.
Named as assistant coaches
4
over lake and dam site littering were Irving Kintisch, Columbia
ANCIEW BURIED CITY--At the confluence of the '
newspapers
incidents reported in
University track coach; Prairie
Mississippi and Ohio Rivers in Ballard County lies the
and receiving complaints from View A & M Coach Hoover
mounds built by a prehistoric race who lived in westresidents protesting the in- Wright; and Bill Dellinger,
ern Kentucky nearly 1000 years ago. The Adult Burial
creasing number of vacationers University of Oregon assistant
Mound,above, contains 153 uncovered skeletons.Some
who leave behind a stockpile of track
as
coach. Selected
mounds are still intact, while others have been opened
litter, found the Corps of assistant managers were Mike
with such care that all remains are in their original
punish
to
Engineers powerless
Portanova and Jesse Robinson,
positions. (Kalman Papp Photo)
litterers.
both of Southern California.
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Every year thousands of Freds take this final drive,
Because they drove too fast
And they take thousands of innocent victims with them.
Driving too fast caused more than 18,000 deaths last year
That's nearly one -third of the nation's traffic fatalities
Speeding,for any reason whatsoever,is courting death
It just isn't worth it.
AFTER THE'STOVA WAS OVER -A tree thoi tell On a parted car during a storm
that hit the *loth side 01 Chicago 1, e\anoricci curiously- by two boys. Many 11VCS
%%etc blown down. --and 'Vi .11

Because we sell new cars, we're especially concerned
with safe driving. We want you to use your
car sensibIY. And drive at reasonable spells
always. Aufomobiles last longer that way.
More itnportantly...so do people.

National Automobile Dealers Association

Orr•C•ra irripaaraaboor el Arnenca • frarwraised Naar ear and nael, arrows • WiraNnerert 0 C

One in a series preserited by N.A.D.A., this newspaper, and, the new car dealers of our community.
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We are now giving S & H Stamps
Double All Day Wednesday
At Liberty We Offer U. S. Prime Beef
U. S. Gov. Food Stamps Redeemed
We Reserve the Right to Limit Quanities
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PEACHES

/
2 can
No. 21

3

YOU ALWAYS BUY THE BEST FOR LESS

IBERTY

1
1i
:
Southside Shopping

for

$

1 00.

16 oz Loaf

Miss Liberty

U.S. Inspected Whole

FRYERS

lb.

29;

Store Maid
PIMENTO

Fresh Sliced

Miss Liberty
Grade A Med.

BREAD 19'
TIDE 79'
Jack
$ o
irkeTol

Center

BEEF LIVER

Giant Size

7•,

3 lbs

Smoked

l can

JOWLS

Turn

MILK
gal. 43'
SALMON tca ':, 79'

Sr°
12 oz pkg

Elm Hill

FRANKS
48ozjar

99t

Ham

SLICES

49'
'
89
lb

Baking lb.
Smoked

State Fair

TOMATOES 328:$1

TISSUE 4.29'
Large Rolls

Viva

TOWELS 39'
TUNA
- £. 89'
TISSUE
4rpt.49'
PICKLES 49'
Delmont

Miss WISCONSIN

can

Charm in

Bonds DILL

Shank Por•

33

Johnsons Smoked

HAMS "). 49s
Fresh

PICNICS 11).39'
TOMATO
139s §untEAK"me 98`.
SOUP
CiSTEAK
libASTu.s- itT
u1NNERS
39
$1
39` ROUNDS
ib.$119
Campbells

lb.

lb.55

Tomato

Prime

*80uP*

Boneless Top

101
/
2oz can with coupon

qt jar

lb.

Sirloin Tip

Blue Plate

45coaz$
FLOUR 25b:$189
Veinna
MEA
Sausage
BABY
DOG
i
kana
il§eiITS
MIX Ur
i§'
zn
FOOD sr
FOOD
°nig. Juice 49'
JUICE 39`
SALT 25
29'
FOOD
CRACKERS
29'
TEA Y4 45`
WAFERS 29s
CATSUP 49`
ROLLS
d0125
LEMONSdoz39,POI PIES 5fors1°
JUICE 34caonzs 1 BANANAS
KellP

BILTONE Luncheon
31c2anosz $1
T
Leader
25 lb.
bag

Tender Leaf
ICE TEA

Texan

Ice Cream

Sacramento
TOMATO

4416 oz can

4 lb. box

434

bra Lynn

134 oz

46 oz

oz jar

Aplo DOG

lb box

Kipton

15 oz can

9c

lb.

32 oz bottle

Delmonte

Milk Maid

Gerbers
Strained

Lynn VANILLA

Miss Liberty BROWN N SERVE

_16 oz pkg.

Golden Ripe

Pmapple

Choice

'
lb 10

V7;1.

WESSON OIL

0-- FREE STAMPS 44

29`

t24 oz Jar with fhis coupon and '7' or more add.
purchase (lob. & Dairy Pro Exc.)

with this coupon and '5" or more
Grocery Purchase

Void After June 15, 1971

Void after June 15, 1971
l!)

LIQUID JOY

a*N.4..

King Size

et)
vt)

FREE STAMPS-

9`

with this coupon and '7 or more add
purchase (lob. & Dairy Pro Exc.)
\ Void After June 15, 1971

'31

with this coupon and '3' or more purchase
from our Drug Rack
Void After June 15, 1971
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Pone 753-411
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chrome. Sh4
after 4:00 ps
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Your Magic Carpet...
To Everywhere... Every Day Of The
Week,Every Week.Of The Year!

Clery 50' tri
All in excel!
753-8548 alto

cosr SELI

11163 black
with good tir
paint Also 2
Phone 753-89

CARPET A
*pitiful wit
electrii
Western At
Molting Wel.

1971 H A R
Sportster m(
8772 days oi

MILLIONS I
cleaned witI
America's f
shampooer $

EMPIRE
150.00 Inquir
Main.

No magic carpet could whisk you and your family so many places in a single day! THE
LEDGER & TIMES
gives you all of the news of Murray and CallowaY County, takes you all over the world and even to outer space
as a regular occurrence, in every issue. Action wire-photos and local shots help
you quick-scan the latest happenings... vivid word pictures let you study in depth the events that interest you: It's all
there
the human
oddities, general interest articles ... the columnists, the cartoons, the editorials, for you to
enjoy, to inform
you ... at your fingertips, in a form you can refer to later.
The pages of the LEDGER & TIMES whirl shoppers all over the marketplace, keep
your buying dollar
on top of the timely best buys.
The DAILY LEDGER & TIMES presents you with a galaxy of entertainment features:
Sports, television,
radio, theater, homemaker hints, books, the crossword puzzle, the comics.
Newspapers like the LEDGER & TIMES make you the best informed citizenPy
in the world.

THE LEDGER & TIMES . . . YOUR PASSPORT TO THE WHOLE WORLD

MUST SELI
35 H.P motc
boat with 35
753-8964

7114 CAM
located on
Phone 753-19

FIVE-6 FC
cases. Two-,
cases. Suite
retail busine
1231,

TOY POODL
Chinchillas
equipment.I
1862.
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get the job done

LS,
FOR SALE

FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

FOR RENT
NEW TWO bedroom, all electric
trailer, has carpet throughout
Located on private lot. Phone 49EJIOC
9785.

BOAT
PRICED RIGHT
1%2 22' CENTURY'CRUISER

185 h.p. Gray Marine Inboard Engine.
- LOW USAGE Extra Good Condition!
PRICED.,TO SELL BY OWNER
Phone 753-1722 or 753-4423 Nights

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

TRUCK DRIVERS
(Straight or Semi)
Experience helpful but not
necessary. Can earn extremely
high pay after short training, for
local and over-the-road hauling.
Write: NATION WIDE SEMI
DIVISION, 171 New Circle Road,
N. E., Lexington, Kentucky 1.1
J'
or call 606-299-6912.

FOR SALE
BY OWNER

THREE ROOM furnished house
with bath, electric heat, air
conditioner, garage. On Benton
Highway inside city limits
Married couple preferred. No
J10C
pets. Phone 753-6632.
APARTMENTS
FURNISHED
for summer and .fall. Airconditioned, washers and dryers
available. Zimmerman Apartments, South 16th Street, phone
J10C
753-6609.

HELP WANTED

3 BEDROOM BRICK HOUSE
Living room, large paneled family room, all built-in
kitchen, 2 baths, large carport with storage area,
central heat and air, all draperies stay. Within
walking distance of Robertson Elementary, new
high school and the university.

INCOME TOO small? With full or
part time Rawleigh Home Service Plan, many earning $3
hourly and up. Write giving
phone No.: Ray Harris, Rawleigh
Co., Freeport, Illinois or call
815-2324161 between land
J11
4:30.

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

BOY WANTED
IMMEDIATELY
FOR

FURNISHED TWO bedroom
apartment. Air-conditioned. Also
COLLEGE GIRLS; high school
GRANDMOTHER CLOCK, 6'4", CREOSOTED POLES for pole small apartment for girls. 1614
girls; nine full or part time
conExcellent
wood.
Cherry
barn construction, utility poles Main. Phone 753-3106.
J14C
experience
No
openings.
dition. Kawasaki 104 cc Trail or and boat docks. Murray Lumber
necessary, we train. Excellent
race bike. Phone 753-9575. J1OP Co., Maple Street, Murray, 12' WIDE AIR-Conditioned
earnings. For interview ap753-5367 for
ITC mobile home, located Waldrop
Kentucky.
J11C
pointment call 753-1711.
FURNISHED 12x50 Trailer. Two
(ourt, 4th and Sycamore. Phone
bedroom, air-conditioned, car- BLETONE FACTORY fresh 753-5953.
J9P
WANTED: CLEANING help for
pet, fenced in yard and un- hearing aid batteries for all make
NOTICE
SERVICES OFFERED
resort in Aurora, Ky. Phone 474.Phone 753-7854. J14C hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. ITC ONE BEDROOM furnished
J15C
FURNITURE REFINISHING. AITENTION! NOW you are able 2288 for appointment.
apartment. Air-conditioned. All work guaranteed. Free to parchase quality plants,
gXTRA NICE 10x56 mobile 1971 HONDA 450 motorcycle. Will Close to campus. Couples or pickup and delivery Fret flowers, shrubbery and dwarf POSITIONS AVAILABLE now
hoMe,furnished, air-conditioned, sell reasonable. Phone 753mature adults only. Also two
natural fruit trees,from Stark's Brothers for college girls, high school
J11C bedroom duplex, carpeted, estimate. Antique or
carpeting, automatic washer. 2300.
753Jerry
McCoy,
finish.
Nursery, the largest nursery in girls, housewives, full or part
Also porch and light pole. Phone
central air and heat, washer, 3045.
JunelOC
United States. We have five time. Earn as much as you would
the
J9C CHAROLIAS BULLS from 8 dryer. Stove and refrigerator
4744311.
J11C
of International award like. Phone 753-9745.
kinds
months to 2 years old, 20 Available June 1. Furnished or ATTENTION HOME owners: Let
and
plants
All
Roses.
1Tinning
GIBRON ELECTRIC guitar, 500 registered pure bred, half French unfurnished. Call 753-9135 or 753- us completely cover your home
etc., guaranteed for one full year. WANTED: RABYSITTER in my
ptggy back amplifier. 1951 GMC Mambas bulls and 30 pure 4478.
J1OC with Reynolds weather tight Also for your convenience we home. Responsible woman to sit
pick up with new engine. Phone Charolias bulls without papers.
aluminum siding. Also we do have expreienced personnel to with two children, good wages.
J14P Also Charolias cows and open and
4374447.
NICE FURNISHED apartment soffitt and overhangs on brick. take care of your pruning, Phone 489-2439 after 6:00 p.m.
bred Charolias heifers. Estes
for college girls-summer and fall. Storm windows & door, shutters planting, landscaping and J11C
ATTRACTIVE TWO bedroom Stockyard, West Vienna, Ill.
Phone 753-5108 after 5:00 p.m. TF and carports. Free estimates. preparing flower beds. For more
mobile home, 12x44, all electric, Phone days, area 618-658-7203 or
Call Garland's Aluminum Ser- information call 753-6051.
J9C OPEN: MANAGEMENT position
J15C
under paneled, clean, neat, nights,area 618-658-5856.
vice, Route 1, Kirksey,489-2427 or
of hardware business. 'Send
modern. Must see to appreciate.
June18C
Sedalia 3284398.
resume to P.O. Box 32X, Murray, Records filed on micro-film in Paschall; tract of land
By appointment only. Phone 753- 30 INCH AVOCADO range, one NATIONAL HOTEL; large office
ELECTROLUX SALES & SerM9C the office of the Calloway County Calloway County.
J1INC year old. Priced for quick sale. space on Main Street. Inquire at WILL DO baby sitting In your vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M. Kentucky.
8844 after 6:00p.m.
W. B. Wilson and Corinne'l
Court Clerk Marvin Harris inclothes.
men's
J11C
Mirror, ladies and
Hotel desk.
Jl2C Sanders, phone 382-2468, Farhome. Phone 753-2580.
clude the following compiled by Wilson to Edwin A. Weydener
THANKS
OF
CARD
65, Phone 753-5210.
Honda
90,
HONDA
J11C
June29NC
mington,Kentucky.
the stAff of the Leilger & Times, and Hazel J. Weydener; tracts ot ••••
Bridgestone 90. Your choice,
TWO BEDROOM apartment, WILL ADDRESS envelopes.
land in Calloway County.
We the family of Helen Crider They are:
J1OP FORD SIX FT. bushhog, like furnished. Near Vniversity
$125.00. Phone 753-2263.
Lloyd B. Edwards and Stella
Wayne B. Wilson and Jean
J10C OVERWEIGHT? WEIGHT Loss wish to express our sincere
Phone 753-5407.
J11C Phone 753-7550 aftera:08 p.m.
new. Call 436-2172.
thanks to our many friends, Wilson to Terry L. M Lax and Edwards to Roger S. Gordon and,-.(.
back.
money
your
or
guaranteed
7, H.P. TRACTOR type riding
J1OC
"
neighbors and relatives for every Mitzi C. Lax; lot in Plainview Joyce A. Gordon; tracts of land in
WILL BUSHHOG vacant lots Phone Shapemakers,753alai mower. Good condition. 1966 HONDA, MODEL CB160,
Calloway County.
expression of sympathy and Acres Subdivision.
inside city limits. Reasonable 2962.
July13C
Phone 753-4168 between 7 and 5 or Call Shorty Pridemore at 436- HOUSE TRAILER, 12x50, airwords of comfort expressed Bobby R. Johnson and Sara D. Anita Carol Paschall Gallimore
rates. Contact Joey West, 753J11C conditioned. Near University.
J10C 5889.
call 753-6226 after 5:30.
Paschall-"
J 10C As of June 8, 1971, I, Robert E. during the death of our loved one. Johnson to Jesse E. Spencer, Jr. to Anita Carol
3798.
Phone 753-3895 or 753-3482. JI1C
lots in Gallimore arid Byron GallimoreRdwards, will not be responsible May we express thanks and and Joyce R. Spencer;
B¼E.1"... List with
1969 TRIUMPH 650, extra
tract of land in Calloway.
appreciation to those who sent Plainview Acres Subdivision.
STUD SERVICE,ARC registered ler any debts other than my
chrome. Sharp. Phone
Joe T. Halton, Anita Hol
GoRese Tablets & E-Vap "water NEW TWO bedroom duplex Irish setter with champion back own.
food and flowers. We want to Freeman Johnson and Thelma
!
753-iin
J1OP
after 4:00p.m.
. Holland Drug Store. J9C apartment. Central heat and air, ground. Phone 753-7434, after 400
thank the nurses for the won Johnson to Harry Sparta and Darrell W. Cope, and Barbara
-" pills
carpet, $130.00 per month. Phone p.m.
Lois Sparks; lots in Plainview Cope to Jessee E. Spencer and...,
care
derful
JI0C
5WATT GUITAR amplifier with
H&R USED Ftu-ruture Store will at the Murray-Calloway County Acres Subdivision.
TFC
Joyce Rae Spencer; lot in
Like 753-7850.
floor.
with
TENT
lEx12'x6'6"
!garb and treble. Phone 753open Tuesday, June 8,4 miles out Hospital and our many thanks to William T. Edwards, Gels W. Bagwell Manor Estates.
ANTIQUE organs
753AND
Phone
PIANOS
offer.
Best
new.
J10C
me.
on Concord Road. Furniture of all Dr. Ross for his dedication and Edwards, Don B. Edwards and
J14C FURNISHED APARTMENT for rebuilt, refinished, restyled,
3683.
kinds and lots of antiques. Phone wonderful care he gave her and Saundra S. Edwards to Roger K. Gordon Laberger and Ethelyn
fall
and
Summer
boys.
college
tuning and repairs. Jetton dr Dyer
J10C
BULL DOZER, tilt trailer, 3,4 ton
753-4716.
to her family after her passing. Fain; tract of land in Calloway Laberger, to Jessee E. Spencer T
semester. Phone 753-5108 after Piano Sales and Service. Cuba
Chevy 50' truck. All for $2,500.00. MEN'S SUITS, 40-R, $5.0048.00.
and Joyce Rae Spencer; lot hi 7.
TFC
May God bless you all also the County.
Phone
5:00p.m.
328Ky.
Mayfield,
Road,
All in excellent condition. Phone Girl's dresses, coats, size 7-9 Jr.,
Acres Subdivision.
Plainview
and
Charlene
Turnbow
Dewey
Baptist
Grace
organs
the
and
from
singers
PIANOS
p.m.,
8:00
to
5:00
BALDWIN
8522. Hours,
J11C $3.00 and $5.00. Phone 7537$8454/1 after 5:00 p.m.
to
10:00 to for rent or sale. Rent applies to Church and to Rev. Jerrell White Turnbow to James D. Futrell; lot Joe Dill and Edna Ruth Dill
Wednesday,
(Closed
J11P
5917.
AUTOS FOR SALE
Jesse E. Spencer and Joyce Rae.,
Piano and Rev. B. R. Winchester for in Pine Bluff Shores.
June 14C. purchase. Lonardo
4:00
Saturday.
MUST SELL immediately; clean
Manor.
Company, across from Post words of confort we thank you Carl Arteberry and Edna Spencer; lots in Bagwell
IOC black Volkswagen sedan HOUSE TRAILER, completely 1962 VOLKSWAGEN, $295.00. HORNBUCKLE'S BARBER
Subdivision.
and
Rowland
L.
Don
to
Arteberry
the
to
Also
you.
Bless
. JI1C and God
Office,Paris,Tenn.
with good tires, good motor, good furnished. Moving out of state, Phone 753-9331 after 6:00 p.m.
Leta
Shop,open 3:00 p.m - 1000 p.m.
Max Churchill Funeral Home for Sue P. Rowland; lot in Plainview Owen Norsworthy to
paint. Also 26 inch girl's bicycle. will sell cheap. $550.00. Phone J10C
Norsworthy; lot in Plainview
Acres Subdivision.
Friday.
through
the
to
Tuesday
also
service
wonderful
to
a
individual
OR
CARPOOL
J11C
JIIC 436-2113.
Phone 753.1915.
Barry Polston Acres Subdivision.
1956 CHEVROLET pick-up with Saturday, 11:00 8 •, LC. Closed Cumberland City. Please call 753- pallbearers. We thank you all Maude H. key to
Leta Norsworthy to Jesse E.:,
and Celia Polston; tract of land
Monday. Boy's haircut, 75c. 8742, after 5:00p.m.
ITC God Bless you.
WANTED TO BUY
cattle
racks.
Phone
435-5423.
J1OP
Spencer and Joyce Rae Spencer;:
CARPET A fright? Make them
Men's haircut, $1.00. HornMr. Ernest Crider(Husband) in Murray.
beijutiful with Blue Lustre, rent a HOUSE AND LOT within 3 or 4
spruce ANYONE INTERESTED in the Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Maupin & J. T. Bury and Anita Bury to lot in Plainview Acres Sub-,
1957 WHITE CHEVROLET. buckle's Barber Shop. 213
ned electric shampooer $1.00, miles from Murray,753TF"s:(' upkeep of New Providence family, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Kenneth Toombs and Janet division.
753-7742
Phone
Street.
Phone 753-7722.
J10C
Harry Sparks and Lois Sparks
Western Auto, home of "The 4911.
J11P
cemetery please send con- Anderson, Mrs. LuVean Maupin Eileen Toombs; tract of land at
r‘OR ALL your home alterations,
J9C
to Jesse E. Spencer, and Joyce
Wbhing Well."
Road.
Lawson
Lynn
of
edge
the
Leon,
children
step
Hazel
family
&
Albritten,
Jim
to
tributions
64 PONTIAC TEMPEST conetc. Free Estimates.
Rae Spencer; lot in Plainview •
9 FT. x 9 FT. Umbrella tent or vertible. Needs work,$75.00. Also remodeling,
J11C Clyde and Albert Crider & Mrs. Edgar Lee Paschall and Lucy
June30C Route Two.
Acres Subdivision.
Carol
Anita
1971 HARLEY DAVIDSON tent of similar size. Also other 62 Thunderbird, looks and runs Phone 753-8123.
to
Paschall
Gabel
;
ITP
Nancy Woods.
Sportster motorcycle. Phone 753- camping equipment. Phone 753- good,$150.00.
and
753Phone
PAINTING:INTERIOR
other
so-called
and some
DON'T MISS Sarah Coventry
8772 days or 753-8261 after 6:00 8034.
J11P 9992.
I, and my family sincerely over $900 million, with the
service.
J10C exterior.
Fast
JIC
"Out of This World Special," thank everyone for the nice cards major share in preparations for creative fields, there even is 10,c.„
p.m.
References. Phone 382-2299. TFC June 14 through June 19. For
developing prefere cc for lam:
my feminine hair care.
flowers during
and
WANT TO BUY; logs and 1968 CAMERO 327 automatic.
ger ha* andkheards. Larry::ITC
753-6520.
call
information
MILLIONS OF rugs have been standing timber. Also have for Gold with black vinyl roof, power
hospitalization and confinement The barrieis against longer Marshall-2;f Marshall ConsulDOZING, $8.00 per hour, 3 hour
cleaned with Blue Lustre. It's sale lumber and sawdust. steering. Phone 753-7217 before
home
hair and neat beards are going tants, an employment firm
at
dozer.
minimum. International
RUMAGE AND Shop sale, 402
bless each one of you. down slowly almost everywhere specializing in the creative
America's finest. Rent electric Murray Saw Mill and Lumber 5:no or see at 308 North lith. J10C
God
Ma)
Phone 753-8548 after 5:00 p.m.
North 12th Street, Murray,
TFC
sitmpooer $1.00. Big K. J12C Co.Phone 753-4147.
John Torn Taylor & family in business, although reluctant- areas, said the close-shaven
J11C
Friday and Saturday, June 11 and
ITC ly on the part of employers,
1970 CHEVELLE SS. Power
chap with short hair and a '
1TP
12.
EMPIRE- -GAS floor furnace,
and in the armed forces and conservative suit may be looked
steering, disc brakes, astro
WANT TO LEASE
MA.Inquire at 1618 West
professional sports.
ventelation, power windows, tilt HIGH SCHOOL girl will babysit
on as behind the times and "not .•
J9C WANT TO LEASE; Burley wheel, factory tape player, turbo during sununer. Phone 753No longer is a youngster with with it" by employers in these:MOBILE HOME & boat inTobacco base. Phone 435J11C
Low
=0.
long hair, sideburns and a fields.
surance. Broad coverage.
J1OP hydromalic transmission. White
SELL 14 Ft. Run-A-Bout, 5423.
beard automatically put down
rates. Excellent claim service.
•
with black vinyl top with black
35 H.P.motor. 14 Ft. Terry Bass
as a hippie.. or a radical
*Seasoned bathtub soaker,9,
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE stripes. Cowl induction hood. HAVE TRACTOR-will travel. See us before you buy. Galloway
boat with 35 H.P. motor. Phone
dissident.
know the value of a comfortPhone 753-7736 after 5:00 p.m. or Lawns mowed, large or small. Insurance & Real Estate Agency
753-8964.
J10C 100'x200' LAKE LOT at Keniana see Gary Turner.
Julv7C
J9C Phone 753-5642,
Nor are long hair and a beard able bath pillow. And those ,
J10C Phone 753-4874.
Shores for only $795.00. $10.0C
the barrier to obtaining a good new to this form of relaxation
NOTICE
NOTICE
7x14 CAMPER TRAILER, down and $10.00 per month.
credit rating they were a will also welcome the comfort
J12C 1966 FORD FOUR door. Power
By LEROY POPE
couple of years ago, according of cushioning provided by
located on Irvin Cobb Road. Phone 436-5582.
steering and brakes. Clean and in 10.....04MID`0"Mil.0411M10.0IMMO.0In.0.1=11.011111W 041Mli. ii.61111111.I
J9P
UPI Business Writer
Phone 753-1915.
to J. W. Goss, a Boston foam covered with tenycloth. ,
ATTRACTIVE BRICK home in A-1 condition. Phone 436I UPI)-The mortgage insurance man. His This cushion folds in the midYORK
NEW
JIIC
2446.
choice location. Three bedrooms,
growing toleration for long firm insures loans. Goss said he dle into a pillow shape and is Ws:
FIVE-6 FOOT modern floor plus study or office, two baths,
bearded males in all found
haired,
and
lenders
credit attached to the tub by suction V;
floor
modern
foot
cases. Two-4
family room with fire-place, all 1971 CHEVELLE MALIBU. i
expected to managers in the Boston area no CUP..
is
life
of
walks
cases. Suitable for any type of built-in kitchen with lots of Power steering, air-conditioning,
(Terry Foam Inc.,"New
generate millions of dollars of longer pay much attention to
retail business. Phone 753Hope, Pa.).
cabinet space, 2 car garage. 2 door hardtop. Vinyl roof,
business yearly.
hair.
long
and
new
beard
J11C
1231.
Draperies stay, established yard. turbo-hydromatic automatic
It also may trim sales of Placement officers of New
Crystal400k placemats proCity school district. 1702 Audubon transmission. Less than 200
the vide interesting table •settings.
University and
razor blades and shaving York
Murray.
in
new
Bought
miles.
SubdivisionKeenland
Drive
drastically.
white.
and
black
not
but
creams,
TOY POODLES,
University of Tennessee recent- Available in three designs, the
g
Phone 492-8722. J9C
Chinchillas, $15.00 each and near new high school) Call 753- Priced to sell.
Even a luxurious beard re- ly warned seniors that shoulder deep-cut patterns bounce light ri
apfor
753-9368
or
8459
equipment. Phone 753quires some shoving.
length hair and extravagant or for a dramatic effect. The obNOTICE
J9C
June24C pointment.
The total hair care market in, unkept
1862.
beards still are long or oval mats come in amFulton, Tenn. I
lamso4ms.o.onsoo.smw 0anwo4sam-oinnowens.o4moso4P the United States hasn't been obstacles in job hunting. Many ber and blue tints as well as
precisely calculated, but sham- corporate recruiters still prefer clear.
VACATION TIME BIBLE SCHOOL
(Hedwin Corp., 6)9 Fifth
poos alone go for $300 million a the close shaven, close cropped
We Have Shorts, Easy Care Clothes
Ave.. New York, N.Y.).
year retail. The broadcasters look.
ti't•Aicif
say they garnered $109 million On the other hand, Stephen
SLEEVELESS DRESSES
A closure and trim all in
in television advertising of hair Cohen of University of Ten- one, made to be seen. is wash.
64G
rs.
THE YOUTH SHOP
and
year
last
preparations
care
nessee's Placement Office able. Following the fashion
504 MAIN
they had less than half of all found by querying 224 compa- trend toward bright patterns
S
t'
BEHIND PEOPLES BANK
the industry's advertising out- nies that there is much more and plenty of trim. the new
"Wipp4,6
lay. Since about 25 per cent of tolerance of neat beards and zipper is surrounded with dec.
the retail price of such sideburns. However, long hair °mare melidhc or wo‘en braid
preparations usually represen is still frowned on by recrui- instead of the u-ual tape.
10 TO 20 PER CENT OFF ON MANY ITEMS
advertising cost, that could ters.
(Con Zipper Corp.,.330 %.
REGISTER FOR FREE HOT PANTS
mear .a,total market of wel
In advertising, broadcasting 38th St.. New York. N..1.).

See at 1607 Loch Lomond Drive
Phone
Appointment

4

'Land Transfers

Hair Care
Market Is
Increasing

! RAY'S
LOUNGE 1
South Fulton, Tennessee

.
1 Friday Nile, June 11: "The Mudd" I
!12 Member Group-5 Horns, 4 Rhythm,
i
I 3 Singers
!
College & Young At Heart Groups 1
I
RAY'S LOUNGE
lei
.
i East State Line
So.

vos*'

qt;
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Purchase Area
Hog Market

Mrs. Thornburg Five Injured .. Funeral Is Today
For Mrs. Broadway
Passes Away

(Ceistioned from Page 11
(Coatineed from Page 1)
Larry Paschall, Geraldine
on the right side and to the Dodge The
funeral for Mrs. Mae
Myers,Jane Sisk, N. P. Paschall,
Federal State Market News
on the left side.
Broadway of Murray Route
Frances Armstrong, David Mrs. Marguerite Thornburg of
Service June 9, 1971
The fifth person injured in a Seven was held
today at one p.m.
Lather, Sue Adams, Jo Mathis, Keniana Lake Shores Subdivision accident was Eugene McWherter
Purchase Area Hog
at the Mt. View Cumberland Kentucky
Myrtle Jones, Brenda Nix, Betty at Hamlin in Calloway County of Puryear, Tenn., who was
Report Includes 10
Presbyterian Church at Dover, Market
Riley, June Wilson, Julianne died Tuesday at eleven a.m. at treated for multiple abrasions at
Stations
Tenn., with Rev. James Filson Buying
Smith, Douglas Tucker, Virginia the Murray-Calloway County 4:45 p.m. Tuesday at the local
oleo
Receipts: Act. 1401 Est. 119
officiating.
Sue Outland;
Gilts 25 to 50 lower
hospital. He was reported injured
Hospital.
Local men serving as Barrows and
George Dowdy, Larry Dunn, She was 64 years of age and her in a motorcycle accident.
50 lower
Sows
25
to
pallbearers were Dees Elkins
Larry England Lucy Ann Forrest death was sudden even though
Two other traffic accidents and Carlos
US 1-3 200-230 lbs. $17.50-18.00;-Black. Other
Bess Kerlick, Billy Nix, Glenda she had been in poor health. Mrs. were investigated by the Murray
lbs. $17.25-17.50;
pallbearers were from Dover, US 2-4 190-240
Thompson, W. T. Patterson,Thornburg was a member of the Police Department on Tuesday,
lbs. $16.7547.25;
240-260
US
2-4
Tenn., and burial was in the
Louise Tarry, Judith Meredith, United Methodist Church. She but no injuries were listed on the
$16.00-16.75;
Rawls Cemetery in Stewart US 3-4 260-280 lbs.
Lucinda Darnall, David Berry, was born August 27, 1906, in East reports.
Sows
County, Tenn., with
the
Jo Williams, Alberta Korb, Jerry St. Louis, Ill., and her parents
US 1-2 270-350 lbs. $13.00-14.00;
Cars involved in an accident at
Conley, Susan Nutter, Ruth were the late Fred Woodburn and 8:46 a.m. were a 1969 Volkswagen arrangements by the Max, US 1-3 300-550 the. 912.50-13.00;
Churchill Funeral Home.
Smith, and Pat Fain.
two door station wagon driven by Mrs. Broadway, age 90, died US 2-3 450-650 lbs. 911.50-12.50.
Mae Flood Woodburn.
Secretary—Lorene Falwell.
Survivors are her husband, Joe Pat Ward of 212 North 8th Monday at 6:30 p.m. at the
Custodians—Arvil Overby, Ira Robert E. Thornburg of Hamlin; Street, and a 1967 Ford two door
Murray-Calloway County
Greer, William Futrell.
one daughter, Mrs. Loyd hardtop owned by Thomas Hospital. She is survived by one
Cooks—Iva Edwards, Dorothy (Roberta Mae)Hill of per. Ind.; Hogancamp and driven by
Miss
Gertrude
McClure, Gertrude Vkite, Er- one son, Robert E. Thornburg, Rebecca Ann Hogancamp of,I3_13 daughter,
Broadway of Murray Route
reported to be enrouts horns after working
nestine Norman.
three
Mich.;
Arbor,
Main
Street.
FATALLY INJOKb
Ann
Jr., if
Seven, two brothers, Walter and
on th• night shift
when the accident
Faxon Elementary
Fuller, 19, of routs 1, Sada1U, was fatally
sisters, Mrs. Helen Newhall of Police said Miss Hogancamp, Jerome Lancaster of Dover,
occurred. IM was taken to the Community
Funeral services for John
injured early Monday morning when his ear
Principal—Billy Dale Outland. California, Mrs. Velma Baker of going south on North 4th Street,
Tenn., and several nieces and Garner Poole of Fox Meadows
Hospital and immediately transferred to
apparently let Highway 97 near sedans, and
Teachers—Twila Dunn, Janice Griffith, Ind., and Mrs. Clara was making a left turn onto Math
Memphis where he died last night at 9 p.m.
nephews.
struck a tree. Fuser was an employs of the
Trailer Court, Murray, will be
Stubblefield, Mabel Redden, Hall of Chicago, Heights, Ill.; six and collided with the Ward car
(PHOTO BY BURL'S WRECKER SERVICE)
He was
General Tin and Rubber plant
held Thursday at ten a.m. at the
Martha Ellis, Estelle Outland, grandchildren.
going North on Fourth Street.
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
dred Lassiter, Mildred Dunn, Funeral services will be held Damage to the Ward car was on
Funeral Home with Dr. Sam
Betty Cassity, Martha Smith, Thursday at two p.m. at the the front end and to the HoganFederal State
(C,oatiseed from Page 1)
R. Dodson, Jr., officiating.
Paula Duncan, and Elizabeth chapel of the Blalock-Coleman camp car on the right front.
lost a similar vote.
Pallbearers will be D
Conley.
Involved
in
a
Samuel
collision
at
with
Dr.
1:05
Home
Funeral
practical.
Report
The
Senate's
action
Market
Bernard Steen, Larfr
McKinney,
p.m.
were
a
officiating.
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TROOPER ISLAND BOUND — Some 23 boys
from an II-county district In West Kentucky left
the West Viola State Police Barracks Sunday
morning for a week's vacation at Trooper island at
Dale Hollow Lake near New Albany In
south-central Kentucky. Boys selected to vacation
at Trooper Island are under-prtvIleged youths
picked in each county by the State Trooper
assigned to the county. Trooper Island Is In its

sixth year of operation sponsored by the
Kentucky State Police through individual
donations. State Trooper Harold Dacus, who is
assigned to Fulton Co., accompanied the boys to
Trooper Island. Trooper Dacus is pictured at the
right of the picture. Captain Marvin Monroe is
commanding officer of the West Viola State Police
Barracks.
(Messenger Photo)

GOOD NEWS TODAY

Big business proves
it does have a heart
By FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service
American industry often is
called a heartless, impersonal
giant. Yet industry has its moments, mostly because it's
made up of people. And people
have heart if you give them half
a chance to show it. Here are
some recent incidents to prove
it:
Six-year-old Eddie Boysen of
Los Angeles suffered severe
burns in a flash fire. Not only
his eyesight but his life hung in
the balance. His mother, Mrs.
Theodore Boysen, decided speest/Lists eta,Tex. hospital might be
die.
The boy's father, Ted Boysen,a Veterans Administration
employe, asked the Federal
Aviation Agency to provide a
plane to fly Eddie to Houston
Continental Airlines offered to
carry him on a regular flight,
but the danger of infection from
exposure was too great. Eddie
had been burned over more
than 40 per cent of his body.
Just when it appeared there
was no plane available to get
Eddie to Houston in time, Lockheed Aircraft Corp. offered to
fly him there in its corporate
aircraft, a JetStar. Two hours
later the child was en route to
the Shriners' burn center for
children in Houston.
Today Eddie is recovering,
slowly but surely. And a lot of
people at Lockheed, beset with
their company's financial
troubles, nonetheless feel good
about helping a little boy who
lay near death until a JetStar
made the scene.
Arvin 0. Basnight, director
3f FAA's western region, wrote
Daniel J. Naughton, Lockheed
3oard chairman, to express his
'deepest appreciation" for the

JetStar mercy flight which
gave Eddie his chance to live.

remote access to computerized
libraries would mean more
time to learn and less time
seeking Braille reference
works for help on homework
assignments. Loeber points
out

You would think a company
which turns out computers, like
IBM, would have little time to
help people. Yet at San Jose,
Calif., an IBM engineer is
working on a computer system
Ronald Clements, of Junita,
that -talks" in Braille and may
hold the key to an expanded Neb., was a convincing talker.
world of learning and job op- The reason: he was speaking
about something he knew firstportunities for the blind.
The idea of the -talking" hand. Moreover, he was pleadcomputers is the basis of a ing for the freedom of his son,
study being conducted by Nor- Jay, serving a one-to-20 year
man U. Lpeber. Lie asked'for term in a Utah prison for burthe assignment, for Loeber has in,'—
Ronald, appearing before the
developed an interest in putting
computers to work for the blind Utah Board of Pardons, recalled he had served two terms
as well as the sighted.
His work is aimed at develop- in the same prison. But since
ing a system for the sightless his release in 1957, he told the
that would reach from the board, he had made it by going
user's office or home into re- straight. Now he was ready to
mote data banks and computer help his son walk along the
centers. The blind user would same straight line, if only the
tap his requests at a standard board would give Jay the
keyboard. But he would get the chance
Did Ronald have a job lot
answers at a special receiving
printer in the raised-dot lan- .lay" Yes, came the answer
The board took only a feu
guage of Braille.
How would the Braille sys- minutes to order Jay Clement:
tem be used in practice? Loe- paroled in the custody of his
tier says some 400 blind com- parents.
puter programmers in this
country would be the first to
profit. Like their sighted colOver in Coggeshall, England,
leagues, they would be able to
analyze and correct programs Alf Bishop, a construction
faster through Braille answers worker, says he feels 10 years
younger nowadays. That's befrom a computer.
Even more important. in cause he's back to work after
Ioeber's view, is the system's three months of enforced "repotential to take the frustration tirement.'•
"I needed a birth certificate
out of learning for the blind
schoolchild. Today, he points for something else," All exout, few parents can afford the plains. "When I got it, I found
cost or space at home for even —
an abridged dictionary that, in
Braille, fills 36 volumes and
several library shelves.
For these sightless children.
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CADIZ, Ky., June 7—A
Snyder was arrested about
ner's inquest concerning
shooting death Saturday *id one hour after the shooting.
Calhoun was listed in satisfacof 14 - year - old Penny Elaine
Stewart of Herndon Rt. I has tory condition today by officials
been scheduled for 10 a.m. Wed- at Vanderbilt Hospital in Nashnesday, according to T rtgg 'the, Tenn.
The funeral for the Stewart
County Coroner John Vilma.
giri was held at 1 p.m. today at
Cecil Snyder, Linton, is
Goodwin Funeral Home here
held in Trigg County jail
with the Rev. Clark Boyd ofout bond, charged with.,
ficiating.
murder hi the killing Mt
Burial was in Jones Cemetery
with shooting with MUM to kii
In the cue of Gime Calhoun, In Trigg County.
Besides her mother, Miss
27, Cadiz Rt. 5, who also watt
Stewart is survived by one siswounded In ihe McMinn.
Circumstances surrounding the ter, Mrs. Patsy Ann Watkins,
death of Miss Stewart have not Hopkinsville, and two brothers.
been determined, Trigg County Marshall Leslie Stewart and
Sheriff James E. Mathis said. Leonard Clarence Stewart, both
The Stewart girl and Celheeit at home.
were shot by the same
from a high-powered rifle 2:••
7:15 rr.z., according to Trio FBI CARS
County authorities. The girl
WASHINGTON (UPI) —The
was struck under the left eye FBI received 26 threats on the
with the bullet hitting Camel' life of Director J. Edgar
in the upper forehead.
Hoover, last year and 16 so far
The incident apparently to. this year. That's why the FBI
curred at a camping area near has four armored cars.
Linton while the Stewart girt
Hoover disclosed in testimony
was sitting in a car with her made public today that both he
mother, Mrs. Ruth Mitchell and Attorney General John N.
Stewart, and friends. Judge Mitchell have used the $27,665
Cossey said he believed the cars in getting around New
shooting resulted from an argu- York City and Los Angeles.
ment.

This column of questions and answers on federal
tax matters is provided by the local office of the U.S.
Internal Revenue Service and is published as a public
service to taxpayers. The column answers questions
most frequently asked by taxpayers.
Q) I overestimated my income when I filed my Declaration of Estimated tax in
April. What should I do?
A) Use the amended computation schedule on page 2 of
Form 1040-ES to take care of
any substantial changes in
your estimated income or deductible expenses which may
have occurred since you filed
your declaration. Show the
amended estimated tax on line
1 of the next declaration
voucher which is due, along
with the payment of your revised second installment, on
June 15.
Q) I will earn about 91,001
during school vacation this
summer. Will my employer
deduct withholding for income
tax from this salary?
A) Your employer must
withhold income tax from your
salary,unless you have filed a
Form W-4E with him.
Form W-4E, Withholding

Exemption Certificate, is a
new form that may be filed by
an employee who had no tax
liability for the preceding year
and expects none for the current year.
By filing this form, you may
exempt your wages from withholding of income tax. However, your employer must
continue to withhold social security tax.
When will I receive my
refund cheek?
A) It normally hakes 6-6
weeks, but it may take longer
if you mailed your return near
the April 15 deadline. Delays
will also occur 0 the return is
incomplete or inaccurate.
If you have not received
your refund or • letter explaining the reason for the delay within 10 weeks after
mailing your return, contact
your local IRS office or write

the IRS office where you filed
your return. Give all details
including your social security
number, current address, and
the approximate date the return was filed.
Q) My daughter received a
$250 award because she was
the best student in her graduating class. Is this award taxable?
A) Prizes are not taxable
if they are awarded in recognition of past accomplishments
in religious, charitable, scientific, artistic, educational, literary, or civic fields. In addition, the recipient must have
been selected without action on
his part and must not be expected to render any farther
_
services.
The prize would be taxable
if your daughter had to perform a specific act such as
writing an essay or doing a
project rather than on the
basis of her overall educational record.
Q) My son, who is a college
student, will probably earn
over $650 during summer
vacation. Does this mean that
I can't claim him as an, exemption this year?

drink cartons. Winning couples Mitchell, voiced surprise at the
were notified of their selection for state park lodges. "We usually
A) Not necessarily. If your
the Kentucky vacation tour last camp when we visit the parks and son is a full-time student durwe haven't really noticed the ing some part of each of five
November.
Ranging from 7 to 79 years of lodges and their services, months of the year, the gross
age, the Kentucky tourists were especially their food, until this income test does not apply. If
engrossed by the beauty of the Kentucky vacation," said Mr. you contribute more than onehalf of your son's total supstate and the many historical and Hinkel.
port for the year and if the
"The lodges are extremely other dependency testa are
natural attractions offered.
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Menne, a nice, modern and the service is met, you may claim him as a
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Sixtuel state resort parks.
young couple from Jefferston excellent."
dependent even though he has
couples from across the =4 The drawing for the "Re- town who had not traveled ex- Several of the tour guests Income of ;650 or more during
monwealth recently spent a week Discover Kentucky" sweep- tensively in Kentucky before, noticed vast improvements in the the year.
This same rule applies to
"re-discovering Kentucky."
stakes was held September 1970. agreed that "words can't do parks over the past years. Mrs.
The couples were winners In One couple was selected to justice to the parks and in- Janette Burrow, a junior high taxpayers' children who are
he second "Re-Discover Ken- represent each of 10 marketing teresting sites we've seen on the school English tcacher, from under 19 at the end of the
tucky" sweepstakes, sponsored areas in the state.
Fulton, was one of the Kentucky year.
tour."
by the state departments of Winners were drawn at random "We now plan to do more tourists admiring such changes.
Black turtleneck sweaters
public information and parks in from the 95,000 entries, complete traveling in the state on our "The parks have improved so will make the fall and winter
Frankfort in eeeitleetleewitkaliewith one's name and address own,"said M.Menne,a former much in the last three or four fashion scene in a big way,
years that any state would have according to a trend seen in
Kentucky Pepsi-Cola Botllets that were forwarded to the Louisville school teacher.
Assn.
sponsor. Sweepstakes entry Another couple, Mr. and Mrs. to go far to measure up to our previews of collections by
American designers.
From historic sites at the blanks were attached to soft Donald E. Hinkle, from Fort present park system."
western end of the state to the
Bluegrass region of Central
Kentucky,the couples enjoyed an
all-expense paid Kentucky
vacation tour.
Highlighting the tom Mee
visits to the state's most tomes
tourist attractions—Mammoth
Cave, Jefferson Davis Monument
at Fairview, Abraham Lincoln's
Birthplace near Hodgenville,
Lexington's Bluegrass horse
farms, Churchill Downs in
Louisville and the State Capitol at
Frankfort.
Additionally, the couples
12th & Johnson Blvd.
relaxed and enjoyed fishing,
boating, sun-bathing, and famed
Murray, Ky.
Kentucky hospitality at each of 10

Sixteen Couples
Rediscover State

CLOSEOUT SALE
CONTINUES!

We are closing our doors, but before we go
we are giving you a chance to save an unbelieveable
amount of money on all merchandise left in the store!

I'd been born in 1907, not 1906.
That makes me 64, not 65. What
a thrill I didn't want to retire,
because I hate doing nothing.
Now I feel 10 years younger instead of just one."

Hair Fall In Women Is Said
More Serious
By ROBERT MUSEL
depression, neurosis and psyLONDON (UM—Women are chosis. These may result in
beginning to develop a type of alienation from her family and
baldness which bears a resem- even attempts at suicide.
blance to the so-called "pattern "In a woman excessive hair
baldness" considered normal in fall must be treated as a
mature men, according to Dr. medical disorder. DermatoloIrwin I. Lubowe, who is Clinical est.'s and endocrinologists must
Professor of Dermatology at devote serious study to this
affliction so that every therNew York Medical College.
Prof. Lubowe stopped off in apeutic approach can be made
London on his way to deliver available to these patients."
one of the first reports on the Dr. Lubowe said it was
condition at the symposium on "fortunate" that few women
the biopathology, disorders and develop as complete a baldness
treatment of the pilosebaceous as men. But, he added, "the
system at Crans in Switzerland. incidence of hair loss is
He said it was a far more increasing at a rate so rapid it
serious condition than baldness is startling to the doctor as well
in
men because of the as the patient.4
psychological effect of losing "We used to joke that
her hair on a woman—an effect women's liberation would not
far more dramatic than the be satisfied until they had
fatalism with which most men achieved complete equality with
men in everYthing including
accept the inevitable.
"Excessive hair fall and baldness. It's not so mucteof a
thinning of the hair in the joke any more."
female is no longer to be
considered a cosmetic defect,"
Dr. Lubowe reported. -Serious
Mire taking a car trip, pack
niedical complications may in one bag the thines
occur such as severe mental meet along the was.

You will receive at least a ten per cent discount on everything you buy.
(10% will be deducted from your total bill at the check stand)
Plus hundreds of items will be marked down as much as 50%!

BRAIN SURGERY—An engineer at Honeywell's ACIOspace Division in St. Petersburg, Fla., makes a check on
an electric brain for NASA's Centaur rocket buostei
The self-contained system is reported to have guided
the Centaur with "fantastic accuracy" when it latinctmd
Mariner 9 toward Mars.

Everything Is On A First Come, First Serve Basis
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Sterotype
cheating
fair ones?

Hanoi watching, waiting
for crucial 72 events
better,for his future and theirs,
if the date were brought forward nearer to next March,
If Hanoi has been paying when New Hampshire will hold
attention to the agonized the first primary election.
American debate over ending There, Nixon could be
the war, it should by now have challenged on the straight issue
a fat red ring marked around of Vietnam by a Republican
1972. It looks like being a dove, Rep. Paul McCloskey, RCalif.
decisive year in Vietnam.
Newsmen were in fact told
Throughout all the controversy, the presidential recently by a key adpledges and the clamor of ministration official during a
1972 has kept turning up question and answer session
crit
like a fateful card on a fortune- that Vietnam would no longer
be an issue by next February.
teller's table.
In addition to widespread
President Nixon himself
provided an early pointer in antiwar demonstrations,
October, 1969, when he pressure on the President has
promised that the war would be taken the form of more than 20
resolutions and bills introduced
over "in just three years."
He has kept his word on in Congress, aimed either at
gradual withdrawal, and has setting a definite date for
even moved ahead of schedule. terminating the war, or cirAuthorized U. S. troop strength cumscribing the President's
in Vietnam has been reduced freedom of action in other
from a maximum of 549,000 ways.
wild
the
Discounting
when he took office to 273,400.
Under the present withdrawal demands of disruptive "peace"
program, the total is expected protesters, the earliest date for
total withdrawal suggested by
to drop to 184,000 by Dec. 1.
While he consistently has the more responsible critics of
refused to announce a deadline administration policy is the end
for total withdrawal, he has of this year.
Sen. George McGovern, 13offered himself as being accountable if he fails to keep his S.D., a leading dove and an anelection pledge to end nounced Democratic presidential candidate, says he
American involvement.
• This has been interpreted as believes the Senate will vote to
meaning that the United States, set a year-end deadline for
or at least its ground forces, U. S. withdrawal and that there
will be out of Vietnam before is a "fighting chance" the endNovember, 1972, at least, when the-war amendment will pass
Nixon will presumably be the House, too.
The amendment, proposed
running for reelection.
Some of his Republican by McGovern and Sen. Mark
supporters think it would be Hatfield, R-Ore., with 24 'coBy ROBERT BETTS
Copley News Service

MONEY MATTERS

sponsors, would forbid war
spending except to terminate
U. S. military operations to
safely withdraw U. S. forces by
Dec. 31, and to insure the
release of prisoners of war.
Main objection to this
amendment is that the deadline
serves to alert Hanoi as to when
the United States definitely is
pulling out.
"But that is precisely what
the situation demands if we
wish to end this terrible war,"
McGovern answers. He said he
was willing to be judged in
history on the assertion that "if
we will make a flat commitment to withdrawal of our
forces by the end of this year,
we can break the negotiating
stalemate in Paris, we can get
discussions started on the
release of our prisoners, we can
secure assurances as to the
safety of our forces while they
are being withdrawn."
A move thought more likely
to have more backing than the
McGovern-Hatfield amendment, however,---iit-the - one
sponsored by Sen. Frank
Church, D-Idaho,and Sen. John
Sherman Cooper, R-Ky. It
would set no dates and cut off
no funds, but would attempt to
gain a congressional - and
perhaps even administration consensus behind a stated
policy that all U. S. troops will
be withdrawn from Indochina
and that in the future they will
be committed to combat only
where there is immediate
danger. This would preclude a
residual force in Vietnam:

NUMBER 24 FOUND HERE—A Sutter County sheriffs
deputy points to a shallow grave in a peach orchard
near the Feather River where the 24th body was unearthed in America's worst confirmed mass killings.
Most of the hacked and stabbed victims were itinerant
farm hands who came to Yolk, City, Calif., for work.

monetary policies.
As to what a European currency will mean to the dollar,
&le comments:
"Even the most optimistic
observers do not count on a
European ..currency being
realized before 1980. Until then,
we shall have to be content with
the present system, improving
it as much as possible. Thus, it
is premature to consider in detail what effects a European
monetary union would have on
the world monetary system.
... The present system
would at first only be changed
to the extent that, in addition to
the dollar,a second currency
nearly the same importance
would be created - particularly if Britain joins the Common
amalgamation of monetary re- Market."
serves, although there would
Supplanting the dollar as the
continue to be national central currency of world commerce.
banks similar to the U.S. Fed- Ikle says, -would take a long
eral Reserve banks.
- - time, since the international
The central banks would no economy-makes,the transition
longer have any link to the out- to a new currency very
side world and they would be
This, of course, was
unable to pursue independent demonstrated when the dollar
supplanted the pound sterling.

Single European $$
may soon be created
mentality and social climate."
He concedes traveling the
new currency route will be a
long and tedious process. He
terms it, however, "a journey
well worth undertaking."

By CARL W.RITTER
Copley News Service

Europe is likely to come out
of the current monetary crisis
more determined then ever to
establish a monetary union deIkle, a Swiss National Bank
signed to bring out a single director, envision.% a supranaEuropean currency,freeing the tional central bank and the
continent and perhaps much
more of the world, of excessive
dependence on the dollar.
The finance ministers of
Common Market countries
have already outlined the firr
steps to be taken, looking to-=ward the creation of a European reserve fund as an interim goal.
A genuine European currency must await greater political
FAcT SIDE OF THE S .
integration, but there is little
question it will come. Members
of the Common Market expect
BAN
to be using a new currency in
1900.
ROLL ON
Economic, fiscal and monetary philosophy and policy
mint be brought into harmony
15 oz. Size Extra
-a giant task that assumes the
elimination of nationalism to a
large degree - but it is not beyond accomplishing.
Common Market country
goals (Mathis year include mutual monetary aid and coordiRe
Nei sl"
nation of credit policies. A
fiscal objective is- a valueadded tax.
Along about the middle of
this decade of the seventies,
these countries, likely to include the membership of Britain by then, will be aiming at
the following:
I. Join guidelines for economic policy. This would mean
the development of parallel instrumentation of issuing

rt

fr

storing spuds
Properl!, stored dehydrated
pout° products will keep for
more than a year, says the
Idaho Potato Commission.
Avoid storage near a range or a
dishwasher, or in a place where
they might pick up odor from
soap, detergent, disinfectants,
onions or garlic. For prolonged
storage keep dehydrated potato products in an airtight
container. It is possible to keep
the equivalent of 20 pounds of
fresh potatoes conveniently at
hand on your kitchen shelf in a
package barely larger than a
.half-gallon of ice-cream.
Mini-monkey
MANILA (UPI) -- One of
the principal attractions in the
Manila zoo is the world's smallest monkey, the tarsier. The
animal which,according to zoo
directress Dr. Basilia Montewiayor-Tac-a, is only six inches
tall at full maturity, has batlike ears and a tail twice the
size of its body.

4111ttlilittniN

BIG BROTHER IS WATCHING—A Shanghai passer-by
seems oblivious to the ever-watchful Chairman Mao,
whose portrait graces large billboards throughout the
streets. Looking at enlarged reproductions of newspaper pages placed on the billboards seems to be a popular pastime among the young Chinese, according to a
member of an Italian trade mission who snapped this
photo on a recent visit.
Fresh fridge
Keep the refrigerator smelling fresh by storing an open
box of baking soda on one
shelf. A whiff orthe soda after
two-weeks tells you where
those stray food smells went.
This odor-absorbing power of
dry soda can be used ii? other
parts of the home, too. Sprinkle some beneath the wax
paper lining in the breadbox, in
the used diaper compartment
of baby's traveling bag, in the
bottom of shoes and boots, the
laundry hamper, the kitty litter
pan.

Max

IN

Artichokes in Peru are as
big as saucers and cost 5 cents
each.

0'4.1

MURRAY
MUFFLER
SERVICE

I

To
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Now Onus

AIR
SONEKTIONING
mdt1C.
cOtTipanions aocrprefer to
SERVICE
***

A survey cirducted by a
sidting compa4 shows moet
diners eat with tivb tit
••••*
*
sit at
Eggs are among the few
tables rather than in booths or
foods that contain natural vitat counters.
amin D.

IG1

Phone 753-8119
MOW

Pack of 7
Blades
Reg. 112
'

STOP, SHOP,
AND
SAVE

On HEST PVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

DEODORANT
Large

Sale!

t WE HAVE THE OFFICIAL
ALL-STAR GAME
ELECTION BALLOTS

MISS BRECK

SEA BREEZE

SACCHARIN

HAIR SPRAY

ANTISEPTIC

Bottle of 1,000 tablets
1/4 grain-contains no Cyclamates

Sale!

Reg., Super, Unscented, Super
Unscented
13 oz. spray

19'

Reg. '16

'
t\

New Fresh Taste
12 oz bottle
Reg. '1"

68

Sale!

88t

6 1 ,4 07
LAVORIS

MOUTHWASH
& GARGLE
14-0Z. BOTTLE
Reg. '1'

KOTIQUE FEMININE 1

DEODORANT

WIZARD

Air
Freshener

SPRAY

Assorted
Fragrances

from KOTEX
3 OZ spray

-

lieves the pain of sunburn, heat
rash, scrapes. insect bites and
other summer skin discomforts
Sea Breeze helps where it hurts

Reg. 81°

Sale! $129

Ft VT
1_J TR

CUT-RITE

WAX PAPER
Keeps Food Fresh Longer
75 foot roll

BLONDES AMERICAN STYLE KIT

SHAMPOO-IN
TONER
KIT

9 oz spray

Reg, 127
'

Reg. 69'

Sale!
EVERGREEN

A

Folge

for the skin
16 oz bottle

SEA & SKI
DARK TANNING

2 oz tube
" Reg. '1°'

Reg. '1"

Sale!

66'

•

49'

ANTACID
Sale!

Sea breeze antiseptic lotion re-

Sale!

RIOPAN

REGULAR OR
NEW MENTHOL

69t

SWEETASTE

Reg. 69'
Limit 2

Sale!

2. Joint guidelines for credit
policy and joint administration
of part of Europe's monetary
reserves.
3. Coordination of valueadded tax rates. Consumer
taxes would be in harmony.
Final goals for 1978-80 call for
uniform economic policies,
elimination of tax frontiers and
a common monetary system in
all that it implies.
A' prominent Swiss monetary
authoritiy, Dr. Max fkle, feels
that the lowest possible rate of
Inflation must be aimed at by
all Common Market. countries
if a monetary union is to become fact. He comments:
"This is no easy task, since
there are some countries which
ate accustomed to living with
inflation and others where
price Mobility is regarded. as
11e supreme economic
'Me harmonization of econ:Inic and financial policies not
only requires coordination of
taxes. banking laws. wages and
many other factors. it also pre-.
suPpi-se a funnocentzation ot

STANFORD, Calif. (UPI)Sex-role training has relegated
the American woman either to
the kitchen or to a dead end
job, say the first husband-andwife team ever appointed to
the Stanford University
faculty.
Such training, say psychologists Daryl and Sandra Bern,
orients a boy toward science,
mathematics and "how things
work," while girls are aimed
toward what society considers
appropriate feminine roles whether or not the girl is a
mathematical whiz or has the
makings of a first-rate scientist.
The outcome, they say, is
that the majority of women
become full-time homemakersr
"and of ihose who work, 78
per cent wind up in dead-end
jobs - clerical, service or factory workers or sales clerks.
Only 15 per cent are classified
by the U.S. Labor Department
as professional or technical
workers."
"Women are the victim's of a
noncorsicious ideology which is
ingrained into. them from
childhood," the Hems said.
It can't be true that women
are different entirely because
of their biology, they contend,
pointing to the Soviet Union,
where one-third of the engineers and 75 per cent of the
physicians are female.
"Female physiology is different and it may account for
some of the psychological differences between the sexes, but
America's sex-role ideology
still seems primarily responsible for the fact that so
few women emerge from childhood with the motivation to
seek out any role beyond the
one that our society dictates."
The Beins have been married
six years and have an "egalitarian" marriage. Neither will
take a professional psoition at
any college unless the other is
given full faculty status also.
Around the house, no particular sex-role is assigned to
anyone (they have no children)
whether it be dishwashing, grocery shopping or housework.
"Either one of us can do it,"
Mrs. Rem says,"and some of it
just dolt:nil get:done."
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White House weddings
included some oddities
WASHINGTON (UPI) — If
Tricia Nixon's bridegroom, Edward Cox, decides to make
wedding history at the White
House June 12 by carrying his
very own bouquet, he can forget it.
On a day in May, 1874, an
Englishman named Algernon
Sartoris stole the'May 21 wedding show by carrying a bouquet when he married Nellie
Grant. The custom didn't go
very far. How many bridegrooms have you seen carrying
posies?
Neither can Cox and hi
bride make history by slipping
off to their honeymoon
through a White House window. Princess Alice, as the
daughter of President Theodore Roosevelt wis called, and
her new husband left the White
House that way Feb. 17. 1906.
The bridegroom was Ohio Congressman Nicholas Longworth.
Those unusual marks of
each of the 15 Nike House
weddings preceding the NixonCox nuptials are listed in a
bulletin from National Geographic Society historian
ifts distinguished the wedding of Jessie Wilson, daughter
of President Woodrow %Mon,
to Francis B. Sayre, a New
York Attorney, on Nov. 25,
l" 1913. Unusual gifts. Or don't
you consider five bushels of
Bermuda onions, potoes and a
coal scuttle unusual wedding
presents?

Frances Folsom, 22, became
his bride there June 2,1886.
National Geographic historians say the president penned
all the invitations himself. And
fighters for women's rights of
the era must have loved him.
He eliminated the word
"obey" from the bride's
wedding vows.
Her sister, Eleanor, on Ma
7, 1914, married her fathers
Secretary of the Treasury, William Gibbs McAdoo, in "a
small, quiet" White House
wedding.
President Wilson's administration was the most
wedding-minded. His niece,
Alice Wilson, also was married
in thc %lite House during his

Perspot

The
BY HELEN THOMAS
By United Press International
WASHINGTON (UPI)—Tricia Nixon is realist enough to know
If there are any arguments at
she can't avoid being in the limelight on June 12, the day she will
your house about the division
be married to Edward Finch Cox in a White House wedding.
New
But as soon as the wedding is. over, she will resume the of chores, hear this: A
passionate quest for privacy which has been her trademark as a York survey shows that wives
continue to do most of the
presidential daughter.
Her distaste for publicity is so great that White House in-the-home work and that husreporters, frustrated in repeated attempts to obtain interviews or bands continue to do yard
pictures, have nicknamed her "The Phantom of the White work, home maintenance, car
care, help with the marketing,
Tricia is unperturbed by her reputation for secretiveness. She record keeping and socializing
is — at least until June 12 — her types of activities with the
i:w
points out that the White H
entitled
to some
me privacy in her own children.
surely
is
home, and a lady

President Nixon understands and sympathizes with his
25-year-old daughter's feelings about keeping out of the public
eye. He said recently that Tricia is "an introvert like myself...not
one who enjoys the spotlight."
But when circumstances compel Tricia to play a public role, as
they will at her wedding, she invariably carries off the occasion
with great aplomb. "She's a born actress," says one White House
administration.
aide.
The most distinguished best
Tricia is a quiet and reserved girl, strong-willed and extremely
man at a White House wedding intelligent. She thinks for herself, and is definitely on the
was a President himself. Frank- conservative side in her political and social views — much more so
lin Delano Roosevelt on July than her future husband,„and well to the right of her own father.
30, 1942, did the honors when
Blonde and pretty, Tricia fits the description "petite." She is
his adviser, Harry Hopkins, five feet two inches tall, weighs around 92 pounds and wears sizes
married Mrs. Louise Gill Macy. four and five in dresses. Some fashion critics have called her
One White House bride was "Alice in Wonderland," because she favors a little girl look in her
nearly left at the altar. That clothes. Women's Wear Daily, the garment industry paper,
was Jessie Wilson. Francie reasath gyre her its "Best Dressed Child" award.
Sayre forgot his identification
Tricia apparently is taking notice of these remarks. She has
papers and for a time guards at lately been moving into more sophisticated outfits. Actually, her
the gate would not believe he choice is limited because of her well proportioned but tiny figure
was the bridegroom.
Her engagement party dress was white, very low cut and banded
with ostrich feathers befitting a movie star.
She was born and reared in a world of politics. Nine days after
she was born on Feb. 21, 1946 in Whittier, Calif., her father
announced his candidacy for California's 12th Congressional seat
on the Republican ticket.
She is close to her father and has rejoiced in his political
victories, suffered in his defeats. While he was a congressman,
High and low coverage
then senator and later Vice President, she lived in Washington
The biggest news coverage
attending public schools and later Sidwell Friends, a Quaker
of a White House wedding so
school.
far occurred Dec. 9, 1967,
She spent her sophomore and junior high school years at the
when Lynda Bird Johnson marMarlborough School for Girls and then enrolled in the exclusive
ried Capt. Charles S. Robb. At
Chapin School in New York City. There in 1963, she met "my
least 500 men and women in
first and last love" Eddie Cox at a school dance. "He was so tall, I
the press corps recorded the
was almost smothered dancing with him," she recalls.
event_
On to college
More than a century earlier,
Then on to Finch College, a liberal arts institution in New
the all-time low for White
York where she majored in modern European history and was
:
s.
House wedding publicity ocelected class president in her junior year. Throughout college she
curred when President John
was an honor student.
.88111
t Tyler's daughter Elizabeth marWhen she is upset it shows first in her eyes. But she is not one
ried William N. Waller, describYEAR — to put her emotions on public display, except for the shining
THE
OF
FATHER
ed as a Virginia gentleman. It
when she is with Cox.
The National Father's Day expression she wears
*eking of living in the White House,she once said: "It isn't a
.
01. happened on Jan. 31, 1842 and committee, in Spokane,
one learns to appreciate the longer one is
; newspapers of the era recorded
Wash., has named Mrs. burden. It is somethinghistory.
It the event in one sentence.
It's great to be able to share it.
living
are
there.
You
"Fa89,
Bruce Dodd,
The record in sparse publi- John of the Year." Mrs. When you see the light in the children's eyes...a party is a
ther
city until that time was in
founded the "Day" 81 guaranteed success. You can't give a failure in the White House."
.'connection with the marriage Dodd
Marriage, inevitably, has interfered somewhat with Tricia's
years
ago and As receiving
of Maria Hester Monroe to
once very close relationship with her sister, Julie Eisenhower. Nu
special recognition.
Samuel Gouveneur, her cousin h
there still is much warmth between her and her sister and
and her father's secretary on
brother-in-law, David Eisenhower.
March 19, 1820. She was the
Tricia is the first to admit she is not the "domestic type." She
first daughter of a president to Took their word
is proud of her chocolate chip cookies, however. And she tries her
be married in the White House
LONDON (UPI) — The signs hand occasionally at beef stroganoff.
and National Geographic his- at the
While her future husband is winding up his studies at Harvard
Tate Gallery's exhibition
torians say President James of heavy
school, they will live on "bonds we both saved."
Law
steel and concrete
Monroe spend $100 on candles sculpture encouraged
Tricia has a keen sense of history, but she also loves fantasy.
visitors
but little else in the way of to participate in pulling up She once expressed her delight in fairy tales. Her favorite is
show.
"Cinderella."
He damped down on publi- dopes and rolling cylinders beWhen she walks down the aisle of the White House Rose
tween
sandbags.
Five
days
later
city so well that Washington's
on June 12 on the arm of her father, she will be truly a
Garden
the
exhibit
closed because of
social circles had to be content
story book bride.
breakage.
with a 34-word newspaper ac"It was just a case of excount published two days later.
The first White House wed ceptionally exuberant or enerding occurred on March 29, getic participation," a %ilium
1912. Dolley Madison's sister, spokesman said.
Lucy Payne Washington, was
married to Judge Thomas Can't naiss
Dodd, a justice of Ehe Supreme
ST. LOUIS (UPI) — The
Court of the United States.
pilot of an airliner that flies
President Andrew Jackson regularly between St. Louis and
spruced up the White House to Atlanta has a sure-fire method
the tune of $10,000 when his of ruing his passenger's atniece, Mary Eastin, married tention.
Lucius J. Polk of Tennessee
As the big craft sits at the
April 10, 1832. The bill includ- end of the runway for cleared 20 deluxe spitoons — ance to take off, the captain
$12.50 each.
quips to a startled load: "Well
Grover Cleveland is down in go in a minute, just getting up
history as the only president to nerve."
marry in the White House.
I
FLYING HIGH—America's top female pilots,• Margaret
Mead (left) and Fran Bera get ready to take offlor
London in their Piper-Aztec E to take part in the Great
Air Race, sponsored by the Canadian government as
part of Its centennial celebration. The gals, in Santa
Monica, Calif., are seated in front of two 100 - gallon
auxiliary fuel tanks which are a prime requisite in the
$175,000 London-Victoria, B.C.. race.

k

Medium-priced rubber rug
pads include those made of
what the trade calls bubble
rubber. This is so called because of its surface appearance.
It is wise when purchasing
new carpeting to shop around
and consult with reputable
dealers servicing your community. They usually offer a
broad variety of carpeting
styles and colors, and back
their products with good
service.
A can opener should he
sharp enough to make
smooth, clean cut. One way tc
keep the cutting edge sharp is
to wash and dry it after each
use.

Like saucepans, frypane
should be flat on the bottom
so food will brown evenly.
Much of the time frypans are
used without a cover. If moisture is used in frypan cookin&
a tight-fitting cover is needeT

TRICIA IS "UPBRAIDED"—Tricia Nixon sported this braided chignon-style hairdo
at a "miscellaneous" shower given her by Mrs. Spiro Agnew in Washington.
tanty dose up,
Public speaks up
lion in 1969, while sales of
stockings down
stockings dropped from
SAN FRANCISCO (UP!).
THE HAGUE (UPI) — Sales nylon
The public believes that really of panty hose in Holland 5.12 million pairs in 1969 to
serious students don't get in soared to 112 million pairs in 12.7 million in 1970, manuvolved in campus demonstra. 1970, compared with 73.4 mil' facturers report.
tions and that the minority
which challenges and defies
authorities should be kicked
out, says the California Poll.
SAN KARAI
* **
SOUTH VIPS FIND
95 UNIDENTIFIABLE
Financially forgetful
"PA YSTERY MISSILES"
SHE
TOKYO (UP1)----A seeord
IN CACHE MOW DMZ
/
950 million yen($2.63 million)
L/k0S-0alPA MAU
in cash was found on Japanese
passenger trains during fiscal
1969, Japan National Railways
reports.
The previous record was set
in 1969 when forgetful passenDEFECTOR SAYS
gers left 790 million yen($2.19
RED MORTARS
million) in their seats. The
NAVE DAMAGED
National Railways said about
FAMED RUINS OF
ANGKOR WAT
75 per cent of the money was
claimed by owners.
ANGKOR\
S. VIETNAMESE
***
WATA\N
„
PULL SACK FROM
*pi Rim,
\, SNUOL P4 CAMOODUA
Banking's Big Brother
Koh;pojaa AFTER HEAVY mantic:
FRANKFORT, Ky.(UPl)-za
I.
0
.. M
'
Kentucky Banking CommisN CAMBODIA
sioner E.G. Adams says his
\\
department is developing a
fomputerized information system for banks and related establishments. He says the system lain show where the money is—or is not—in all financial
institutions in Kentucky.It will
be the first such state setup
in the nation, Adams says.
•*•
KOMPONG
ENGINEERS CLEAR
SON'S
"NO BO WOODS"
Royal resort
JUNGLE NORTHWEST
HONOLULU (UPI) —
OF SAIGON WITH
PLOWS AND ARMOR
Waikiki, Hawaii's most popular tourist resort, was a fay3,000 V1ETS
brat...seaside resort of Hawaii's
SHOT IN BACK
itings d uririg4 the monarchye,
BY CA/86001ANS
Now filled with modern hotels
ON MEKONG RIVER
SAND DUNE IN
and shops, Waikiki once was
1970, MAGAZINE
noted for its coconut groves
WRITER SAYS
snd fish ponds.

‘

For reliable food and
nutrition information, depend
on nutritionists in county and
state Extension offices; nutritionists from city, county and
state departments of health;
dietetians who are members of
the American Dietetic Association; professors of nutrition
in colleges and universities; and
your family doctii.
The dietary value of fish lies
in its protein content and the
ability of its polyunsettiaated
fats to lower die cholesterol.
level of the blood, the Cooperative Extension Service of
the University of Nebraska
reports.

THERE'S A "NEW YOU" COMING
WITH

REAL
DAIRY
PRODUCTS
JOIN IN THE FUN AND
FESTIVITIES OF

..111111astia.

DURING

NEED
HELP?
FREE CONSULTATION
ON PROBLEM PREGNANCIES
ABORTIONS AS LOW AS $150.00
7 DAYS 24 HRS.
CALL

215-879-3100

A MOTHER'S cARE—Tflie concern of a mother for her
child is mirrortid in the face of this South Vietnamese
woman as her earemsn, making a pilgrimage, came
under attack by North _Vietnamese troops in Quang
Nam Province. ni. I).i N.Ing
-

FREE, CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION ...ALL YOU NEED
DO IS CAL US. WE WILL ARRANGE FOR IMMEDIATE
SCHEDULING INTO ACCREDITED HOSPITALS AND TI-4EIR
OUT-PATIENT CLINICS, UTILIZING CERTIFIED OBSTETRI
CIANS AND GYNECOLOGISTS. THE FINEST MEDICAL
CARE AVAILABLE AT THE LOWEST PRICES FOR SUCH
SERVICES IF YOU ARE PREGNANT. DO NOT DELAY CALL
US IN COMPLETE CONFIDENCE YOU ARE ENTITLED TO
THE BEST CARE THERE IS
ETHICAL ABORTION REFERRAL
215-879 3100

Kentucky Dairy Princess Mary Lois Keplinger,
Elizabethtown, and June Dairy Month Chairman Barney Arnold, WHAS, toast "The New
You."

JUNE
DAIRY MONTH
AMERICAN
DAIRY ASSOCIATION
OF KENTUCKY
AND THE DAIRY FARMERS OF

CALLOW Y COUNTY

It
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COFFEE

COUPON
1829-1
Pillsbury Fudge Limit: 1 Per Family

yle hairdo
hin ton.
while sake of
dropped hum
ire in 1969 to
1970, manu-

Offer Expires 6/5/71
Good Only at Storey's

COUPON Limit: 1Per Family

COUPON Limit: 1 Per Family
HUNT'S
SA" 10'

MAXWELL House

PORK STEAK

THEE MACS
IMMOLATION:
16 AT HUE

88'

lb.

PORK CHOPS

11
"
Extra Lean

68'

lb.

Elm HiN

WIENERS

USDA Inspected
Whole

C

49

12 oz pkg

5r

lb

lb.

beady to Eat Bar-8-Q

for

SANDWICHES "m

HAM
Family

lb.

Center Cut

48' PORK

lb

Pac

lb
USDA Choice
b

Country Fry

SV

Hyde Park

20 oz

RS
FRYE
Boston Butt
PORK ROAST

BREAD

CHUCK STEAK

69'

lb

CHOPS

59,

USDA Choice

79'

Beef Roast

lb.

FRYERS

Beet Pork A

Bar-B•Q

ENGLISH CUT
Shank Portion

STEAK

GROUND BEEF

Choice

FRYERS
MUM

Offer Expires 6/5/71
Good Only at Storey's

% Loin

lb.

PORK CUTLETS

With Purchase of 3 Cans or MotOffer Expires 6/5/71
Good Only At Storey's-

4 lbs. or More

SWISS STEAK

•

a

OUNDUP

TOMATO PASTE

bag IL

COFFEE

2 15 °z 69c
boxes
Offer Expires 6/5/71
Good Only at Storey's

1 lb.

USDA Choice

Extra Lean

utheast
Asia

bag

Offer Expires 6/5/71
Good Onl at Store 's

BROWNIE MIX

BEL-AN SHOPPNG CENTER

COFFEE

'
49

FLOUR

Offer Expires 6/5/71
Good Only at Storey's

WE DOZE BUT MEYER CLOSE.

OUPON Limit: 1 Per Family
Folgers
2 lb.
can $1"

COUPON .1 691-1
Limit: 1 Per Family
Pillsbury
5 lb.

COUPON Limit: 1 Per Family
Maxwell House

29'

lb.
Pork

49` NECK BONES

lb

Southern Star

2

LUNCH MEAT

6 oz pkgs

89'

19c

lb

Sliced Slab

BACON

100

lb.

49c

Center Cut

CHUCK ROAST

lb

49'

Johnson's

49c

lb

BOLOGNA

Jack Sprat
Vaniti

ICE MILK
m gal

43'

CATSUP
0 2 roll
pkg.

Alms Bathroom

TISSUE

COFFEE
with coupon at
top of page

CRISCO

25 lb bag

Nestea
3 oz jar

25 lb bag

DOG FOOD

59'

22 oz jar

Country Style

OLEO

9."

Friskie

89c

CREMORA

3 lb 28t
can u

Pure Vegetable

FLOUR
INSTANT TEA

1 lb.
Solid

'2"

Limit 6

15

King Size

Florida

ORANGES
Morton

$1 oo

Family Pride
Self-Rising

$ 139

2 lb. can

39

26 oz bottle

All Grinds

Mena

Bordens

doz.
Excluding Ham & Beef

T.V. DINNERS

3

forj,00

(Limit 6)

TOMATOES

39'

FAB

Basket

99' Salad Dressing
Gold Medal

5 lb. box

Limit 1

Golden Ripe

New
CABBAGE

lb

10C

BANANAS

lb.

Hyde Park

With $5.00 purchase excluding tobacco and dairy products.

10t

SUGAR

5 lb bag

19

qt

I.
.11

•
41.466..,••••••.•.

69'

•

••

1- 1- 18---.1.•-*

39
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Everything Must Go ... Our Loss is Your Gain ... SAVE
Come Early ... Bring A Car Load ... Prices Slashed ...

of MURRAY

SALE

'IIAL
*Reg. '5" Ladies Scooter

CLOSE-GUT SPECIAL
ALL

WIGS

SKIRTS

$300
*Values to '60"

MENS SUITS % off
*Values to '50" Mens

*4 Only Reg. '21"

IN

SPORT COATS %off

Regular Values
To $20"

$800

BARGAI
FABRICS
0-4A

4.111,.%

t •

,
•. •%4°^

*Reg.'6" Mens

*1 Only Reg. '35"

KNIT SHIRTS $388
GREETING CARDS
* Entire Stock

PLAY _PEN

1
/
2 OFF

$1500

*Values To '55 Ladies

*Values to '3" Costume

ALL
SEWING
NOTIONS

JEWELRY 2 for Sr°
* All Famous Name

1
2 off
LUGGAGE /
*All Mens

15'

FAMOUS NAME
LADIES

•Tops & Bottoms
•Values To '25"
•Save over 80%
• Match Up A Bargain

LADIES

JEWELRY /
1
2 off
*Ladies Pastel Panty

KNIT
COORDINATES

*All Mens

_HOSE i/2 off

COSMETICS 1/2 off

*All Mens and Ladies

Reigning Beauty

- PANTIES
•Regular '1" Value
•Big Savings

3 pr.

88

donlm arras MO
kkkIle pinle

UMBRELLAS %off
BELTS & TIES '/3 off
*Entire Stock Mens

BILLFOLDS Y3off
* All Mens Allweather

COATS

5A

ALL

1111

Special Group $1.00
Your Choice

Mens-.

*Ali Famous Name

*Entire Stock Mens

$0884r

Mar

lh Price

*Special Group Toilet Seat

COVERS

Re

1
/
2 off

•Values

SHOE POLISH 8'

STORE
FIXTURES
EVERYTHING

*RACKS 'TABLES
!DESKS !COUNTERS
'CHAIRS,
'SIGN MACHINE
*MIRRORS
*JUST EVERYTHING

•Come

Famous
Names
Galore

FOR
SALE
Permit No. I

Sale Starts Thurs . .. .Doors Open At 9:00 A. M.
it

• All Mu

Final 8-20-71

•

SELLING TO THE BARE WALLS AT
3
ES
LADI
LES
GIRD
*Famous Name
*All Famous Name
'DIES BRAS 1/4 off
S
—
LADIES
DRESSE
GROUP
•
'5"
—
S
DRESSE
LADIES
GROUP
•
—
S
DRESSE
LADIES
GROUP
•
GROUP
• LADIES DRESSES — '10"
i DIES BLOUSES
*Special Group
1/3off
MENS SOCKS
*Values To si" 9
WALK SHORTS
*Special Group Mens $388
*Special Group Ladies
2 off
1
HANDBAGS /
MENS S ICKS
*Special Group 1/2
ALL
*Mens 100% Polyester
Mens. . .Womens . . .Boys . . .Girls
KNIT S ICKS $7"
off

$100

if. Pair

off

SHOES

SPECIAL GROUP

,

MENS '
SLACKS
Values To '12"

$300

*Reg.'5" Mens Flared
JEANS
$288

GIVEA-WAY PRICES . .
WORK CLOTHES
*Bargain Boys & Mens n off
S
GIRLS DRESSE
14
*Special Group
GIRLS DRESSES
*SpeciatGroup 1/2 off
*All Childrens
COATS
Y2 off
*Special Group Ladies
PANT SUITS 1/2 off
•
1\. Special Group
•
Ladies
r
- SWIM
off

SAVE SAVE
Special Group
Ladies

KNIT ,..v • TOPS
$144 ,

*Reg.'5" Boys
$2"
S CKS
*Reg. '7" Boys
$388
SLACKS
*Reg.'5" Boys
'288
SHIRTS
*All Boys
2 off
1
/
SUITS
-t'-* SUITS *All Boys Sport
SALE
1/2 off
COATS
*Special Group Boys
$988
Y2 off
JACKETS
*Values To '12"
*Special Group Mens
$100
BED SPREADS $888
SHIRTS
*Special Group Ladies
KNIT TOPS $3"
*Special Group Ladies
PANT SUITS $4"
CORNING WARE
I

,

'"---- ', ,
+4

...%

..,'.

Values To s16'
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Burgess

Richard

Hospital Report

People before gain,
one builder advises

pired), 1321 W. Main, Murray,
ZoLley Boyd Howard expired),
Hazel.

ADULTS 96
nursery 4

and Met prolitabudy must be
NEWBORN ADMISSION
Baby

Mimes:mar

A leather landslide
in clothes for men

'Ihere are also open fringed
By WALTER LOGAN
vests, longer tunic vests which
NEW YORK (UPI) - The are usually worn with a belt
Egyptians invented leather 3. and jerkin type vests that skip
000 years ago and it has been over the head or close at the
popular ever since. Indian side.
squaws used to chew on deer.
Men's leather coats in midi
hideto soften it for moccasins, and maxi lengths first became
ind Daniel Boone ran around popular in Europe but are now
in fringed buckskin. Now it's being made in the United
go stylish they've even got States and they have lost little
ipather knickers.
if anything in the translation.
They're still wearing buck - The most ,popular are the
Inn, and fringed at that, but trench coat styles and the widemade is the leading variety in collared, double-breasted unuse, fall wardrobes and some belted model. The prevailing
Manufacturers have tailored it finish in this is a shiny grained
irito suits that can be worn to leather.
work. Or if your boss is too
In addition to the suits and
Fussy there are suede vests that sports jackets in suede for fall
could be worn on %all Street.
are a number of new things
Suede is the leading variety, including "mesh suedes" used
according to the Leather In- for shirt-jackets, combinations
dustries of America, followed of suede and knits for sweaters
by buckskin and then by and jackets, suede capes and
grained leathers, split cowhide, suede jodhpurs.
shearling and antiqtted leathers
The grained and antique kath- Malaria pops up after DDT held
erts are more _for outdoor
NEW YORK (UPI) — If
sportswear, some with waxy DDT production were to stop,
Sr oiled finishes.
many large-scale epidemics
Leather is used in all the could result, the World Health
most forward fashions for men, Organization (WHO) reports.
including tunic and vest suits,
WHO said events in Ceylon
the amnia coat and the many illustrate this. By 1963 enkinds of separates that make demic malaria had virtually
ap the wardrobe of a well- disappeared but when, for a
(hewed man.- The emphasis variety of reasons, insecticide
here is on youth but there are spraying with DDT came to a
other things for the older man. halt, there was a malaria
One of the more popular flare-up. During 1968-69 there
Vooks in leather this fall is a were more than 2 mdbon cases.
gtyle made famous almost
equally by Gen. Dwight D.
tnetthower and the cowboy13w pants with matching short
eocket, or Ike jacket as it was
tilled in World War H. This
*me the matching jeans are in
reather.
: ?here is another snit look
Out 41, a little more refined
Own this western look -alonger jacket decorated with sec&
details as stitching and fancy
pockets, yokes and buckled
neaps on the cuffs or over
pockets. If you really want to
be avant garde you can wear it
with matching knickers and
Shearling
Shearling comes into its own
in clothes for icy winter weather and manufacturers report
increasing popularit) of fleecy
linings whieh spill over to form
cuffs, collars. borders etc., on
grained or buffed leather jackets and greatcoats. fastenings.
tun anywhere from zippers to
lauds, tabs, buttons or pegs.
Some of the coats with big
shearling collars sport brass
rings.
Suede also adapts it,elt for
Ifir verwfolk jacket whwheebelted and for tin- whirs sti, le
jacket which is belted and lisle
all% has four flapped pocketin front. But earn plain sirdire
are sport, jacket's are -turned
/teat in suede and if you are
folloeieg a current teen-age
sa+ can get suede pants
and jai-Lets that haeeireen tied
-arid de.l.
est, come in a starring
%Ariel% . starting lie
-th,r
elaseie that ketone lip
and lir, two or four pocket-.
-

SEX .-SYMBOL — Julie Ege,
former "Miss Norway," tri-

umphed over 3,000 applicants in an international
talent hunt to find an actress who will follow in the
footsteps of Raquel Welch.
Julie is shown in New
York as she launches a nationwide tour on behalf of
her upcoming film, "Creatures the World Forgot."

Murray, Mrs.

,

If 111(11 slat Tim: iiriint lit Siiii1,1

Marion

Dean

Guy Cunningham, 1630 Magnolia
Dr., Murray, Mrs. Rhoda Lee
Williams, Route 2, Hazel, Robert
Henry Hall, Route 5 Box 2300,
Murray, Carl Cratus Alexander,
Dexter, Martin Walls Bailey, Sr.,
Rt. 2, Murray, Mrs. Zora Outland
(expired),

TV FATHER OF THE YEAR—A happy Greg Morris is surieunded by his wife and children on the set of "Mission:
Impossible" in Hollywood after he was selected "Television Father of the Year." From left are Mrs. Morris,
Iona, Greg, Philio and Linda.

221

S. 11th, Murray,

No change
NEW YORK (UPI) — When
eating out most diners spend
and tip about the same for a
meal these days as they did a
year ago, according to a survey
lis 41 maker of restaurant
I urniture
Answer to Yesterday's Punka
000 011000 MUM
OMB 00000 OM
000000 comma
M00 00000
0000 OM 00000
000 0000 MOM
MO 000=0 00
01100 00010 1000
00000 MB 0000
03000 000
000130M 00010133
000 000110 00M
000 00000 00M

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS
Laughing
Trail
Barrel maker
Weirder
New
Golf mounds
Otherwise
Female (colloq.)
Field fewer
Ocean
Short jacket
Tropical fruit
(P11
28 A state (abbr.)
29 Hinder
31 Meddles with
33 Part of eye
35 Real estate
map
36 Lack
39 Long-legged
bird
42 Dry measure
(abbr.)
43 Nerve networks
45 Shortly
46 Hardwood tree
48 Sections of
hospital
50 Owing
51 Lean-to
53 Dines
55 Symbol for
tantalum
56 Harbinger
59 Trapped
61 Cabin
62 Poker stakes

1
6
11
12
14
15
17
18
20
23
24
26

Likely
Want
Walk on
Compass point
Hebrew letter
Native metal
Lubricates
Feel indignant
at
11 Confined in an

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

enclosure

13 Peruses

16 Country in
Asia
19 Tree of
forgetfulness
21 Halt
22 Shouts
25 At no tan*
27 Chairs
30 Renovate
32 Remained erect
34 Things done
"•&'• I
ikr.3
11
14
18

2
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DOWN
1 Sprn
2 Maiden loved
by Zeus

5

a

3

49 Man's
nickname
52 Parent (colloq )
54 Pose for
portrait
57 Football
positicie (abbr )
58 Prefix: down
60 French article

Confound
Dry measure
Ireland
Ways
Mix, as dough
Turkish city
Star of he
show

a
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38
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Hospital Report
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NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Mary Hosford, 1621 W.
Olive, Murray, Grover Wood

LEMONADE
54

James, Route 4, Murray, L. C.
Miller, 1663 Collebe Terrace,
Murray, Mrs. Leora Choate,

AU/
Is.•
1.• 0.01

Route
2, Murray, Carroll
Harrison, Jr., 505 S. 7th, Murray,
Alvis Ray Calhoun, Route 1,
Farmington,
Mrs.
Bobbie
Higgins, Route 7, Murray, Mrs.
Patricia Jackson and Baby Girl,
Route 1, Symsonia, Buford
Corley Bailey, Route 4, Murray,
Mrs. Fronie Miles, Route 2,

Wilkerson (expired),
Box 75, Murray.

OH, NO! NOT AGAIN!—Ron and 13v:itriz Shouse. the
!hat tfaik off on 2.400-thile yoyage to Hawaii in
a 10-foot libber riitt-for the third time. were forcedto
put in
Colif . after their cioft siii ang a leak

Hall and

Travel takes plaiming
NEW YORK (UP1) -- Most
travel experts agree the success
of your long-awaited vacation
trip depends on the amount of
planning you do, the Blue
Crows Association says.
The association says often
overlooked, however, is planning for the possibility of sickness or injury during your
traeels.

Bailey, Route 8 Box 24, Murray,

us

Hazel, Ray Everett Catham, Box
65, Hazel, Benny Ossie West,
Route 1, Sedalia, Ewing Robbie

f0

Jane

Baby Girl, 1706 Magnolia Dr.,

vironment. We appreciate the
encouragement given us by
adults of the community such as
furnishing

(Mrs.

DISMISSALS
Mrs. Elanor

and stained by water from
By PATRICIA E. DAVIS
nd an
NEW. YORK (UPI) - spilled vases, glasse
Redecorating a house or apt-to-overflow pinlbing apartment can be great-fun - if had to go.
With a razor-knife we
one has a professional
slashed the carpet into chunks
decorator do thejob.
• But to the average American to make *move! easier - and
housewife. a professional deco- discovered the foam pad backrator is an unheard of luxury - ing had disintegrated into dust
or large chunks firmly adhering
do-it-yourself is the rule.
living room
This reporter, on a do-it- to the floor. The
desert
yourself budget, recently looked like an Arabian
scraped,
redecorated a Manhattan apart- sandstorm as we
vacuumed and chopped.
ment_ .7._AlId...cUPCII!4_0_,. 4 _ 61
- The new carpet, put down
move
and
easier to joist pack up
after rearranging the furniture
to another place.
the eighth time in two
We started by painting the for
weeks, has a canvas backing.
walls, and for a week conSlipcovers for the battered
stantly moved furniture and
living room furniture was the
room
one
from
knick-knacks
final-and easiest step. We had a
to another, half asphyxiated by More make them up.
the paint fumes.
The store personnel simply
Wall papering the bathmeasure
room came next, a simple come to your house,
chore we thought because of and cut the material, and say
"few
the closet-size of the room. l!se they'll he back in a
weeks" with the finished
pre-pasted wallpaper, we were
product. The only snag is that
told, because it's a cinch.
LEsTTERS'imi F.6iTORA
means a
,
The instructions said to just "few weeks" really
cut the paper to size, dip in- "few months" and by the time
enter and put it on the walls. they arrive, you're tired of the
To the Editor..
, Aese• Instructions, however, color scheme and ready to
rtneglected to reveal that when redecorate again. Almost.
The CLEAN TEENS of one is using flower-printed
Calloway County want to publicly paper one must match up the
Would get monotonous
thank Carroll Volkswagen, Inc. flowers. Needless to say, our
NEW YORK (UPI) - One
for the use of a Volkswagen bus flowers would make a horti- acre of seaweed could nourish
a human for a lifetime, acthis past weekend. We are a culturist cry .
group of teenagers concerned
The living room carpet was cording to Ethel Diedrichsen,
about the environment and
the next step. The old carpet -- extension food and nutrition
specialist, University of Nedetermined to do what we can eight years of stubborn Christbraska.
about the problems of our en- mas tree needles, imbedded in it

Mr. Carroll in
transportation

Manker

Girl

Brenda Sue Manker), Route 5,
Murray.

Own redecorating?
-Forget it, she says

THE RIGHT APPROACH—Sen. Edmund Muskie seems
to be contemplating the scope of things to come if the
number one means anything on this green at North
Oaks Country Club in St. Paul. The Democratic legislator from Maine, aspirant for the presidency, was in
Minnesota making a speech.

Rc
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By DOROTHEA N. BROOKS

changed.
"We no longer can be WU,
NEW YORK (UPI) - The fied with towering high rise
builders of America are going apartments and office buildings
to have to put people ahead of where people never meet each
profits and architectural fads other and which force us to
from now on if the nation's squander millions on thruways
living problems are to be to carry people many miles to
solved, according to a Morris- and from work," he said.
town, NJ. architectural engin"Neither can we keep on
eer.
wasting land on one-story
chairman
of
Louis C. Rips,
schools and factories spread
Associates,
Porter & Rips
over many acres just to satisfy
Inc., said that, in years to the dogmatic notions of archicome, builders and architects tects and engineers.
will have to plan whole new
"And it's not going to .be
communities, providing jobs, possible to allow selfish subtransportation, recreation and
education as well as shops and urban communities to maintain
other profit making facilities.
indefinitely unrealistic zoning
Much the same idea was laws forbidding construction of
Rockefeller,
voiced by David
modest housing within their
chairman of Chase Manhattan borders, thereby forcing blacks
Bank, in a recent speech. and other people to travel miles
Rockefeller said many com- from old urban or rural areas to
pletely new cities and satel- work in these prosperous
lites to existing urban centers towns."
must be built in the next 30
If the American way of life
years to provide living facilities, is to survive, Rips feels, archijobs and transportation for an tects and builders must help
additional 75 million Ameri- bring back the old neighborcans.
hood concept of living that
Agreeing with this, Rips said helped hold the family to
r-"the concept that dethe centers of many older cities veloped naturally in our counwill have to be rebuilt with the try and was universal until we
nine goal in mind-to make got bogged down in impossibly
them vital centers of popula- congested central city comtion.
plexes and even's+ ill-planned
urban sprawl.'
'Masving'
Although Rips said he
Rips calls his concept of doesn't really believe in retirewhat must be done "massliv- ment communities--"I think
"ing" and to accomplish it, he
it's as wrong to segregate
says,some present architectural people by age as to segregate
and building fads based on them by race"-ironically, a
shortsighted penny pinching semi-retirement village, Rossmoor in Monroe Township,
NJ., which he built for a
Caill'fornia developer, exemplifies many of his "massliving"
ideas.
The community contains
complete recreation, health and
educational facilities for its inhabitants and the homes and
grounds are cooperatively
maintained out of a regular
monthly maintenance fee.

Parker (ex-

Rout.-

Busy,collectors
NEW YORK (UPI) It
rare individual who isn't
ector of something these da%
Whether it's rocks, shell-,
carvings, scultpturs, i„„,k.
coins, glass Of in'e china p.o
pie are 'collecting mote tha,
rem
What happens).
• ell
ected items once the) •Vil 11
the home is sitenethirie il•.•
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ng house residential lighlol;
directiw. She roe
, lel- 110,,
individual piers, ,„„i ,„I
I el' till IIIS lie &lila% r41
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Roman Colosseum
recalls savagery
THE COLOSSEUM; by Peter
Gisennell and the editors of the
Slewsweek Book Division;
Slewsweek, N. Y.; 172 pages;
110.

Peter Quennell has skillfully
woven the story of the
Colosseum into 2,000 years of
Roman history. Excerpts from
writings about the amphitheater by famous poets and
Reviewed B)
authors appear at the end of the
HAROLD McCONNELL
book. The concluding section
Copley News Service
also includes a chronology of
The crumbling old Rome Roman history and a guide to
Colosseum still stands, its ruins Rome's monuments.
It is the first book in a new
overgrown with myriads of
flowers and plants, its gigantic series of volumes, "Wonders of
mass evoking thoughts of ages Man," to be published at twopast, of gladiatorial games and month intervals this year and
of Christian martyrs being torn next.
"Each book will depict a
apart by wild beasts in the
famous monument as a stage
arena.
It symbolizes the savagery or backdrop for some of the
and cruelty in human nature. greatest personalities and
Yet, since the gladiatorial events of history," said
games were abolished in 404, Newsweek Book Division
the awe-inspiring edifice itself Editor Joseph L. Gardner.
Other books in the series will
has taken on an aura of
greatness and romance, include "Tower of London" by
drawing poets, writers and Christopher llibbert, "Statue of
artists to portray its wonders.' liberty" by Oscar Handlin,
Now a shrine to Christian "The Pyramids and Sphinx" by
•'El
Stewart,
martyrs, it has become a Desmond
-popular tourist attraction.
- In this book, filled with 100 Escorial" by Mary Cable,
illustrations, half of them in "Notre Dame de Paris" by
Winston, "The
color, one will find mutt to Richard
satisfy his historical and Kremlin" by Abraham Ascher,
"Hagia Sophia" by Lord
aesthetic interests.

time
(colloo )
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Oa (abbr )
t: down
b article
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Nero. his predecessor.
was
Kinross, and
The Forbid- Colosseum from the time it
The Colosseuni was built on
den City•• by Roderick begun in 72 A. D. by Emperor
Vespasian. Vespasian was a
the site of Nero's artificial lake
MacFarquhar.
and gardens.
Quennell's brilliant narrative soldier whose cautious and
Crowds poured into the
tells of the many lives and orderly character was quite in
events connected with the contrast to the wild and raSh Colosseum for the first time in

1971 Marks Our
50th Year of
Reliable Drug
Service

12 or 89C Value

ea
Shoulders
Shampoo

Kotex

Tube $1.15 Value

56C Value

WEEKEND
DISCOUNTS
Pepto
Bismol

Girl lives with boyfriend;
i her parents ashamed

Quantity Rights Reserved

DEAR ABBY: My wife and I have six daughters Never
had any boys, but all the girls are nice. My wife gets along
fine with everybody. She has never said a mean word about
anybody, and she won't listen to gossip. I have a pretty
good job, and our home is paid for. So what's my problem?
Our eldest daughter got married and she had a baby boy.
When our son in law called and told us we had a GRANDSON I had to help my wife sit down.
The baby can't even sit up yet and my wife has bought
him shirts with "I love grandma" on the front. She also
went to the jewelry store and had them put her grandson's
picture on some earrings and a pin. [Have you ever seen
earrings and a pin with a fat boy's picture on them? I This
may seem petty to you, but I wonder if she hasn't lost her
GRANDPA
mind?

DEAR ALL MAN: It takes more of a "man" to submit
to surgery than to ask his wife to do it.
DEAR ABBY: I am a domestic employe for a very
prominent family and I realize that I must keep myself
clean and tidy at all times, which I moist certainly do.
I am a member of a church club and every Christmas
the women swap gifts. Last Christmas I got a bottle of
deodorant' The lady who gave it to me is a very nice
person and I can't imagine why she would give me such a
gift I would never give a gift like that to anybody
Will you please tell me what to do with the deodorant?
PERPLEXED

While Quantities Last

Norelco Shaver
$30.49 Value

$24.88
Brylcreem
Hair
Dressing

PAPER MATE
Executive Pen
& Pencil Set

$1.29 Value

‘S7.50 Value

Koda
color
Film
CX 126-20

c^!

Zippo Lighters
$3 95 Value

Hibachi Grill
with legs

Scripto
Vu- Lighters

$15.88

$3 95 Value

24 inch
Folding
Bar-B-Que
Grill
Ban
AntiPerspirant
Spray
Deodorant

Lysol Spray
Disinfectant
Rolls to
storage

$8 95 Value

$1 49 Value

See Our Excellent Selection
Rugged
construction

Faultless Golf Balls
Dozen

Thorobred Gift Set
4oz.After Shave
4oz Cologne
& Soap
$4.50 Value

BEACH BUYS

Zestabs
Vitamins
$3.49 Value

Beach-TOMO
$2 19 Value

Beach Bag
Si 49 Value

Doans Pills
2 oz 's of each

$1.89 Value

72x27inch
Air Mattress

4 oz. Cologne

Micrin
Extra
Strength
Mouth
18 or

Hai Karate
4 oz. After Shave
$1.50 Value
4 oz. Cologne
$2.25Value

Old Spice Gift Set
4oz After Sl1,Re
4oz Cologne

What's your problem? You'll feel better If you get it off
your chest. Write to ABBY. Rol 01011. Los Asset's. Cal.
$000. For a p
I reply enclose stamped. addiressed
ea.elope

$2.15 Value

5179 Value

English LeatherGift Set
4 or. After Shave

DEAR PERPLEXED: Use it.

Hate to write ieiters! Send si to Abby. boa WK. LOS
Angeles. Cal. 110110. for ‘bb,'s booklet. "How to Write 144ler; for 'ill Occasions."

Prices Good Thru June 14, 1971

Yello-bole,
Kaywoodie
& Medico
Pipes

DEAR GRANDPA: After its girls, I don't blame her.
DEAR ABBY I have seen several letters in your column lately about an operation called the "vasectomy"
which is done on a man in order to prevent him from
getting a woman pregnant.
As a male, I object! If a woman doesn't want to get
pregnant, let HER have an operation.
We men sacrifice enough, fighting wars and supporting
kids and females, without submitting to castration. Very
truly yours,
ALL MAN [FOREVER]

Center

DAD'S DAY GIFTS

By Abigail Van Buren

DEAR MOTHER: I have nothing to say to Marta because she didn't ask me for any advice,. but I have something to say to you, Mother: You reared your daughter to
the best of your ability, lad from your letter I would say
you did a commendable job. Maria is an adult now, and you
are not responsible for her decisions. Those who know you
and love you will not think less of you because of your
daughter's actions. Hold your head high, and If anyone
attempts to needle you, say: "She is our daughter and we
love her, even tho we disagree on many things."

fascinated they took up the
gladiatorial trade. The voglIe
lasted for a century and a MU
before Emperor Severas
prohibited women gladiators In
the year 200.

Alumox
Antacid
Liquid

eon.-A66

DEAR ABBY: What can you say to a 25-year-old daughter who has decided to live with her boy friend?
We brought Maria up as a moral Catholic. Her boy
friend is of the same faith. He and his wife are legally
separated. They have three children. •
I have tried to tell Maria thee if her &teal really loved
her he would get a divorce'rid marry her. We haw other
chficrriii, bti loraila is the oldest and the apple of her
father's eye. This affair is just about killing us. Until this
happened Maria never gave us any trouble. We were so
proud of her. She graduated from college with honors. Now
she teaches retarded children.
We are so ashamed to face family and friends, we
refuse all social events. I know Maria reads your column.
Maybe there is something you can say to her. I've tried
everything I know. Thank you.
MARIA'S MOTHER

Homan
for
amusement
spectators who delighted in
bloodshed.
Victorious gladiators were
much admired by women And
so
were
women
some

BEGLEY'S HAS LOW DISCOUNT PRESCRIPTION PRICES EVERY DAY

(Sentra] Shopping

et.

opening
when
80 A I.)
ceremonies and gladiatorial
games lasting 100 days were
held The games had roots in
Etruscan religious history but
had become a form of

$3 75 Value

delivers
Hawaiian
tans!

Murine
for the
Eyes
89C Value

Show off a deeper, faster
Hawaiian tan. You can do
it with Tanya because Tanya has the secret. Coconut
oil and cocoa butter-those
two Hawaiian tanning favorites.
Only Tanya does it Hawaiian sty4e.Grab on to Tanya and grab a
Hawaiian tan
4 or Lotion
$2 00 Valu e_.......,$1.59
oz Butter
$1 75 Value

$i.39

ASK YOUR DOCTOR TO PHONE YOUR PRESCRIPTION TO US.
1
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'Packaged
home'new
concept

▪

•

HOUSTON, Tex. (UPI) The "packaged home"in which
big pncetag consumer goods
are purchased in groups rather
than individual units, is fast
becoming a reality.
The observation was made
by Richard R. Finley, vice
president of planning for Lane
Wood,Inc., a Dallas-based manufacturer of mobile homes, at
di Southwest Mobile Home
Show in Houston.
The new concept allows a
family to move into a fully
furnished, fully equipped home
that bears a single price tag,
Finlay said.
"We see this trend in homebuilding through homes being
offered with carpet, drapes
and built-in kitchens," he said.
"By 1980, 50 per cent of all
furniture, rugs and carpet manufactured in the United States
will be purebred as elements
in complete design packages."
Factors pointing to the
buying trend include:
pa
-oruari- on of single
family dwellings dropped from
77 per cent of total U.S. housing starts to 54 per cent during
the past decade.
-Retad sales dropped to 64
per cast of total personal expenditures in 1%8, compared
with 71 per cent a decade ago.
-Carpet asks to the contract market moved from 15
per cent of total saes to 40
per cent during the put 10
years.
-More than 50 per cent of
such major aOphancles as
Inc ranges and ititoMstie dishwashers are already sold for
resale as part of a home
Package.
Despite the weak economic
climate, mobile borne sales increased more than 100 per
cent to more than 400,000
units during the past three
years, Finlay said.
Food is a bargain
NEW YORK (UPI) - An
hour's work today buys 25 per
cent more pork, 20 per cent
more beef, 13 per cent more
potatoes, 20 per cent more
milk, 25 per cent more peas
and 40 per cent more food
than it did in the late 1950s.
Ethel Diedrichsen, extension
food and nutrition specialist at
the University of
Nebraska-Lincoln, says so. She
adds: -Compared to income,
food continues to be America's
best value."

SACRAMENTO, Calif.
(UPI) - A bill abolishing the
governor's power to reward
persons who capture stagecoach robbers has been passed
by the state assembly.
•

Busy helper
NEW YORK (UPI) - Use of
the chain saw in homebuilding
is growing. A survey by Omark
Industries, cutting chain maker,
found more than 165,000 of
the saws across the country,
clearing wooded building sites,
cutting planks and shaping
wooden forms for concrete.

firm"161
Bakery prices good thru Sat.,
June 12. All other prices good
thru Tues., June 15. Limit right
reserved. Copyright 1971. The
Kroger Company.
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SHOP WHERE EVERY DAY IS DISCOUNT-DAY
,Ye

Plain or Selt-Rising
Pillsbury Hungry Jack

Kroger

BISCUITS

FLOUR

29c

15c
All Flavors

I-Pint 12-0z. bottle

DEal
CUT
SPECS

k.

CHOICE

Hunt's

TOMATO SAUCE"
WESSON OIL 1-qt 6-07 95'
Lipton
S M A LI UID
TEA
BAGS locet.Pkg.
HeTthY
Pint
F
ethocolate Syrup 27'
Peer
P
BUTTER *49'
pun39t PINTO BEANS 24bs. 35'
raro Syrup
Heinz
12-oz. can
29t
HORMEL
Ea.
ICE MILK 43
63'
KETCHUP 14-oz. bottle
Banquet Fried
CHICKEN SUPPER 24b- Pkg.'1" LOTTA POPS 24941m 99' CAMPBELL Tomato
iliEntpi JUICE 1-pint 8-oz. 59'
Pkg
12.-count
SOUP
12' WAGNER'S DRINK Qt. 29'
h Fropn
M
ICE MILK BAR* Pkg 59'
Velveeta
UIT
JUICr" '
CAT FOOD 6102-oz. can 18* GRAPEFR
1
Del
Monte
Strawberry Pie $115 Kraft's
pkg
2-lb
Cheese Food
' PINEAPPLE JUICE'ef:r.3
$1" KileeiniKINS Pkg. of 60 19
Kroger
BISCUITS 15-ct. pkg. 10
KROC FR MEL 0 SOFT
U S.D A. Grade A Kroger
' 2met Pkg
TISSUE
37' BREAD
4P
Kellogg's
LARGE EGGS
8-or.
. 4-oz. oks.
pkg. 48'
19
'1"
TIDE DETERGENT
MARGARINE Miracle 3 '1"
FOLGER S OR MAXWELL,
o‘
SAI
;elp DRESSING
yeasteble
Twin
COFFEE
"USE
/9'
$175
64b. can
152-os. can
CRISCO
6-oz pkg.
DOG
FOOD
Del
Monte
7'
oF rie0 PATTIES
Singles
Free-Running
31'
TOMATO
ES
"b can
4
Kroger Pimento. American
MORTON SALT 14b. 10-oz. box 12
COTTI
UE
Bush
SLICED CHEES 8-oz. pkg. 43'
BPJsirtn
2 15-oz cans 41' WIENER ROLLS OR SANDWICH 4 t pk
29' SANDWICH BUNS19C
Pillsbury Hungry Jack
LIMaAS 1-lb can
filAcARONI DINNER 30' BEANS 15-oz. can 16' Golden
• 12-0z. $100
BISCUITS
POUND
CAKE
•
Pkgs. L
CORN FLAKES12-0. Pkg 31' Ds
1-1b.
cans
29'
PEAS
Armour
Twin, Flake or Combo Pak
S-or.
211-oz. $100
VIENNA
SAUSAGE
ROLLS
pkgs.
'
APPLESA
UCE cair
Showboat
LOTION
Caramel Icing
PORK BEANS '
filiMATO
15 3z can 96
JUICE
4°7
3
3'
IR LACQUER 13-ox -Size 59' Heinz-Strained All Varieties except Meats
CINNAMON ROLLS 3''z
pkgs
R
Regular qv Mint
41,4-oz. jar
BABY FOOD
8'
Crest Toothpaste2i7=7 54' Lipton
KROCFR COUNTY STYLE
SUGAR
96'
Adult
pkg
63'
:LEA
BAGS
4&'t
ROLLS
3/$1°'
ger
Toothbrus
h69evaiue4
Pro
pkg
7-oz
CHEERIO
S
37
bottles
CATSUP 5
12-c't $1 00
Size
$1.19
Je
lir
e
ak
s
t
l
je
a
T
S
3
88' IVORY
pkgs. A
Quart
Fiv
lirSELTZER
LIQUID Fa 79' CRISCO 011imt807 63'
4 oz. Deodorant
SHORTCAKE SHELLSPkg of'4 29'
Dark or Light
2 3 1-1b. 5100
OLYMPIAN
BREAD
•11 loaves
New Orleans
RIGHT GUARD
117 tperm-o-ware
........................9.5............
...o........
FRENCH BREAD
3=3'1"
I NOW ON SALE!
oz.
69' i
K .DRINKS
19'
ORANGE JUICE
JUICEG
10'
FRUIT PIES
Kraft American or Pimento
• ,ger
Sib. pkg.
POTATOES
99' SLICED CHEESE Zgz.. 59'
Cypress Garden
pkg.
slfaal)SHRIMPIHNER 74ar. 63' ORANGE JUICE '-o- can 23'
Frosty Acres Hash-BriArn
KROGER
POTATOES. 1-1b 11-bz. Pkgs. 4 '1"
Banquet Frozen AoolP PPirh

L319.
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See this colorful and durable plastic ware
on display
you will want to build 8
complete sett Weakly features!

SPECIAL 1116 WEEK
16 oz. TUMBLER ,
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How bridge
became the
'in game

DISCOUNT PRICE

AY

'DOUBLE TV STAMPS EVERY TUE. & WED
WHOLE

LEAN

Smoked Picnics

CHUCK
ROAST

JOWL

SSMOKED

U. S. CHOICE

496

LB

496

TENDE RAY
FAMILY PAK
OF 4 TO 6
LB.
STEAKS

Rib Steak

89'

BONELESS ROLLED or

Flat Brisket

944

LB

U. S. CHOICE TENDERAY

Club Steak

$1"

LB.

U.S. CHOICE TENDERAY

Rib Eye Steak
DEEP
CUT
SPECIAL

$2.39

LB

(:1-4( !ILE' TEM.
)FRAY BEEF

BOSTON ROLL

89c

CHOICE TENDERAY E-Z CARVE

994

I Roast

156

CHOICE TENDERAY

DEEP
CUT
SPECIAL

uck Steak
.CHOICE TENDERAY

Whole Rib Eye

10-LB.
BAG
894

Idaho Potatoes

494

LB.

U. S. CHOICE TENDEHAY BONELESS

Strip Steak

ALL BEEF

COUNTRY CLUB

k94

EACH

Salad Tomatoes

LB. $2.29

;SP

SIREydews
Honeydews

LB

$2.49

MARKET MADE PURE

15'
i3'
59'
?9'

516

39'
00

'1"
175

Pork Sausage
Country Style Ribs
S. CHOICE TENDERAY

Swiss Steak
BONELESS SHOULDER-CUT,

FREEZER BONUS IUNDLEI

LB.

TENNESSEE PRIDE WHOLE HOG

Sausage
Turkeys
Fr er Breast

10 TO 14-LB.
AVERAGE

s.,995

FAMILY PAK

LB

Corned Beef

LB

89'

100

;100
FRESH LEAN

Ground Round

LB.

994

Boiling Beef
Pork Steak

LB

294

FAMILY PAK

L8.

594

SMOKED
HAM

8-0Z.
PKGS.

24-B. PKG.

EA

100

39c

Chickens
Pork Loin

394 Deviled Crabs

594

894

FOR

PKG

194

LB

994

BOLD

DETERGENT
_

'MP
vALFA

3-LBS.
11432.
PKG.

6

Paint planning
PITTSBURGH (UPI) - If
you're planning to paint the
exterior of your house this
summer, it is easy to estimate
how much paint you'll need,
says PGI Industries. The maker
of Pittsburgh Paints says one
gallon_ will cover 30 linear feet
of a two-stoey home, not
counting window and door
openings; the typical 26-foot
by 40-foot two-story house
would require about five gallons of paint to cover its 2,200
square feet of exterior wall
surface.

with this coupon at Kroger. Good thru
Tues Juno 15 1-1111r1 one. Subject to
applicable state and local taxes.

111110/1/111MIMitinifil
, •-'•
BONUS COUPON 77
••
A. •
•

DEEP
CUT
SPECIAL

50 Ove

cn

with 2
t./ Chef Size Spices

CATFISH
f 4 to 6 lbs.

69c

2

50 with

3

S

4

niPPskg
n with -lbs. or more Ground
Ix Chuck, Round or Chopped
Sirloin
n with 2 pkgs. Breakfast or
5./ Canter-Cut Pork Chops
it with 2 pkgs. Fryer
4/ Breast Lags or Thighs
11 with a 14-oz. Fox
I Deluxe Pizza
,
n with 14b. or more
1 Chef Quick Beef Pattie
"
with 54b. bag
Orange. or Grapefruit
be. or more
r with
117 Onions
r with 2 heeds
Lettuce
a
,
with 54bs.

S
5
5

Fr SH WATER

lb.

594

59'
69

Keeping 'ern busy
NEW YORK (UPI) -- Linda
Swain, 17, of Modesto, Calif.,
heads a teen-age board that
won Seventeen magazine's
$1,500 grand prize for corn.
munitywide projects involving
students from fourth grade
through college.
Their activities ranged from
an ecology poster contest to
the establishment of recycling
centers for glass and aluminum
cans and culminated in a
day-long ecology fair — the
Carnival of Life. At the carnival, teen-agers in booths
taught how to cook natural
foods.

uisCountry
withn2 pk:s

3

L. 394 Corn Dogs
L. 594 Beef _Fritters

594

SHANK PORTION

Smoked Ham

LB

FaM6

SEM1-BONELESS

Fresh Ham

SLICED AS
MIXED CHOPS

COUNTRY STYLE SL ICF

BOSTON STYLE

Pork Butt Roast

EACH

FOR EXTRA

CHEF QUICK

QUARTER

BACON

•

ALL-MEAT
WIENERS
SUZANNA

ROASTING

ROAST

..53

MOB BELL

PKG

EXTRA Top
Value Stamps

GRAND BAYOU

Leg Quarters

100

89$

50
2
2

2E Potat
25
2

with lbe.
es
A
po wit 39e-or more
0 Bananas

,
61•••••••••••.......•.ps.virop ,
A.p.....
1 411.4.111

7

1
11
12
13
14
t'f

e

CHICAGO (UPI) — Nobody
knows for size how the Fame
got its name or who played
the first hand, but this is approximately the diamond jubilee of the popularisation of
bridce.
Since about 1896, according
to Encyclopaedia Britannica,
bridge whist, auction bridge,
and contract bridge have successively been the principal intellectual card games of the
English-speaking countries.
The game, played in the
most fashionable settings on
each side of the Atlantic, had
a humble ancestry. It derived ,
from whist, a game played by ,
the "lower classes" in the 16th
century England.,
Two centuries later, whist 1.
was taken up by gentlemen
playing in London coffee- '
houses, especially after
Edmond Hoyle published a
treatise on it in 1742. The
game, played "according to
to
Hoyle," soon spread
America.
From whist came bridge.
And upon its introduction to ,
New York in 1893 and to
London in 1894 bridge almost
immediately supplanted whist
in the card rooms of men's
clubs. Within a couple of years
it became the "in'game for
fashionable mixed gatherings
also.
The earliest form of bridge
itself gave way to auction
bridge, which was introduced
in England in about 1904 and
became, from 1907 to 1928,
the most universally popular
card game ever known. Auction bridge had at least 15
million adherents when, in
1930, it became secondary to
contract bridge.
The total number of contract bridge players has been
estimated at 50 million, at
least half of them in the United
States. The literature of the
game comprises more than 9,
BOO volumes. About 1 million
books on bridge are sold each
year. Periodicals on bridge have
been published in 13 languages.

TOP VALUE STAMPS
FAMILY PAK

FRESH PICNIC STYl F Pnin<

FOR

L.. 394

Celery Hearts
Cauliflower

LB 594
Beef Spare Ribs
3 tI.
La 394 Fish Sticks
LB 414 Shrimp Chankees ;2.39

7,sp

FRESH LEAN

2

74:k
COASTAL

FAMILY PAK FRYER

59'

STRAWBERRIES

L. 494

Fryer Quarters
Breast Quarters

FOR

FRESH

L.. 394

MIXED

Ii)

LB 994 Cantaloupes
Fresh Okra

SPLIT

Broilers
-141M1t1F-Pitit---Fryer Legs

5

FRESH

39c

$1.99

TENDERAY CORNED

LI
DEEP
CUT
SPECIAL

L. 654 Yellow Corn

3 TO 5-LB
AVERAGE

FROZEN HENS

K. C. Steak

100

$129

LB.

BUTTE RBALL

U.S. CHOICE TE NDE RAY - BONELESS

29'

Ftntilv

694
Spare Ribs
744
Chopped %Ion
L.. 49$
L.. 59t

Smoked Ham

ROUND STEAK
RIB STEAKS
CHUCK STEAKS
COUNTRY CLUB HAMBURGER
CENTER RIB PORK CHOPS
LEAN PORK STEAKS
FRYER BREASTS
FRYER LEGS
FRESH LINK SAUSAGE
KROGER WIENERS 1A11 Meat)

44-111s.
of MEAT

594

BUTT PORTION

Stock the freezer and get some variety in your
meets whole you SAVE I
•5-lb..
•5-lb..
•54bs.
•5-lbs.
•54bs.
•54bs.
•54bs.
•5-lbs.
•24bs.
•24b..

CUBE
STEAK

Lo. 994

English Roast

LB.

U.S. CHOICr TFNIDERAY

DEEP
CUT
SPECIAL

SAVE $5.81

1100

LB. 494

LEAN MEATY

4

CAMPAIGNING — Democratic Congresswoman
Louise Day .Hicks waves as
she rides in a parade in the
Dorchester section of Boston, before her announcement that she is a candidate for mayor of Boston.
Mrs. Hicks lost to Mayor
Kevin White by 12,0fifi
votes _in 1961

:eurz-zA

3
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Central Shopping Center
Open 9 AM. 9 P. M. Mon-Sat
1 to 6 P.M. Sundays

PRICES GOOD THURS. FRI. SAT. SUN. - Jim 10 - 13

Father's Day is June 20
And He could Use ...

LADIES DUSTERS

Styled for smart good looks,
yet designed for comfort.

Buried City Surrounded
By An Aura Of Mystery
By Leis Campbell
State News Bureau

were found in this mound.

Many unusual articles have
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Evidence been uncovered, including a
of burial above the ground in turkey bone caller with an antler
earthen mounds is seldom seen in tip which produces modulated
Kentucky.
tones when blown. Perhaps this
mound at was a musical instrument as all
There's the
Zollicoffer Park in Pulaski races are said to have had music
County where some 100 unknown of some kind.
Confederate troops were buried Who were these people that
by Union soldiers after a Civil roamed within the present
War battle. Occasionally, one boundaries of our state so long
spots a mound in a country ago?
cemetery, and evidence of at Since so many items foreign to
least one mound burial has been this area are evidenced, it seems
found on a Mercer County farm. reasonable to assume that this
was the center of some
Generally, in such cases, established trade route. History
however, there is a simple ex- tells us that an extensive interplanation for the mound's tribal traffic in merchandise
presence-be it for convenience's existed even at this early date.
sake or an idiosyncrasy on the Mica from the Carolinas;
part of some family member. jewelry, cannel coal and copper
Certainly the most unusual, the from the borders of Lake
most revealing and yet the most Superior;sea shells from the Gulf
puzzling of all mounds in
of Mexico of the excav ted
tucky are those of the
pottery pieces and copper orBuried City near Wickliffe, 1(y. naments are Mexican in design.
Here, on a lofty bluff above the
junction of the Ohio and Charred remains of Indian
Mississippi rivers, an unknown corn, the remnants of timber
and forgotten people erected used in house construction, and
their monuments to earth.
the still existing fireplaces and
Many of these mounds are still fragments of wooden furniture all
intact but others have been tell of a non-migratory life. Very
opened revealing the remain of a few weapons have been found,
race of prehistoric people who which seems to indicate these
walked in western Kentucky were a peaceful people.
some 1000 years ago.
They appear to have been an
The excavated mounds have ingenious people. Every bird and
been opened with such care that beast imaginable in a prehistoric
all remains are in their original forest is represented in their
positions. The Burial Mound, zoomorphic effigy on pottery,
now sheltered by modern pipes and ceremonials.
building, contains 153 skeletons. Of their language, with the
It is believed that the burials exception of a few pictographs,
were upon, rather than within, scattered about, we know
the soft alluvial soil. Charcoal practically nothing.
found here indicates that fire was Even with numerous artifacts
used in some manner in con- and clues lying around, it seems
nection with the
-IliWii1K—
that the origins and identity of
There are three distinct types these prehistoric people, like the
of burials: some bodies were awesome mounds themselves, lie
fully extended, some were in wrapped in mystery.
bundles and some
were Visitors are always welcome at
cremated. Many articles of the Ancient Buried City which is
pottery, tools, bone implements owned by the Western Baptist
and jewelry found beside the Hospital of Paducah.
bodies indicate that the race who As you walk through this
lived here had reached a high metropolis of an age and
degree of culture.
civilization now forgotten, you
The Council Mound has three will not only see methods of
fire pits and post moulds burial but also gain insight into
suggestive of platforms for a the living conditions of this
Priest and his audience. Nearby prehistoric race.
is the outline of a building Succumb to the mystery of the
surrounded by a drainage ditch. past and let your imagination go.
Seven pieces of pottery were Then try to visualize a thriving
found here during excavation, all industrial city, centuries ago,
graduated in size.
with some 3000 to 5000 inhabitants
Of the uncovered mounds the living and working in a peaceful
Temple Mound is the largest. existence under the warm
Three rectangular clay altars are Kentucky sun.
found here carrying out the The excavated
mosinds,
Trinity idea that is seen in both protected by wooden structures,
the Burial and Council House are open from 8 am. to 6 p.m.,
Mounds. In front of the altars are Monday through Saturday, and
post molds indicating a prayer from noon to 6 p.m. on Sundays.
rail where the suppliants knelt in
devotion to their gods.
Another mound has also been CROWD STONES iROOPS
excavated. Obviously this was
the children's Mound, for many
smaller skeletons have been BELFAST, Northern Ireland
uncovered, One infant had a --An 'army spokesman said
string of shell beads around its Monday that troops in Belfast
neck and near the hand of Sunday evening came under
another lay a tiny. beahtifully attack from stones flung by a
crwod which had gathered at a
carved white bone doll.
This mound is rectangular in fire on Whiterock Road. The
shape and its greatest height is spokesman said the soldiers
six feet. It measures about 105 by were called by firemen after
55 feet. It was,built over many they were unable 'to move the
building sites as is indicated by engine. The-fire, a small one.
different outlines Five fire pits was quickb put out.

$322

WINDOW FAN

$3331

and schifth embroidery,

SHOP &
SAVE
AT ROSES -

touch of trim.

Take the vat sot of watering

PULSATING SPRINKLM
DECORATE with a DEACON BENCH

Adjusts from heavy to fine spray.
Covers full 80' c

Precision cut in traditional colonial style. Smartly designed.
Ready for whatever finish you prefer

or at that

Reg. '7"

Summer Cottage.

ro

A *Mt NV-

MADRID GLASSES
SET OF 10
if‘ 13 oz. glasses in a
.- • • distinctive design.
,
Choice of smoke
gold or avocado.

10 Roll Pkgg,

TOILET TISSUE
A Real Buy!

62'

3

ONLY
Keep the Kids Cool and Happy
with One of These Large ....

POLY POOLS

Reg. Br

30"High

60" Long

66

23"

Reg.
526"

INFLATABLE RAFT
Large 29" x 48"
Cloth covered in bright yellow,

This sturdy poly pool will

red & black design.

stand lots of. hard wear.
Fish design on yellow
background

Ideal for use at
the beach or pool

Regular '5"

Reg.
'4"

9

96

BUY NOW
& SAVE!

*Luncheonette Special*
Saturday Night

Irahrsiloofold mood*/ •Adoirepl.ml
Iby Carl Vontriemalr, loafrms
Me loom peck*,sod IF.. •••••0,1,..

We whomi
steak last
this world.
take the de
sauce on it,
kinds, gi
anoked Si
pepper, A
Then, now
let them sit
hours as a
what not,s
of the stei
fiber of the
grill it on
You talk a

the lawn with this ...

Use at Home

GLOVE
$5.86

our Bald
and will be

Lob of different styles
and fabrics in fashions
latest rage. Buy severa
pair at this low price.

others tailored with a

$1 192

Reg.
99'

rake looi
In the Bar
bpk Yard.

Some with lace trim

•Use Either on Table Floor
or Window
•Two Speed
Reg. 813"

•

Might be
somebody
wells maid
steps to mi

Regular $3"

Several styles to
select from.

Solid colors and plaids
in sizes 29 to
20 Inch Breeze Box

HOT
PANTS

$2"

Regular S3'7
SWEET MUSIC—Andrew Hill, junior partner in William
Hill and Sons, London's Bond Street violin makers and
dealers, holds the 1721 Stradivarius after making the
winning bid of ;201,600 for an undisclosed buyer at
Sotheby's auction rooms. It is nearly four times the pre(Cubiephotoi
vious record sale price for a violin.

Those warm summer days
are almost here and you'll
want .

Lovely pastel shades in soft
permanent press material.

BERMUDA SHORTS
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8 oz 1-Bone Steak
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SAT

French Fries or Baked Potato
Tossed Salad
.Rolls
Tea or Coffee
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